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This military technical training course has been selected and adapted by
The Center for Vocational Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical
Education," a project sponsored by the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
U.S. 'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
VOcational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

disseminaticn. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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G3AZR23152

Course Oeseaption:

This course is designed to provide knowledge and training in the following areas: journalistic

process and role of the photojournalist; information acquisition techniques; elements of

style in writing; communicating with people; legal and ethical considerations; processing
techniques; presonality feature; group, publicity, editorial, sports and picture stories;

and layouts. The course consists of four blocks covering 234 hours of instruction.

Block I - The Journalistic Sequence contains 5 lessons requiring 20 hours of instruction.

State of the Art (4 hours)
Tools of the Trade (4 hours)
ROle of the Information Officer (4 hours)
The Journalistic Sequence (5 hours)
Legal and Ethical Considerations (3 hours)

Block II - People Pictures consists of 6 lessons covering 80 hours of instruction.
Preevaluation Picture Story (16 hours)
Man on the Street (8 hoUrs)
Night Photography (8 hours)
Static Person (16 hours)

Attention to Detail (16 hours)
A Day in the Life of a Person (16 hours)

Block III - The Communication Process contains 3 lessons covering 48 hours of instruction.

Communicating with People (16 hours)
Communicative Photography (8 hours)
Communicative Writing (24 hours)

Block IV - Job-Oriented Workshop consists of 7 lessons requiring 86 hours of instruction.

Groups (4 hours)
Publicity (4 hours)
Sports and Action (4 hours) ,

Editorial (4 hours)
Picture Stories (50 hours)
Portfolio (8 hours)

The course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include

plans of instruction detailing objectives, references, and materials. The student material

includes workbook, and programmed texts with review exercises and tests. The slide-tapes

listed in the plan of instruction are not included.

i
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
3400th Tech Tng Wg (ATC)

Lawry Air Force Base, Colorado 80230

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION G3AZR23152 001

ons Code U(V)
15 !larch 1970

FOREWORD

1. PURPOSE: This publication is the plan of instruction (P01) when the

page hown on page A are bound into a single document. The POI prescribes

the qualitative requirements for Courme Number G3AZR23152 ont, still Photo-

journalistic Techniques, in terms of criterion objectives and teaching
steps presented by units of instruction and shows duration, correlation
with the training standard, and support materials and guidance. Mien sep-
arated into units of instruction, it becomes Part I of the lesson plan.

This POT was developed under the provisions of AFM 5n-s, Instructional
System Development, and ATCR 52-7, Plans of Instruction and Lesson Plane,

2. COURSE DESIGN/DESCRIPTION. The instructional design for this course

is Group/Lock Step and nelf-paced. The course provides advanced training
to airmen who perform duties prescribed in AFR 39-1 for Still Photographic
Specialist, AFSC 23152 and Information Specialists, AFSC 79150. TrainIng

includes: tools of the trade, state of the art, the journalistic pro-
cess and role of the photoiournalist, information acquisition techniques,
elements of style in writing, communicating with people, legal and ethical
considerations, processing techniques, personality feature, group, public-
ity, editorial, sports and picture stories and layouts. Related training
is limited to commander's calls and will be made up by acceleration.

3, TRAINING EQUIPMENT. The number shown in parentheses after equipment
listed as Training Equipment under SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE is the
planned number of students assigned to each equipment unit.

4. REFERENCES. This plan of instruction is based on Course Training
Standard, 52-G3A2R23152 001, 8 March 1978, and Course Chart G3AZR27152 nnl,

8 March 1978.

FOR THE COMMANDER

/
/

J(34.EN /13RIIS OFF, Major, USAF
Chief, Sciences Branch

SurTe7s-elre-;-P-lar7 of Instruct ion G3AZR23152-001, 25 May 1976.

OPR: 3430th Tech Tng Gp
DISTRIBlITION: Listed on Page AA
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MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for use in Vocational and Technical Education. Deleted

material involves extensive use of military forms, procedures, systems, etc.

and was not considered appropriate for use in vocational and technical educa-

tion.
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PLAIMIOF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

StIll Photojournalistic Techniques
sLocKauasur

I

eLOCR"nya

The Journalistic Se uence
covise cOwYiis 2 rat

. State of the Art

a. Identify the duties of an Atr Force
Mss: W

(1) Recording events with a camera

(2) Communicating with photograph.

(3) The Photojournalist and th

(4) Air Force photojournalism

(5) Professionalism

(6) Military Picture of the Year

(7) Syracuse University Program

(8) Tools and Techniques of the

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

Photojournalist. CTS:

media

Contest

Photojournalist

AND GUIDANCE

winners

5c

4

SW C3AZR23152 001-1-2,

Audiovisual Aids

State of the Art

of MPOY contest
ST - Eliot Porter

Selected prints and slides
Photojournalist Portfolio

Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL Of I ESS014 PLAN (PART II)
sitimAluIt AND:ATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

1

Pl AM OI IN IfitIC TION NWAhtlik
C3A7.R23152 ,m)

0Tr
15 March 1978

_

PACE ',JO

3

ATC 133or? 'It PAIN101,16 UN 1%064 It C. OSOLt. TE

t
I. 4' I915-t.7Ib
Al 4,.:N.1
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PLANOFINSTRUCTION/LESSOMPLANPART 1

.,

Still Photolournelistic Techniques
et. *wolli La

The Journalistic Se.uence
" St ;-T T TNIE

. Tools of the Trade

a. Identify the operation and application
processing systems used by the photojournalist.
3s, 3b, 5d, 5e Mese: W

0) 35mm cameras

(2) Lens selection snd use

(3) Film/developer combinations

(4) Push processing

(5) Light

(6) Portfolio

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

of profeselonal camera 4
CTS: Is, lb, 24, 2b,

AND GU1DANCr.

of the Trade
Allard

were issued for the course.

4

SW G3AZI23152 001-1-3,

Audiovisual Aids

Tools of the Trade

Presentation, Tools
ST - William Albert

35sm Multi Media Slide
Photojournalist Portfolio

Training Equipment
35mm camera kit (1)
Electronic flash (1)
Dust-off (I)

Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs)

1
. Instructional Guidance
Have all students clean the cameras they
Have students read the SW.

SUPERWSOR APPOOVAL of LESION PLAN (PART II)

SIGNATURE AND DATE sIGNATURt AND OATS

....
LAgg og Ig.vtAut viol. giumiptrA

15 March 1478

arzf ..0

1)G3A2R23152 001
11`ens.. v..10 t I -all's,

1
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
. ,. * I "

Still Photolournallecic Techniques
BLOCK kflikilER atom Tint

The Journalistic Sequence
COURSE CONTENT a i1 ,, -'

. Role of the Information Office

a. Given a problem associated with
Photo Lab and Information Office, and possible
which olution would best solve the problem.

(1) Air Force image

(2) Air Force and civilian media

(3) Dealing with the editor

(4) Role of the Photojournalist

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

the interrelationships of the

solutions, determine
CTS: 5a, 5c Meas: W

AND GUIDANCE

Office

with the editor of the base
with the Information

4

SW G3AZR23152 001-1-4,

Audiovisual Aids

Role of the Information

newspapersCopies of base and civilian

Training Methods
Discussion (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
If possible, arrange for a short discussion
newspaper for insight into establishing rapport
Office. Give reading aasignment.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PL AN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE StGNATURE AND DATE

**LAN or IN; TAUCTION HulleCri

G3AZR23152 on1

I OA r E lo

15 March 1978

AGE A.G.

7

ATC "'I" 133or, 7s
pollgsnOsIS COITION IS COWL( TC

13

9 I. e..1..0. icot',t.71.4'6 Az
A I'' 76.: 70,st
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
rnOIRTIFYTTLX

Still Photojournalistic Techniques

N &tit OF smsTAuCTOA

at.ocK Mumsest

I

--Eserrrirr-
The Journalistic Se uence

COURSE CONTENT 2 TUAf

S. The Journalistic Sequence

a. Given a situation relating to the journalistic sequence, deter-
mine what effect, if any, failure to follow the proper sequence had on
the final product. CTS: 5b Mean: W

(1) Idea

(2) Planning

(3) The coverage

(4) Process and proof

(5) Select prints

(6) Layout

(7) Wiring text

(8) Photomechanical reproduction

(9) Impact on the reader

5

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON Pt. AN (PART II)
StCHA TURE AND DATE stGMA TUIIE AMC) OAT(

et. Ara Or tryi tRUC ?ION )11/%11":"

C.347.R23152 nn1 15 March 197x
1 4

r Ae:,,t.

9
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g
PLAN OF It5TRUCTION/LESSOM PLAN PART I (Can 'Intuition Shoo)

#

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SW G3AZR23152 001-1-5, The Journalistic Sequence
Visual Impact in Print, Hurley and MacDougall

Audiovisual Aids
Selected newspapers
Photojournalist Portfolio ST - Davidson

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hrs)
Field Trip (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Arrange a field trip to the publisher of the base newspaper or local civilian
newspaper. This will show the class how a newspaper is put together. They will
be able to see a good portion of the journalistic sequence firsthand. Give
reading assignment.

Olq. AN or oNSTRUCTION No.
G3A7A23152 nnl.. LATE

I C.
-.0 15 March 1978

I AO( NO
10



PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
inrriv-rwryworm mins r TITLE-

Still Photojournalistic Techniques
&Leo( NuM1110

I

BLOCK TITLE

The Journalistic Sequence

COURSE EMT 2 TIME

. Legal and Ethical Considerations

a. Given legal and ethical situations
determine which, if any rule(s) of legal
violated. CTS: 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, 9e Mess:

(1) The right to photograph

(2) The right to publish

(3) Libel and slander

(4) Model release

(5) Ownership of a photograph

(6) Ethical conduct

(7) Military peculiar

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

common to a photojournalist,
and/or ethical conduct were

W

AND GUIDANCE

Considerations

illustrating legal and

from Base Legal Office
portion of the lesson.

2

SW 63AZR23152 001-1-6,

Audiovisual Aids

Legal and Ethical

magazines, and newspapersSelected photographs,
ethical conduct.

Training Methods
Discussion (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
If feasible, arrange to have representative
conduct the discussion concerning the legal

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

rt. Al4 or INSTRUCTION NUNOER

03AZR23152 001
DATE

15 March 1978
PAGE NO.

11

ATC F"' 133Or r 7S PrervIous oinOP IS cosoLETE
6

075-b71-5(16 4;
AJ 71i1-,710.111



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Content/Olen Set00)

COURSE CONTENT

7. Measurement and Critique 1

a. Measurement Test

b. Test Critique

PLAmorINSTRUCTiONNO.
OAZR23152 001

OATIE

15 March 197R
I papaw,.

12
1



PLANOF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1

WANE OlutosOPtuCT61 J COUnsE TITLZ

Still Photo ournalistic Techniques

@LOCK minium
II

BLOCK TITLIr

People Pictures

. .
II. OISE ..... ENT 2 TIME

. Preevalustion Picture Story

a. Plan and produce picture story consisting of five to seven

photographs that tell a story. Turn in proofs and prints for critique

and Instructor Evaluation. CTS: la, lb, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 6a, 7a,

10a, 10c Mess: PC

(1) Approach of the photojournalist

(2) Composition review

(3) Planning a picture story

(4) Preparing a shooting script

(5) Photographing for impact

(6) Continuity

(7) Layout procedures

16

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL. OF LESION FLAN (FART II)

sIGNA TUNE AND OATS SIGNATURE AND OATS

PL. AM OF INSTRUCTION NUNIDER
cluR23152 oni

OAT(
Is March 197R

RACE NO.

13

ATC "" 133OCT ,S
owevOus comON IS Caws-ET(

*II.... G.P.o. 14,67S-6:i-566 42
AN. )6.:700t
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Contiovetion $hoe)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT 63AZR23152 001-1I-1, Preevaluation Picture Story
Hurley and McDougall, Visual Impact In-Print

Audiovisual Aids
Slide Tape, S/T II-1, Photojournalist Portfolio ST

Training Equipment
35mw Camera Set (1)

Nikor Tanks and Reels (1)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer ,(4)

Electronic Flash (1)
Projection Laboratory (4)
Dust-Off (1)
8x Magnifier (2)

Training Methods
Self Instruction (2 hrs)
Performance (14 hrs)

NOTE: Training equipment in remainde
1of lessons in Block II is iden

tical, therefore, Training
Equipment heading is omitted
in subsequent objectives of
Block 11.

- Linker

Instructional Guidance
Certify completion of Part II-1. Closely supervise students in lab areas to
insure proper usage of equipment. Hold critique session to evaluate student
work and provide guidance to standards of work expected of students. Emphasize
the use of the term "Standards of Instructor Evaluation" and that the student
read all instructions and procedures in the PT. Have students sign up for
Lab Block desired.

PIL AN Or INSTRUCTiON NO.
G3AZR23152 001

DAt r pAct NO
15 March 1978 14
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME OF INSTRUrTOR COURSE TITLe

Still Photojournalistic Techni.ues
TLOCK WroThER

li

&ACK TITLE
People Pictures

COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Man on the Street

a. Produce a minimum of five photographs each of eight people
selected at random. Ail photographs will be taken with a normal lens,
and should cover no larger than a head and shoulders area. Process and
proof film. Proof sheet will be turned in for critique. Print one
print up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size of the best photograph of each
subject. Prints must meet standards of Instructor Evaluation. CTS: 6b,

10a Meas: PC

(1) Relating with people

(2) Responsibilities of the photojournalist to the subject

(3) Capturing expressions and mannerisms

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

8

PT C3AZR23152 001-11-2, Man on the Street

Audiovisual Aids
Slide Tape (Si=1 1-2), Man on the Street

Trainnt Methods____ i_
_ ..._ __

Self instruction (1 hr)
Performance (7 hrs)

Instruttionai Culdance
..... - . .

Student will complete PT 11-2 and receive instructor Certification,
then study S/T 1(-2, nave studonte sign up for desired lab block.
Critique and evaluate linicihed project.

SUP ER VISOR APP-110VAL 0 F L ESSON PL AN (PART II)._
SIGMA TURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

Pt, AN tli livi 1 int C.. Tlfrei NUNtIE ft

c3aR23152 001 15 March 1978

PAGE NO.

15

ATC fc,H6A DvitiS FOiflC1 tc. AVN F TF

20
G.t .0. 1975-671-586/47



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
NAME OF INSTRUCTOR coutntTn17----

Still Photojournalistic Techniques
OLOCKRUNOER

ii

EILOLICT(TLE

People Pictures

COURSE CONTENT

. Night Photography

2. TIME

a. Photograph people and their activitie, at night by existing
light. Process film and proof. Turn in proof sheet for critique.
Print one print up to H X 10inch (20 X 25cm) size of the best two
photographs. Prints must meet the standards of Instructor Evaluation.
CTS: 2a, 2b, 3a, 4a, 4b, 4c, 10a Meat: PC

(1) Pushing film

(2) Metering exposure at night

(3) Night people

(4) Composition

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND t:U1DANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT G3AZR23152 001-11-3, Night Photography

Audiovisual Aids
35mm Slide Tape, (ST-I1-3), Night Photography

Training Methods
Self Instruction (2 hrs)
Performance (6 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete Pi 11-1 and receive instructor Certification,
then study SIT 11-3. Have student sign up for desired lab block..
Critique and evaluate finished project.

---.--- _
SUPERvISOR APPROVAL OF L MON PLAN (PART II)

siGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE ND DATE

. .
^Not .v. rnur T.647,;;;;;irr7

-
;

nlAztunm not
I 15 March 197A

21
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wAmEbriNSTRuCTON
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

coup E

Still Photojournalistic Techniques

14

LOCK ultuen SLOCK TITLE

People Pictures

cOURSE COMYENT TIM E

, Static Person

a. Using basic rules of composition, expose 72 different shots of

a stationary person. Process film and proof. Select and number 40

different viewm and turn in for critique. Print one print up to 8 X 10

inch (20 X 25cm) size of the best four shots. Prints must meet standards

of Instructor Evaluation. CTS: 4a, 4b, 4c, 10a Meas: PC

(1) Seeing like a camera

(2) Impact in photographic communication

(3) Composition in photography

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT C3A2R23152 001-11-4, Static Person

Audiovisual...Aids

35mm Slide Tape, ( ST-11-4), Static Person

Training Methods
Self Instruction (2 hra)
Performance (14 hrs)

Instructional Culdance
Student will complete PT 11-6 and receive Instructor Certification,
then study S/T 11-4, Static Person. Instructor will check out film

and answer any questions. Have student sign up for desired lab block

and critique and evaluate final results. Student must number at leset

40 shots on the proof sheet.

SUPERViSOR APPRO VAL 0 F L ESSON PL AN (P ART II)

16

SIGMA TVRE AHD DATE sic.NATURE AND DATE

.
Ala Om 1.4 ftU4 (ION 411MM lit

C1A7.RY1152 nol

ATC f"'" 133.1( 1 S
I.Ftf VIOt,S t CtIn 0.4 1C 0S01.. E t
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
L

PhotojoutnalIstle Techniques

Natal or INS RuCTO

SLOCKNUNNIEN eLocicT171(

People Pictures

COURSE COSTEHT I TIME

5. Attention to Detail

a. Produce photographs of a person to show details of character.
Expose, process and proof a minimum of two rolls of NW film And turn
in proofs tor critique. Select the best four shots and make one print
of each to any size up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25m). Photos must meat
standards of Instructor Evaluation. CTS: 4n, 4h, 4c, 10a Mess: PC

(1) Personality

(2) Whole versus part

(3) Characteristics and mannerisms

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT G3AZR23152 001-11-5, Attention to Detail

Audiovisual Aids
35mm Slide Tape ( ST-I1-5) Attention to Detail

Training Methods
Self Instruction (2 hrs)
Performance (14 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT 11-S and receive instructor Celtification,
then study ST-II-5. Give student film nnd have him sign op for a

lab block. Critique and evaluate finished work.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PL AN (PART M)

SIGNATURE AND DATE

r t AUL ',NOM N1,1410Egl

G3A7R23152 001

sIGNTUAE AND DATE

16

1;.7.i .7,

IC Marrh 1471% fl

1 5'



`..(4 AIME or oNsToturit,*
PLAN OF 1NSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

ImmIrrTrr
People Pictures

Still Photojournalistic Techniques

COUMIE CONTENT 2 TIME

. A Day in the Life of a Person and A Portrait at Work

a. Photograph a day In the life of a person. Process and proof
for critiqu. Select vile beat five shots and make one print each, any
size up to It X 10 inch (20 X 25cm). Photos must meet the standards of
the Instructor Evaluation. CTS: ha, eh, lOa Mesa: PC

(1) The real self

(2) in-depth reporting

(3) To know or nor to know

(4) Emphasizing character

(5) Personal environment

h. Use supplemental lighting to make a portrait of a person in hie
work environment. Turn in proofs and one good protrait for critique.
Prints must meet standards of Instructor Evaluation. CTS: l0a, 3b

Meals: PC

(1) informal portrait

(2) Familiar environment and objects

(I) Subordinate or supporting

(4) Supplemental lighting techniques

h.. h . 41,
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FLAN OF INITINJICTION/LRISON PLAN FART I (CeeNorsqleys Stow)

couovicomrm

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT 3AZR23I52 001-11-6, A Day In the Life of A Person and Portrait at Work
Visual impact in Print, Hurley and McDougall. page 76-93 and 121-129

Audiovisual Aids
Photojournalist Portfolio ST - Smith
15mrs Slide Tape (ST-11-0, A Day in the Life of A Person and a Portrait at Work.

Training Methods
Self Instruction (2 hrs)
Performance (14 hrs)

instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT 11-6 and receive Inatructor Certification, then view
portfolio ST, then ST-f1-6. Student will sign up for lah block. Critique and
evaluate finished projevt.

PLAft Or IliSTIkUCTIONI140.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON FLAN PART I--rweinrritty-;-garsr-ritm-rnnr
SOLI Photojournalistic Techni,ues

11. *sum
fll

minsmirt
Communication Proceaw

---MW---a5ffiil
,--

---Thet CCM1
1. Commalicating With People

a. Produce one human interest color slide that communicates a mood,
feeling, or emotion to the viewer. Slide must moot standard, of In-
structor Evaluation. CTS: ilb. 4b. 4c Was: PC

(1) Visual Communication

(Z) Common Ground

(3) Relating With Your Subject

(4) Communicat ing With Your Viewer .

h, Produce one color *tide that communicatc. a life-controlling
factor. Slide must meet etandards of Instructor Evaluation. CTS: la,

6h Mess: PC

(1) biological-genetic factor.

(2) Cultural factors

(3) Socio-economic factors

(4) Poychological factors

(5) bole play

(e) Producing photograph* that communicate

16

(9)

(A)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT 3AZR23152 001-III-1, Communicating With People

Audiovisual Aids
Multi Media 35mm Slide Tape, (ST-III-1), Communicating With People
Photojournalist Portfolio ST - McCullum

in!ng Equipment
35mm SLR Camera Set (1)
Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank and Reels (1)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory (4)
Light Table (8)
8X Magnifier (1)
Dust-Off (1)

Training Methods
Self Instruction (3 hrs)
Performance (13 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT III-1 and receive Instructor Certification, then
study ST III-1. Student will sign up for desired lab block. Process reversal
color film in the E-6 kit provided by your instructor. Have student select
slides and mount for critique.

PL AN Or INSTRUCTION NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
1. ,4 .1

Still Photojournalistic Techniques
.1..otg ftvmssita -----grnirrOrrj

III The Communication Process
COURSE TENT 2. TIME

. Communicative Photography

a. Produce one color slide that illustrates and communicates the
abstract word assigned to you by the instructor. Submit slide for

critique and evaluation. Slide must meet Standards of Instructor

Zvaluation. CTS: 4a. 4b, 81) Mess: PC

(1) Visual Communication

(2) Purposeful Phocography

(3) Simplicity

(4) Abstract Concepts

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Inatructional Materials

8 hr

PT C3AU2302-001-III-2, Communicative Photography

Audiovisual Alds
ST 1I1-2. Visual Communication
Photojournalist Portfolio ST - Cartier-Bresson

Training Faukement
Bmil SLR Cameri-S;t (1)
Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank & Reels (1)
Light Table (8)
8X Magnifier (1)
Slide Mounter (1)
Slide Cutter (1)

. ___.
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoat)

COURSE CONTENT

Training Methods
Self Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (7 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT 111-2 and receive Instructor Evaluation, then study

ST-III-2. Give student random abstract word for subject. Have student sign

up for lab block. Critique and evaluate mounted slide.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
, IN U .

Still Photojournaliatic Techniques

a)CR Num REA

III

LOCK TITLE

The Communication Process
COURSE CONTENT 2. TINE

. Communicative Writing

a. Using feature t:ty1e of writing, write a 250-500 word feature
article and select and caption a feature photograph based on the fact
sheet and photos provided by your instructor. The feature article and
captioned photograph must meet standards of Instructor Evaluation.
CTS: 6a, 7b Meas: PC

(1) News writing styles

(2) Feature writing

(3) Writing tools and techniques

(4) Research techniques

(5) Feature photographs

(6) Caption writing

b. Using a feature style of writing, research and write a 250-500
word article about an interesting occupation. This article must be
factual. Submit article with one captioned photo that supports the
article. Both must meet standards of Insturctor Evaluation. CTS: 6a,

7a, 7b Meas: PC

(1) Feature photographs

(2) Caption writing

c. Using feature style ot writing, research and write a personality
profile article of 250-500 words. The subject of the article must be
newsworthy and accurate. Submit article with one supporting captioned

photo. Both articles and photos must meet standards of Insturctor
Evaluation. CTS: 6a, 7a, 7b Mean: PC

(1) Newsworthy subject matter

(2) Descriptive writing

24

(8)

(8)
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2,1?
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Comhpesolow Woo

COURSE COWFINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materiels
PT 34%21123152 001-111-3, Communicative Writing

Audiovisual Aids
Selected feature articles nd photographs

Training Equipment
35u.m SLR Camera Set (1)
Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank 4 Reels (1)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory (4)
Light Table (8)
8X Magplfier (1)
p1.4syeOff (1)

//Typewriter (4)

Training Methods

Self Instruction (4 hrs)
Performance (20 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT 111-2, and receive Instructor Certificatime, then
articles should be done in order, and critiqued by instructor.

PLAN0itimsraucTmkimp.
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PLAN 011 INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1
W um or INSTRUCTOR TITLE

Still Photojournalistic Techiques

-67.15riigun

IV
DCW TTYL r

Joh-Oriented Workshop

Cow is T TTIME

, Interview and Personality Feature

a. interview and candidly photograph

ment, Submit a minimum of 10 questions
and a minimum of three photographs that
and moods during the interview. Intervirw

of Instructor Evaluation. CTS: 6s, 6b,

(1) Researching the subject

(2) Planning the interview

(3) Interviewing techniques

(4) Accuracy in depiction

(5) Photographing an interview

(6) Interview layout

(7) Ue of cassette recorder

a person

and answers
show the

and photos
10a Mess:

In his work environ-
concerning his job

subject's mannerisms
must meet standarde
PC

12
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PLAN OF INITOUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART 1 (Cokarist

COUNIS CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT 3AZR23152-001-IV-1, Interview end Personality Feature

Audiovisual Aids
35 mm Slide Tape ST-IV-1, Interview Techniques

Training Methods
Self Instruction (2 hr.)
Performance (10 hre)

Training Equipment
3Simm SLR Camera Kit (1)
Electronic Flash (l)
Nikor Tank 4 Reels (I)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Lab (4)
Typewriter (4)
Portable Cassette Recorder (2)

Light Table (8)
Dust-Off (1)
8X Magnifier (1)

Waxer (8)

Instructional Guidance
Nave student complete PT-IV-1, and receive Instructor Certification. Student

should then study ST-IV-1, then check out cassette recorder and cassette. Stu-

dent will conduct interview and photograph subject, then transcribe interview

onto one column cut size paper to be waxed and laid out on dummy sheets pro-

vided. Photos will be printed to one column size to be laid out with interview.

When completed, instructor will critique the project, and direct student to next

assignment. Nave student sign up for lab block.

PLAN Or imstitucricm
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FLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESION PLAN PART I
was or tostrINCTOPI I COUNPIIE TITLIE

I Still Photojournalistic Techniques
ikevii....stw loraulmwr

IV Job-Ortented Workshop
COMien MMIT Ton

2. Groups

a. Photograph subject-oriented group

group. Select best photograph of each category
each up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size
standards of Instructor Evaluation. CTS:

(1) Subject-oriented group photographs

(2) Object-oriented group phoLographs

(3) Control of situation by photographer

(4) Composition

and

for critique.
10b

an object-oriented
and submit one print

Prints must meet
fleas: PC

4
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a

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT G3AZR23152-001-IV-2, Groups

Audiovisual Aids
S/T-IV-2, 35mm Slide Tape, Photographing Groups

Training Equipment
Y.:Q.- SLR Camera Set (1)

Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank and Reels (1)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory (4)
Light Table (8)

Dust-Off (1)
8X Magnifier (1)

Training Methods
Self Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT IV-2, and be certified by instructor, then study

S/T IV-2. Photos will be submitted for critique and evaluation. Have student
sign up for lab block.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
IMT377r1114 EiZ7311 morn Trri.s

Still Photojournalistic Techniques
Imo KNum

IV

.

Job-Oriented Worksho.
lata .." ENT -1 W

. Publicity

a. Produce a publicity photograph of
in for critique. Photographs must meet

tion. CTS: 8b Meas: PC

(1) Selling ideas

(2) Types of photography used

(3) Government utilization

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

people or activities. Turn
standards of Instructor Evalua-

AND GUIDANCE

Instructor Certification.
for Instructor Evaluation.

4

PT 63AZR23152-001-IV-3,

Audiovisual Aids

Publicity

Publicity Photography

(1)

(4)

S/T-IV-3, 35mm Slide/Tape,

Training Equipment
35mm SLR Camera Set (1)

Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank and Reels
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory
Light Table (8)
Typewriter (4)
Dust-Off (1)
8X Magnifier (1)

Training Methods
Self Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT IV-3 and receive
Then study S/T-IV-3. Photo will be submitted
Hav student sign up for lab block.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
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PLANO!' INISTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
V.

.too
.1

Still Photojournalistic Techniques

16 SI MUM

IV Job-Oriented Workshop
COURSE COWTENT TIME

. Sports and Action

a. Photograph sporting event, and
prints, up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size,

and human interest. Prints will be evaluated
standards of instructor Evaluation. CTS:

(1) Preparation for a sporting

(2) Planning for sports coverage

(3) Coverage of sports assignments

(4) Capturing emotion and human

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

submit inimum of three
which show action, emotion,

in critique and must meet
4c, 8b Mess: PC

event

interest

AND GUIDANCE

.

4

_
PT G3AZR23152-001-IV-4,

Audiovisual Aide

Sports and Action

Sports Photography

(1)

(4)

S/T IV-4, 35ms Slide/Tapt,

Training Equipment
35mm SLR Camera Set (I)
Electronic Flash (I)
Nikor Tank and Reale
Projection Printer (I)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory
Light Table (8)
Dust-Off (1)
8X Magnifier (1)

TrsininI_Mcthode
Self Instruction (1 hr)
Performance (3 hr.)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PLAN (PART II)
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PLAN OF INITINCTION/LIMON PLAN PART 1 (C acawsHem lime)

COVOINCONTENT

Instructional Guidasce
Nave student complete PT TV-4 and receive Instructor Certification. Then study
SIT-IV-4. Photo will be submitted for Instructur gualustion. Move student sign
up for lab block.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PANT 1
WAWE ortiNgT1IRIGThal MORI' TFTLV

Still Photojournaltetic Techniques
atscot N WWII 'TITLE

Tif Job-Oriented Workshop

traitMAU COKTItmt

S. Editorial

a. Produce an editorial photograph. The photograph must clearly
wham bias, sna make a tatement. Prints suet meet standards of Instruc-

tor Evaluation. CTS: 4b, Rh Mess: PC

(1) Editorial photojournalism

(2) Accuracy in editorializing

(3) Libel in editorializing

(4) The photojournalist's point af view

4
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PLAN OF INITAUCTION,LOITON PIM PANT I Komhomigsso $40.0

COMECONTINT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructienal Materiels
PT G3A2123152 -001 -1V-5, Editorial

Audlovisual Aids

SIT 35mm SlideiTepe, kditerial Photography

Trainiqg Equipment
35mm SLR Camera Set (1)
Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank and Reels (1)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory (4)
Light Table (I)
Oust-Off (1)
IX Magnifier (1)

Taming Methods
Self Instruction (1 hr)
Petforaance (3 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Nave student complete PT-IV-5 and receive Instructor Certification, then study

S/T-IV-5. Final print will be critiqued end evaluated by instructr. After
approval, direct student to next objective. Nave student sign up for lab block.

4 11
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I
,

.1

Still Photojournalistic Techniques
ow I( NUM e

0 IV

l I

Job-Oriented Workshop
COURSE CONTENT 2. TIME

. Picture Stories

a. Given the unassembled materials necessary
story, perform editor duties by producing a completed
Finished picture story must meet the Standard of

CTS: 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d Meas: PC

(1) Selecting and cropping photos

(2) Selecting copy

(3) Sizing photos

(4) Layout design

(5) Pasting-up-photos and copy

b. Plan and produce an organized sequence of
presenting an account of an interesting and significant
sonality, idea, or an aspect of contemporary life.
must supplement each other. Instructor must approve

photographing the subject. CTS: 4a 4b, 4c, 4d,

(1) Idea

(2) Research

(3) Script

(4) Shoot pictures

(5) Proof and select best shots

c. Using prints and text from previous exercise,

prehensive and complete picture story. Submit the

on two to three boards, one to five pictures per
avast Standards of Instructor Evaluation. CTS:

(1) Picture story layout

to make a picture
picture story.

Instructor Evaluation.

photos, with text,
event, per-

The photos and text
content prior to

10c Meas: PC

50

(8)

(24)

(18)assembly a cam-

picture story mounted
board. Content must

4d Mess: PC
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PLAN OF INSTRICTIONAESSON PLAN PART I (Comistretioe Sloos)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
PT G3AZR23152-001-IV-6, Picture Story
Visual Impact In Print, Hurley and McDougall, pages 94-119

Auc t ..visual Aids

S/T IV-6, 35mm Slide/Tape, Picture Story Planning and Layout

Training Equipment
35mm SLR Camera Set (1)

Electronic Flash (1)
Nikor Tank and Reels (1)
Projection Printer (1)
Contact Printer (4)
Projection Laboratory (4)
Typewriter (4)

Light Table (8)
Dust-Off (I)
8X Magnifier (1)
Waxer (8)

Training Methods
Self Instruction (4 hrs)
Performance (46 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Have student complete PT IV-6 and S/T IV-6, and receive Instructor Certification.

Check each student's script (outline) for accuracy and throughness. Review

proof sheets. Provide dummy layout boards and waxer. Assist student in layout

procedures where necessary. Critique and evaluate finished project. Have stu-

dent sigD up for lab block.
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PAR
MAUI or INSTRUCTOR COWRIE TITLE

Still Photojournalistic Techniques
LesCR NuodRER

IV

-ELOCK TITLE

Job-Oriented Workshop

11 TIM.cOunse CONTENT

. Portfolio

n. Submit a portfolio selected from
by instructor. The portfolio will consist
(27 X 35cm) prints submitted in a minimum
the Year categories. Prints will meet Standards
tion. CTS: 5e Meats: PC

(1) Portfolio uses

(2) Military Picture of the Year

(3) Mounting prints

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND

Student Instructional Materials

your course work for critique

of five mounted 11 X 14
of three Military Picture of

of Instructor Evalua-

Categories

GUIDANCE

then select, print, and
and evaluate portfolio.

8

PT GlAZR23152-001-IV-7,

Training Equipment

Portfolio

(4)

Projection Printer (1)
Projection Laboratory
Light. Table (8)

8X Magnifier (1)
Dust-Off (1)
Mount Press (8)
Tacking Iron (4)

Instructlonal Guidance
Have student complete PT IV-7 and S/T IV-7,
mount five photos for portfolio. Critique
Have student sign up for lab block.
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MODIFICATIONS

of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for use in Vocational and Technical Education. Deleted

material involves extensive use of military forms, procedures, systems, etc.

and was not considered appropriate for use in vocational and technical educa-

tion.
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Sciences Branch SW C3AZR23152 001-1-2

Lowry An, Colorado March 1978

STATE OF THE ART

OBJECTIVE

Identify the duties of an Air Force photojournalist?

INTRODUCTION

The pleasure experienced by a photographer in viewing the re-

..olts of his creative efforts as a finished black-and-white print

or as a color slide, is exceeded only by the thrill of seeing the

same original photograph faithfully reproduced in a magazine, news-

paper, or other media.

Today, the photojournalists are the visual recorders of history;

they are the ones who get the who, what, where, when, why and how into

a single eye-catching, story-telling picture.

INFORMATION

DUTIEN

Recording and Communicating

How many of you spend more than 20 minutes with the evening

paper? The newspaper's job is to not only present the facts, but

also to get them read. Your job is the same. How can you tell

the Air Force story if people do not see what we are doing? What

good is the greatest piece of journalism ever written if nobedy

reads it? How many of you make a habit of watching news on the

TV in the evening? We should all be concerned as to why the news-

papers have abdicted their positions as leaders in photojournalism

to the magazines and TV. People today are in a hurry, and pictures

present the news painlessly and effortlessly. It is obvious that

the newspapers need an effective way of presenting the facts the

public wants and needs. Photojournalism can provide that way.

Although they are the most economical thing to produce, pic-
tures are still the first thing to be left out. Any paper can use

good pictures today. There is no excuse for any Air Force newspaper

to have few or bad pictures. What we lack is the trained photojour-

nalists; those who observe people and events and report happenings

by means of photographs. They communicate with their cameras and



3q

they know no language barrier.

. The advent of photojournalism can be traced back in history

to the pioneers of photography such as Mathew Brady who left a

legacy to the American people through his photographic documenta-

tion of the Civil War. He accomplished this task with great dif-

ficulty because of the United technology of that era. Today your

task Is much easier because you can draw upon the experiences of

your forerunners and you have a vast choice of modern camerae and

equipment to work with.

It is truly through the photograph that people get a realistic

impression of life, but it takes someone who has learned more than

how to load Me and trip a shutter. And this is exactly why you

are here! You have already learned that you are the soot important

part of your camera. Today we will give you a general overview of

your duties as a photojournalist, some of which you will develop im

this course but most of which you can only perfect through practical

experience. Remember, you are the visual recorders of history!

You and the Media

You must get your work to the audience. To get the &odious

to see and read your work you will need a media. Any means of MOO

communication that gets information to the public is media. Included

are newspapers, radio, television, books, pamphlets and brochures.

This is not an all inclusive list.

To get your work distributed you will need to find out what is

required in your local area. Probably the most important thing for

you to do is to establish rapport with your local media.

As Air Force photojournalists, your local media contact is the

Base Information Office (10). Don't forget that you support the

IO, but you shouldn't stop there. Your work will not only be used

in the local base paper, but it may be released throughout the Air

Force and the world. Your work must be better than just good enough

for the base paper because it may become Air Force News Photography.

Air Force News Photography

You should be able to blend your training in record and docu-

mentary photography into effective news photography. The people

on your base want to read and see what is going on at their base.
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People at other bases want to he informed about all of the Air

Force. This makes your news photography doubly important.

Your best natural trait in news photography is your imagination.

You should remember your pictures need strong visual elements. When

you use your imagination during the shooting, you will help direct

the viewer's thinking during his viewing.

As a news photographer you must stay objective but stay tuned

to human emotions. You must respond quickly and accurately and

capture the dramatic highlights of a story and record all the facts.

Keep your news pictures believable. Use your imagination to

make the story relate to your viewer's experiences.

Depth and perspective are important in your news stories. Get

the elements of your picture arranged as logically as possible.

Arranging the elements will direct the viewer's attention to the

most important element. You will have created impact and you will

have made a good news story instead of just a picture of an event.

Professionalism

In the pursuit of being a photojournalist you should strive for

professionalism. You must display craftmanship as well as technical

knowledge in your profession. If you practice basic techniquep_of

photojournalism, your professionalism will be shown in your pictures.

PLAN. Even though some of the most memorable photos resulted

from instant responses by the photographer, you should always have

plan. Your plan should include a script, film requirements, light-

ing and maybe angles.

MOVE IN. Your major concern is coverage. You will rarely re-

quire panoramas unless that is the specific requirement. Move in

on your subject. This will help make the picture show the action

or subject you want.

IDENTIFY. Learn the principles of your assignment. Show them

in action, not just among a group. Complete identification is es-

sential in your coverage and in your professionalism.
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QUESTION

1. What are the duties of an Air Force photojournalist?
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Sciences Branch SW 03AZR23152 001-1-3
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

OBJECTIVE

Identify the operation and application of professional camera
and processing systems used by the photojournalist.

INTRODUCTION

As you advance into the world of the photojournalist you will
learn to use new camera and processing systems that will better
suit your job requirements. A camera that is more versatile and
film/developer combinations that will enable you to go far beyond
the shooting capabilities you have previously known are only two
of your tools.

INFORMATION

YOUR TOOLS

Cameras

As a photojournalist you will do most of your work with a light-
weight and versatile 35mm camera.

The two basic types of 35mm cameras are the range-finder (RF)
and the single lens reflex (SLR). Both types are well suited to
photojournalism, but each has certain characteristics that should
be considered.

The RF camera is light, compact, quiet in operation, and easy
to focus in low-light conditions. However, the RF type lacks a
depth of field preview and there is a parallax problem when focusing
up close. Also, only one make of RF camera presently offers a through-
the-lens metering system.

The SLR is heavier and bulkier than the RF camera, but among its;

major advantages are depth of field preview, and no parallax problem
because you focus through the lens. The depth of field preview is
an important feature to the photolournalist who must know when part
of a picture will he thrown out of focus. Without the parallax pro-
blem to worry about, the photojournalist can compose in the viewfinder
the exact scene that will be recorded on the film. Also, most all
quality SLR cameras offer through-the-lens light metering. A major
disadvantage of the SLR is the difficulty when focusing in extreme

'00
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low-light conditions. This is particularly true when using

multi-prism or focusing grid type screen.

Regardless of which type bom camera you use, compose your
pictures in the camera. The 35mm negative is too smell to do much

cropping when printing.

Lenses

One outstanding feature of the 35mm camera system is the vast
variety of lenses available, ranaing from the wide angle "fish-eye"
to the extreme telephoto lenses of 1,000mm or more.

As a photojournalist.you toy not need every lens that is designed

for your camera. However, to add variety to your work, you should
consider using some of the other lenses that art available.

WIDE ANGLE. A useful range is from 21mm to 35mm. The valve

of a wide angle lens is that it allows you to get close to your
subject and still retain good depth of field.

MEDIUM TELEPHOTO. These range from 851ns to lOmm and are ex-

cellent for informal portrait work. While most people become self-

conscious with a camera near them, by using a medium telephoto you

can be far enough away from your subjects to permit them to relax.
Th. medium telephoto lens gives a more natural perspective to por-

traits because it minimises the apparent distortion sometimes seen

when other lenses are used too close to the subject. Telephoto

lenses have a shorter depth of field than normal focal length lenses.

This enables you to use selective focus to put a distracting back-

ground out of focus while maintaining your subject in sharp focus.

LONG TELEPHOTO. These include lenses from 135mm to over 1,000mm.

They can give dramatic close-ups, "compress" a scene, or provide

selective focus because of their limited depth of field.

Film/Developer

Kodak Tri-X film and D-76 developer used 11 is a recognised
combination that offers maximum versatility and consistently ex-

cellent results.
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Tri-X film rated at 400 ASA is sufficient for nearly every
lighting situation. Yet, with its high speed it offers relatively
fine grain end excellent sharpness, allowing for good quality en-
largements with good definition.

D-76 developer produces normal contrast with excellent emulsion
speed and shadow detail. D-76 developer and Tri-X film are available
worldwide.

To take maximum advantage of the film/developer combination,
it I. vital that your developing techniques be standardised. The
best techniques to use are those recommended by the manufacturer.
While there may be occasions to vary the development time or tempera-
ture, it is best to stay with a standard procedure to obtain quality
negatives time after time.

Push Processing

There are several specialised high-energy developers available
that allow you to extend the ASA of your film. Acufine is one that,
when used as recommended, will yield good to excellent results. The
ability to "push process" your film will allow you to shoot under
less than desirable lighting situations. Push processing should be
used sparingly because a certain amount of quality is lost in the pro-

COOS.

Light

The type of lighting you use to illuminate your subject can have
a profound effect on the communicative content of your photographs.
When considering the lighting for a scene you mast decide whether
you are going to use available light or expose with flash bulbs or
electronic flash.

Most successful photojournalists choose available light if it is
sufficient and they can use it effectively. Usually, available light

has more impact because it captures the scene as it is. An added ad-
vantage in using available light is the fact that you have less equip-
ment to carry around, you are able to move around quickly and your
shots will become more candid without a flash unit distracting your
subjects.

Available light captures the mood of situation while electronic
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flash or flash bulb lighting may destroy it. Available light le

that which I. an integral part of a scene. Outdoors it is daylight.

Indoors it can be daylight through a window, incandescent from table
lamps, fluorescent overhead lighting, candlelight or perhaps the
light from a fireplace. These are War a few examples of available
light sources. They can occur singly or in coobination.

To use available light effectively you must be aware of ite

intensity and direction. Light intensity can affect both exposure

and contrast. But more importantly, the direction of the light
helps to determine the impact of your pictures. By varying the
direction and angle of illumination falling upon a subject, you
can produce different effects. There are three basic types of

lighting that you may encounter.

FRONT LIGHTING. This type of lighting falling an the frost of
a subject comes from a source behind the camera. It is called "flat"

lighting because it produces little contrast and does not create
shadows on the subject which would give an illusion of depth. This
is not a good lighting choice for photojournalism because it has ho
mood. You should avoid using it.

SIDE LIGHTING. This lighting, falling more to the old. of s
subject. Is a good choice tot most situations because unlike front
lighting, It produces the shadows which create an illusion of depth,
show texture and sublect contours. It is often referred to as char-
acter lighting and la good for most candid and portrait work.

BACK LIGHTING. In this type of lighting the light ource comes
from behind the subject. The front of the subject Is unlit. Although

it is difficult lighting to work with, it can be very dramatic. It

can be used to create a silhouette and when used with a medium tele-

photo lens, you can place the distracting background out of focus.

There are occasions when available light is not adequate to cap-

ture the picture you visualize. To remedy the situation and achieve

the desired effect, you can use supplementary lighting. If you are

using incandescent lighting from table lamps, you can increase illum-
ination simply by changing to a higher wattage bulb or adding more

lamps.

Supplemental lighting can be used for filling in shadow aroma

on the subject. For outdoor portraits a flash fill will reduce the

harsh shadows in bright sunlight.
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The use of reflectors to fill in shadow areas is a technique
that I. often overlooked by most Air force photographers. It in-

volves taking maximum advantage of the light that is already avail-

able. Ideal reflectors can be made cheaply through the use of alu-

minum foil or light colored illustrator board.

Occasionally you will want to stop subject motion. An electronic

flash is best for this because of the extremely short flash duration,

usually 1/1000 of a second or leas. You should only use flash when

such other technique. as blurring, panning or peak of action would

not be as effective.

Supplementary lighting ean he valuable tool. The important

thing to remember iv to use it to duplicate as closely as possible,

available light.

Portfolio

As a photojournalist, one of the more important tool, you can

have is a portfolio. A portfolio is risible evidence of your com-

petence as a photojournaliet. It is proof that you have done the

job in the past and la the best indication of your potential as a

photojournalist.

Since a portfolio is s reflection of the work of it. owner,

it stands to reason that it must represent your best work. Each

photograph should be as near perfect in sharpness exposure, and

composition as possible. The printing must be top-grade, with

proper contrast, and no dust spots or scratches visible. The

cropping and else should show the subject to its beat advantage.

Re sure that your entries have variety. If all photos are of one

general type of work, such as sports, you may give the impression
that this is the only type of photography that you do well.

Your portfolio introduces you photographically co a new

organization. by providing your new supervisor with an example

of your work you can establiah your credentials as a photojournalist.

With your portfolio, plus your desire to vork as a photojournalist,

your chances are very good that you will be assigned co the photo-

graphic section rather than being placed in the laboratory to "find

out what you can do."

The Air Force now has a program whereby Its photographers can
qualify for a nine-month course of instruction in photojournalism

SW G3AZI123152 001-1-3



at a major university. The competition for quotas in the course
is very keen. The submission of a portfolio is a prerequisite
for consideration.

Ask yourself, "What is the best Medium to use in a portfolio?
Should I use photographic slides, prints, or tearsheets (newspaper
clippings)?" Any of these are acceptable but photographic prints
are the most convenient to use because they can be collected in
book format and are easy to present. Slides have a lot of impact
but they can be awkward because of the requirement for projection
equipment and a viewing area to present them effectively.

A portfolio demands ruthless editing. If you have any doubt
as to whether a particular photograph belongs in your portfolio,
then leave it nut.

One of the best ways to compile a portfolio is to shoot
specifically with the portfolio in mind. Give yourself an as-
signment in a specific area and photograph it. A steady effort
of shooting for the portfolio will soon give you a wide selection
to choose from.

After you have the basic portfolio constructed, you need to
continually improve upon it with new ideas and photographs. Try

improving on the shots already in the portfolio. To be useful
to you, a portfolio must be ever changing and improving. If left

alone, it soon becomes stagnant and outdated. Hopefully, your
shooting will never get that way.

Remember, your portfolio identifies you as a photojournalist.
lt can help open the door to better jobs. It keeps you active as
a photojournalist. It could be the determining factor in your
selection for advanced training in photojournalism. Also, the
military photographer of the year competition is judged by portfolio
submissions. A good portfolio gives you credence. Build it wisely
and it will serve you well and in many ways.
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QUESTIONS

1. List the professional camera and processing systems used

by a photojournalist.

2. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of these operations.
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Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

ROLE OF THE INFORMATION OFFICE

OBJECTIVE

Given a problem associated with the interrelationships of the

photo lab and Information Office, and possible solutions, determine

which aolution would best solve the problem.

INTRODUCTION

The role of the Information Office is diversified. It varies

from releasing information only to a military audience to external
release of information to the genral public through civilian news

media, worldwide. At base level, the Information Office acts as
the spokesman for the Installation commander and is.charged with

maintaining good relations with the local population.

INFORMATION

PUBLIC RELATIONS

The Air Force Image

Public relations can be defined as: Relating with the general

public through publicity with the purpose of creating and maintaining

favorable public opinion. In the Air Force, the public relations role

of the Information Office is to insure favorable public opinion to-

wards the Air Force and its members.

PUBLICITY PHOTOS. Today's highly sophisticated audience re-

lates more readily to visual forms of communication: television

being :he most popular medium. lc is a fact that more people are

watching television than are residing newspapers. Newspapers, however.

have the potential to reach a much larger audience. The Information

Office needs the support of base photo labs to provide the visual
aspect of communication to the base newspaper. In order to capture

and maintain reader interest, the photography that we accomplish
for the newspaper munt be good nough so that newapapers can com-
pete with other forms of comunication. Photography for public

ryleasv must meet two criteria; it musr communicate and alwaya
portray the Air Forey in a favorable way.

PUBLICITY STORIES. As wy s.tid before. we all enjoy reading

about th joys and mishaps of othyrs. Each of us has a genuine
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interest in what our fellow man is doing. A motive for keeping
the public informed of Air Forcv activities is to win their support.
The general puhlie constantly questions how the military is spending
tax money. A good public relations program can help relieve any
suspicions they may have. Stories and photographs about the Air
Force and its people can be very persuasive. They keep the public
up to date and inrormed about the Air Force and arc also effective
advertising for recruiting purposes.

FW.".NTS. Air Force sponsorship and participation in such events
as open house, Armed Forces Day parades and activities, and nationally
publicized sporting events to name a few, are exeellent chances to im-
prove public relations.

MEDIA

Air Force and Civilian Media

BASE NEWSPAPER. The base newspaper Is the first line of media
in the Air Force. Usually, this is the first place our photography
is published. it is important for you to remember that many In-
formation Office (10) assignments are slated for wider dissemination
than the base newspaper. Stories and photographs published in the
base paper may be selected for release to higher Air Force echelons
or for external release to local and national news media. There-
fore, do not take these assignments lightly. You will get credit
lines for your work whether it is top notch or mediocre. You will

be recognized for your outstanding work and criticized for the bad.
The incentive to do your best is great. Copies of base newspapers
do get off base. They are also sent to other bases and higher
headquarters. Sample copies of newspapers from all Air Force bases
are forwarded for screening by the Secretary of the Air Force Office
of Information, (SAFOI) on a regular basis. Remember. publication
of your photographs in a base newspaper may only be the initial ex-
posure of your work.

LOCAL NEWS MEDIA. The Information Office supplies local news
media with public relations infermation. This information often is
supplemented with photographs. Seldom are the photographs given a
"by-line," hut since the base paper usually carries the same photo-
graph, credit has already been afforded. Since much of our work
reaches the civilian population it is vry important that it be of
professional quality.

EXTERNAL AIR FORCE RELEASE PRO(RAM. The information Office is
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tasked with supplying news stories and photos to newspapers and maga-
zines nationwide. This is why extra copies are often requested of
photos used locally. When making an external release, the 10 usually
has a short suspense and the photo lab should cooperate fully in get-
ting the work done as quickly ag possible.

INTERNAL RELATIONS

Developing Good Relations

RAPPORT. The development of rapport between the Information
Office and the Base Photo Lab can be better effected if each under-
stands the other's mission. Base Photo Labs are service organiza-
tions. They have no spec.ific mission of their own except to pro-
vide all Base organizations with photographic services as needed.
To accomplish their specific missions, a photo lab manager uses a
priority system and work schedules to assure a steady work flow.
Offices of Information are usually the photo lab's biggest customer,
accounting for 20 to 50 percent of the work.

The photo lab manager and Information Officer should coordinate
on all photographic matters that affect the accomplishment of their
respective missions. The use of priorities, deadlines, and processing
schedules are just a few of the items that should be clarified. Each
manager should retain the flexibility to bend when requirements demand
it. Photographers and writers must work together in accomplishing
photojournalistic assignments that best communicate the intended idea.
Information personnel must afford photographers lead-time, prior to
photographic assignments, to permit research and proper planning.
We must understand that in order to produce stories and photographs
that communicate, we must first learn to communicate with each other.

HELPING EACH OTHER. Obviously, if teamwork is developed, the
end product is enhanced and both sides benefit. Good photography
will enhance every facet of the Information program. By helping
each other we help ourselves. A better product reflects credit to
the Office of Information and the photo lab alike.

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS. Past relations between the OI and the
photo lab have sometimes been poor. The key to the problem is
lack of communication. This is ironic since the primary function
of both organizations is communication through words and photographs.
Here arc a few examples of typiial problems and how to solve them;
one photo lab has an on-going c.mplaint that the IO does not give
enough information about assignments they want covered. In many
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cases the photographer only received a dat, time, place and person

to contact on the scene. The photographer usually covers assign-

ments without the help of a reporter. Photographic coverage re-
quired becomes an educated guess on the part of the photographer.
Solving this problem is a simple matter of making it a standard
practice for each photographer assigned to an 01 assignment to
coordinate photo requirements with the story writer, prior to
shooting the assignment. Ideally, a reporter should accompany

t'le photographer. This is not always possible and pre-assignment
planning is very valuable when a photographer goes on assignments
alone.

Another problem that surfaces from time to time is the situation
where a reporter on assignment with a photographer suggests a certain
camera angle and the photographer replies with: "If you want that

camera angle, take the camera and do it yourself." This tatement

smacks of an uncooperative attitude. It must be remembered that when
on an assignment, the photographer is working to satisfy the customer

which is the OI. We should be open to all ideas and tactful enough

to get our own ideas across. The reporter isn't necessarily dictat-

ing how the photographer will do his job. It's just that he has a

real interest in getting the best product that will fit the story.
If you don't think an idea will work, tell the reporter why. Under-

standing and cooperation get the job done.

A final area where probleus sometimes evolve is in selecting

negatives for printing. When a photographer first views his nega-
tives (usually before the editor has seen them), he decides for him-
self which shots he would like to see in the newspaper. When the

editor views the proofs he may pick completely different shots.

This upsets most photographers. To solve this problem, have each
photographer discard any technically bad shots before the job is

proofed. These would be negatives in poor focus, subject's eyes

closed, etc. The next step is to insure that the photographer
and the editor screen the proofs together. This way the photographer

can make a "pitch" for the shots he thinks are best. The use of a

magnifier is helpful in determining facial expressions when negatives

are nearly alike. This often precludes making prints that can't be

used.

These are only a few examples of problems that can be solved.
Effective communication eliminates most problems.
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ROLE OF THE PHOTOJOURNALIST

Improving Relations

RAPPORT WITH THE EDITOR. Being assigned directly to an
Information Office has some definite advantages for a photo-
journalist. Being where the action is keeps you in tune to what
is happening around base. You get a better understanding of what
the editor wants in the way of photographs. The editor quickly
learns what your talents are and soon you begin to think alike.
This results-in smooth operation and better end product.
Rapport does not happen overnight, it takes long time to build
a mutual understanding to the point where you have confidence
in each other.

RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE EDITOR. As photojournaliat, you
must strive to produce imaginative photography. Eventually, the
editor will develop trust in your resourcefulness. This trust
will result in more interesting and challenging assignments for
you and don't we all enjoy work that is stimulating and challenging?
Our jobs as photographers in the Air Force havebecome dull. The
artist within the photojournalist yearns for recognition and as-
signments that utilize his talents. The only way that a photo-
journalist can receive recognition is through the editor. Give
him something worth publishing and you will get the recognition
you deserve.

RESPONSIBILITIES TO YOURSELF. You have a responsibility
to yourself as professional to produce only your best work.
The fate of military photographers is in jeopardy because the
Air Force is considering converting to civilian positions or
satisfying photographic needs through civilian commercial con-
tract. Could the reason be that the Air Force is not satisfied
with its military photographers? Hopefully, there will remain
a place in the Air Force for those military photographers who
are doing top-notch work. It may already be too late, but this
remains to be seen.

Look around you and observe what the professionals are doing.
Cheek their equipment. Notice the techniques they use, how they
experiment with lighting and push processing techniques. What
have you done for yourself to improve your skills? Are you
pleased with the work you produce? These are questions you
must ask yourselt. If you don't like the answers, do something
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about it. The fact is, you have already taken the first step
by attending this course.

QUESTIONS

1. What has been the primary reason for lack of rapport
between the Office of Information and the Base Photo Lab?

2. Define public relations.

3. Other than being technically correct, what two criteria
must all photographs meet that are intended for publication?

Exercise

PROCEDURES

From the following example of a situation, determine the proper

solution.

You are a photojournalist supporting an Information Office. You

take good photographs on your assignments but some of the best shots
are not printed in the'base newspaper. Upon your investigation as

to why, you find that the editor has had very little training in
photography and cannot determine the beat shots. What should you

do to improve your situation and get your better photos published?

a. Give the editor only the pictures you feel are needed.

b. Discard all the bad shots and give the editor only the good

ones.

c. Be present when the editor selects the photos and explain
your feelings as to which photos are best and why.

d. There is no solution because the editor will always select

the shots he wants.
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TUE JMNNALISTtC SEQUENCE

OBJECTIVE

Given situation relating to the journalistic sequence,
determine what effect, if any, failure to follow the proper se-
quence had on the final product.

INTRODUCTION

Of all the many events that take place every day, sole have
great impact on our lives and others pass unnoticed. Because of
the great amount of news to be covered, the news media must be
highly selective on which events to cover and the depth of coverage
to use on those selected. Some stories qualify for the front page
while others are only good as fillers. The real question is simple,
what makes news?

INFORMATION

THE EVENT

Idea

In most cases stories evolve from an idea. To be successful,
the idea must be one that can be transformed into pictures. Re-

member, it is useless to pursue an idea unless you have chance
for success.

Your idea for picture story may be a good one but you must
decide on the scope of your idea. How will you apply it to a
situation. The following example details the importance of limiting
your idea. Sergeant Jones, a photographer assigned to the Washington
D.C. area, had an idea for a picture story. Being familiar with
the way paperwork can frustrato those who work in administrative
offices he decided he would portray this emotion. He decided that
the Pentagon would be a good place to cover. Researching the sub-
ject and writing a script were his Witt steps. After receiving
clearance to take pictures, he shot his assignment according to
the script. Proofs were made and upon evaluation he could not Lie
them together to make a story. Except for different faces, all
scenes were similar. The approach to this picture story seemed
logical, but Sgt Jones failed to contain or set parameters for his
idea. He applied his idea to the Pentagon which is fine except
that it is too broad of a subject and would require too many
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IDEA

PLANNING

RESEARCH

COORDINATION

^

THE COVERAGE

EQUIPMENT SELECTION

SHOOTING

PROCESSING 4 PRINTING 1

SELECT PRINTS

LAYOUT

WRITING TEXT

When possible

Otherwise Lab Tech

PHOTOMECHANICAL REPRODUCTION

4.

IMPACT ON THE READER

FUNCTIONAL

SUPPORT

Fig. 1 Photojournalistic Sequence
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photographs to cover it in its entirety. Instead, Sgt Jones should

have selected one particular office within the Pentagon. Thus con-
tained, his idea would probably have been successful.

A picture story, beginning with an ides, goes through several
steps before it la presented to the reader. Figure 1 outlines the

steps of the photojournalistic sequence.

Ideas for features can be your own or you may receive them in

the form of an assignment. An idea may be suited to a picture

series, picture story, or even a documentary. With the exception

of spot news, your deadline is not immediate. This should provide
you with enough time for researching your idea and planning the
beat course of action.

Planning and Research

Effective research and planning is hard work, but it pays off.
Research your subject by compiling Its history and background in-
cluding personalities, time, place, etc. The file of past base
newspaper editions may reveal some of the information you need.
Analyze the information you have gathered in terms of probable

reading interest.

The planning phase involves time phaaing coordination, and a
course of action in the form of a shooting script. The following

are logical steps in assignment planning:

1. Prepare script to include:

a. Possible camera angles and compositional elements.

b. Lighting, existing or supplemental.

c. Shooting techniques that emphasize and support the idea.

d. Planning for the unplanned.

e. Planning of interviews with characters in the story.

2. Assure film processing and printing support.

3. Coordinate script with concerned personnel.

Part of planning is coordination between the editor or writer

and the photographer. Each step of the idea should be discussed
to assure the photographs will support the story. Without this
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coordination, the photographer will waste valuable time and
materials shooting pictures that will have to be reshot. A
picture story must have continuity and a cohesiveness to comb-

municate with the reader. Without these qualities reader

interest will be lost.

THE COVERAGE

-fnment Selection

When selecting equipment and materials, match them to your
assignment. There le no standard list to fit every assignment.
Be sure to select and use only those items that you are thoroughly
familiar with. It is extremely important to have technical mastery
of your equipment so that you can devote all your efforts on the
job to being creative. The following list covers important con-
siderations when selecting equipment and materials for an assign-

ment.

1. Select a camera for:

o Shutter speed range

o Ease of handling

o Speed of operation

o Film size

o Exposure capacity

o Focusing method

o Method of composition

2. Choose lenses for their:

o Ability to produce the desired image size

o Focusing control

o Ability to produce the desired perspective

o Speed

Completeness of Shooting

There are two ways to cover an event. You can document for
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record by photographing the entire event from an overall view;
or, you can photograph from the photojournalist's view and show
the minute details of the event. Ite photojournalist's vay is
usually subjective because you try to portray for your viewers
what you perceive of the event. In either case coverage must
be complete. Take enough shots to satisfy all requirements.
You can never have too much coverage.

Multiple Photographers

From every photographer covering an event, you will have a
different viewpoint of that event. In other words, each photo-
grapher will cover an event the way he sees it.

Processing and Printing

SPEED. Speed is the essence in news photography. Old news
to not netts. You must get your photographs into print before
they lose their timely effect.

You con use many techniques to speed up the photographic
process. Nigh-energy developers such as MC-Il0. yield ex-
cellent results along with quick development. it is possible
to ready negative for printing in as little as five minutes
plus drying time. If you are really pressed for time (spot
news), you can skip the proofing step and print selected nega-
tives while tkey are still wet. This practice should be used
sparingly because negatives are very easily damaged when handled
wet.

Rely on resin coated (RC) nrinting papers. They require
wash tine of leas than five minutes. Tonal quality and finish
are excellent for reproduction. Stabilisation type processing
is fast, however, it is also quite costly. If cost is not a
factor, this is a good method.

Selection for Printing

Your responsibility for the assignment does not end when
you submit the proofs to the editor. The picture editor screens
your proofs for effective coverage. Then you work with the editor
and layout man in selecting and cropping for final printing. While
final prints are being made you assist in the writing of cutlines
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and captions. Next, the assembled finsl layout is sent to the

printer. Of course, the final step is to make thr story avail-

able to the reading audience. As you can sec, careful completion

of all steps is essential so that the intent uf the original idea

is not lost. To insure no loss of communication occurs, the photo-

journalist must be involved in all steps.

Space is the most important commodity of a newspaper. Any

npac lot committed to newsprint is available for advertising.

This is where a newspaper publisher makes the most money. For you

to have your work published over advertising, your work must be

excellent. It is becoming increasingly difficult to get pictures

published In size and quantity.

The size and quantity needed by the editor depend primarily

on the available newsprint apace and the importance of the event.

Generally speaking, the use of modern offset printing equipment

makes it possible for you to give your editor an uncropped print

which can be cropped and enlarged or reduced during reproduction.

This makes your job easier and faster.

Layout

Methods of actually laying out a picture story will be covered

in a later text. It hould suffice here to ssy that in the Jour-

nalistic Sequence the layout should, whenever possible, be ac-

complished by both the photographer and the editor, or writer

as the case may be. This assures continuity and if any questions

arise as to the use of any photos they can be resolved before

publication.

Layout should be discussed during the planning stages of a

story so that certain shooting techniques may be used to ac-

commodate the actual layout procedures. Certain shots may re-

quire a specific angle to fit into the final layout. The photo-

grapher and editor should decide on this before any shooting takes

place.

Writing Text

The text or copy writing takes place in two stages. The

first stage is accomplished when the photographer takes down

the information necessary to write captions. This is part of

the photographer's job
if a reporter is not present at the shooting.
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This information must be accurate; Names and places must be

spelled correctly; Dates and quotes must be correct. If the

information the photographer obtains is inaccurate, then the
story that is finally written will be inaccurate. Therefore,

the writing actually starts when the first information is jotted
down.

The second stage is usually left up to the writer. He takes
all the notes and assembled information and puts it into a logical
sequence. This takes a special talent few people have. A true

photojournalist has developed his writing skills along with his
photographic talents. The key word in writing is accuracy.

Once all the pictures and text are assembled and layed out,
it goes to the printer for reproduction.

Photomechanical Reproduction

The processes through which your photographs are transformed
into newsprint, are varied. For this reason we shall discuss only
the standard engraving process.

Even a technically perfect photograph will suffer a loss of
detail when reproduced on newsprint. Don't let this fact change
your attitude about technical quality, because the poorer the
original the poorer the reproduction will be.

Standard Engraving Process

In this process a photograph is copied through a lined grid
known as a halftone screen. Halftone screens vary in range.
Course screens are used when reproduction will be on rough
textured paper such as newsprint. Finer screens are used for
smooth textured paper such as that used in magazines.

The halftone procedure produces a negative image composed
of a series of dots. The highlight areas of the halftone nega-
tive have a large dot pattern with middle tone and shadow areas
having progressively smaller dot patterns.

As in any conventional negative, dense areas reproduce light
and thin areas reproduce dark on the final print. The completed
halftone negative is then brought into contact with a sensitized
metal plate, usually made of zinc. This combination is exposed
to strong light, creating a positive image on the plate. The heat
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from the light source causes the emulsion to congeal and adhere
to the plate in direct proportion to negative density. The greater

the density the less adherence.

The plate is then immersed in an acid bath which etches the

metal whereever it is unprotected by congoaled emulsion. After

the first etching, the unetched areas of the plate arc given a
protective coating with a substance known as "dragon's blood."

q protects these areas during subsequent etching baths (some-

t..1. 'ive or six) which are required to finish the halftone plate.

The finished plate is now ready for flat bed printing. The un-

etched, raised areas of the plate are coated with ink. The ink is

transferred to the paper as if it were a rubber stamp. Roll presses

require a matrix to be made from the plate. A matrix is a heavy

sheet of paper-mache-like material. It is pressed onto the plate

and it makes an exact impression of the etched plate. The matrix

is bendable and can now be placed into a cylinder where molten lead

is poured over it. When the lead cools it is removed and trimmed.

This is then placed on the roll press for printing.

IMPACT ON THE READER

What is News

Why is a particular event selected as news? Because newspapers

are in business to make a profit and they only print news stories

that will sell newspapers.

The competition is very keen. Radio, TV and newspapers are

competing with each other for your money, time and interest. The

type of news that suits your reading needs sells their product.

There are seven criteria, any one of which qualifies an event_

as newsworthy. They are:

1. Timeliness

2. Proximity

3. Prominence

4. Probable consequences
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5. Sex

6. Novelty

7. Humor

Timely Interest

The daily newspapers' greatest need is spot news coverage.
In addition, they sometimes carry full page picture stories and
features. The reading public is attracted to these full page
spreads, and it is just good business to supply them. Technical
advances have made it possible for pictures of news events to
flash across the continent and around the world, making photo
reportage available to the public within minutes after an event
has taken place.

Documentaries on war or social and economic problems through-
out the world are often covered by professional "staffers." Be-
cause of their skill as photojournalists, these events are brought
before the public with tremendous emotional and visual impact.
The mud, blood, and guts, as well as a jubilant victory in a war
being fought on the other side of the world, are often brought
before the public the same day the battle is won. But whether
the professional photojournalist is "free-lancer" or "staffer,"
his pictorial reportage has become a part of our daily lives.

Indeed, photojournalism has Attained the status of a unique
and indispensable science: the skills are well defined. Graphic
communication, as exemplified by the phrase. "A picture is worth
ten thousand words," is the goal every photojournalist strives
co attain.

Communicates or Not

It can be said that the photojournalist communicates an idea
in much the same way a weaver makes a fabric. The photojournalist's
skill in using photographic equipment can be compared to the warp of
the weaver's loom. His ability to conceive an idea and then to ex-
press that idea by recording only those events which support his
Interpretation make up the pattern. In turn, the various cose-
positional elements are comparable to the many threads which make
up the texture of the fabric. Tn complete the colvarison, the
emotional and visual impact woven into the picture story dictate
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the human response in much the same way eulors, pattern, and

texture punctuate the fabric for meaning.

Reader Interest

The extent to which the photojournalist achieves graphic

communication is measured by the depth of the reader's interest.

Reader interest must be excited to the extent that the reader

lec's until communication is complete. The reader must experience

eve.y emotion and feeling the photographer intended to portray in

his photograph.

It is a recognized fact that pictorial communication is a

potent means of persuasion. It can make or break the public

image of a widely known personality, gain public support for a

proposed program, or bring to the tenement dweller's sensibilities

the sun, wind, and flowers of spring. The talented photojournalist

can depict life in the midst of its flow, capture a thin slice of

time out of history, or record action at the peak of intensity.

The many varied effects of photojournalism as a means of com-

munication are virtually unlimited.

In view of the creative abilities and potential power of a

photojournalist, we might ask ourselves, "What kind of person is

a photojournalist? First and foremost, the photojournalist is a

person who understands people. He is a humanitarian in the true

sense of the word. He recognizes human emotions and objectively

interprets them, communicating the meaning of a situation with

pictures as a reporter communicates with words. He employs per-

sonal diplomacy, tact, and persuasion, as well as a considerable

amount of physical energy, in working with and directing his sub-

jects so that he might capture the full menning of an event.

Where action is spontaneous, he reacts instinctively, anticipating

the development of the action taking place. Above all, he is "in

tune" with the situation at all times.

QUESTIONS

1. In what step of the journalistic sequence do you decide

on lighting requirements for an assignment?

2. Why should you, the photojournalist, be involved with all

steps of the journalistic sequence?
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0 3. What happens when there is more than one photographer
covering an assignment?

4. Name three factors that are used in deciding which events
to cover.

Exercise

PROCEDURES

From the following situation, determine what effect, if any,
failure to follow the journalistic sequence had on the final product.

You photographed an awards ceremony downtcoli. There were many
city officials and high-ranking military members at the presenta-
tion. You spent many hours at the occasion and shot several good
photographs. You were so busy taking pictures that you failed to
take names of the individuals you photographed.
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LEGAL AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

OBJECTIVE

Given legal and ethical situations common to a photojournalist,

mine which, if any, rule(s) of legal and ethical conduct were

violated.

INTRODUCTION

The photojournalist, as an active and inquisitive member of

society, must be aware of the many legal pitfalls that await him

as he documents life around him.

INFORMATION

THE RIGHT TO PHOTOGRAPH

Your right to take a photograph, unlike the right to exhibit

or publish, is almost unrestricted. Do not, however, make a

nuisance of yourself by endangering or interfering with other

people's activities. The aggressive photojournalist who shoves

bystanders out of the way and discharges his electronic flash

directly into people's faces is likely to end up with a black

eye or, even worse, by defending his actions in a courtroom. The

best course of action is to combine tact and firmness in the pur-

suit of photojournalistic endeavors.

To pursue the point further, you may take pictures as you like

in a studio. The only restrictions are that you must comply with

any local restrictions that apply to the operation of any business.

(Example: licenses, building codes, blue laws, etc.) The greatest

precaution you must take is insuring that your total operation is

safe. Customers, models, agents, and all others are considered

invitees and therefore are entitled to be protected from injury.

If a model should slip on a faulty staircase or a customer receives

burns from exposed heating pipes, you can be held liable and they

can bring lawsuits against you or your business to recover for re-

sultant injuries.

Out on the street there are virtually no restrictions to the

taking of photographs so long as you don't interfere with the flow

of traffic. During emergencies you may be propc!rly restricted and

ordered by police, fire fighting or rescue crews to move far enough
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away from the scene so you don't Injure yourself or interfere with

their actions to save lives and property. This may seem very re-

strictive to the photojournalist who Is trying to get the most

effective shot. If you have established rapport with local police

and fire fighting units beforehand, then you may be allowed to work

in a little closer. The best way to insure that you come through
with a good photograph of the event is to always have a telephoto

lens ready when the need for one arises.

When entering onto private property, you are subject to all re-

strictions set by the property owner. The use of cameras or related

photographic equipment such aa flash, tripods, etc., may be restricted

or prohibited at such places as museums, theaters, sports arenas, and

restaurants. Re aware of any house rules and contact the owner to ar-

range exceptions to the rules when particular coverage is essential.

Legislatures and government agencies at all levels have made rules

and passed laws that place limitations on photographic activities.

These include restrictions on the copying of securities, money,

stamps, legal documents, photography on government installations,

or court cases. These are just a few of the limitations. Know the

law and before proceeding, contact the particular information office

of the interested agency to clear your way.

THE RIGHT TO PUBLISH OR EXHIBIT PHOTOGRAPHS

Legal and Ethical

Once the photograph has been taken, the big question is whether

you can publish or exhibit it. Normally, there is little difficulty

when the photograph is a scenic or a parcel of property. Photography

of people, however, involves the right to privacy. The right to pri-

vacy is the right to be left alone. An invasion of privacy may arise

when an unauthorized photograph of a subject is used for advertising,

purposes of trade or in connection with a fictional story. An ex-

ception is that an individual usually cannot claim an invasion of

privacy if a photograph is connected with current news or articles

of an informative or educational purpose.

Using the aforementioned guidelines, you could not release a

portrait of a young lady to a bread company for advertising pur-

poses without her permission. Nor could you use your favorite

picture of a man smoking a cigar to illustrate a fictional account

of rum running during prohibition. If an individual's picture is

taken during a raid on a "bookie" operation, he can't complain when
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he sees it spread across the newspaper because this is current
news. The lives of public figures are constantly being scrutinized
but the famous have had little success in staying such intrusions.
Articles about old figures in the news such as an update on the
life of a former child prodigy is news of interest to the general
public.

Some courts have held that if a photograph used in an educational
article would be offensive to ordinary sensibilities, the person in-
volved may have a cuase of action. In Leverton vs Curtis Publishing
Company, the court held that a child has a case where a brutal photo-
graph of her lying on the street following a hit-and-run accident,
though originally of current news, was improperly used in a general
article regarding reckless pedestrians where there was no proof that
the child was careless.

The courts must continually balance the desire of people to be
left alone with the legitimate public interest in all facets of
current events.

LIBEL. Libel causes a loss of respect by the community towards
the victim. A photograph either intentionally or through distortion
or by its connection with a caption or article may injure the re-
putation of the subject by bringing the subject into ridicule, hatred
or contempt. A picture that imputes crime, low morals or behavior
which isolates the subject from the community is considered libelous.

COMPARISON OF LIBEL AND SLANDER. The terms libel and slander are
so closely related that they are often confused.

Slander is the utterance or the spreading of a false statement or
statements, harmful to another's character or reputation. Legally,

slander is spoken as distinguished from libel, which is written.
Libel is considered to be more lasting and damaging than slander.
Since libel is more commonly brought to court, we will discuss it
further.

For a photograph to constitute libel, it must be published, be-
cause mere possession of the offending picture is not sufficient.
The term publication, however, is very broad and includes showing
the picture to another or placing it on display where people are
likely to view it. Mistaken identification may also result in libel.
A caption identifying Mr. John Smith as a criminal coupled with a
picture of the wrong John Smith would be actionable. Truth, though
not a defense to an invasion of privacy action, is a defense to libel
in a majority of states though a few hold that even 'ruth is not
enough where the libel is malicious. Many photographers are under
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the impression that a photograph is always truthful, but photographs
do create distoritons that may unintentionally make any person look
ridiculous.

Photojournalists in particular 4hould be concerned about the
method of presentation of their photos. While the original picture
may not have been libelous, if it is retouched, or accompanied by
a particular caption or article, it may become libelous. This is
the great danger in using stock photos, or, for that matter, any
photograph where there Is not a model release for each identifiable
person in the photograph. Even the use of a photograph of a building
may be actionable. For example, the picture of a store connected with
an article about the sale of illegal imports.

Model Release

A model release in many states may be oral or written. The
written release, however, is much preferred as it leaves no doubt
as to the intentions of the parties. Furthermore, many magazines,
newspapers, advertising or picture agencies require a release to be
submitted with the photograph. A model release represents the consent
of the subject to the use of the photograph. The subject's consent
need not be paid for, but it must be freely given. In the case of a
minor, the parent or guardian must sign the release. A model release
should be very broad in coverage permitting the use of the photograph
for any purpose, such as for advertising or fictional stories. Fail-
ure to have a very broad release may cause problems where the photo is
retouched and, therefore, quite different than the original or it may
be used in a completely different way. (An example of a model release
is on the following page.)

Ownership of a Photograph

THE MILITARY PHOTOGRAPHER. Who owns the photographs that you take?
The general viewpoint is that the customer or employer owns the photo-
graph in the absence of an agreement to the contrary. In the business
of portraiture, the custom is that the customer owns the photograph but
the photographer retains the negatives though he may not use them ex-
cept to make reprints at the request of the original customer. This is
a business arrangement that gives the photographer the opportunity for
additional sales. In the ordinary employment situation (your employment
with the military is included), the employer retains the ownership of
all photographs taken during the course of the photographers' employ-
ment. In the military, this broad view may apply to both "on" and
"off" duty, particularly when the photographs are of any military
activity. The use of personally owiled cameras and photographic
quipmnt are at the option of the military photographer but do not
alter ownership of the photographs.
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An important aspect of ownership is the securing of a copyright.
There are two types of copyrights: Common law and statutory. Com-
mon law copyrights protect one's creative work without registering
it prior to publication. It is wise to obtain copyright protection
by registering your photographs with the United States Government
prior to publication. Once publication takes place, another re-
gistration of the photograph is necessary. You may also publish
without prior registration by having the symbol (E) or the abbrevia-.
tfon copr. accompany the publication and then register the photograph.
The best.way for a prolific photographer to protect his photographs
is to group them into a loose leaf binder and file the necessary
copies with the government, thereby protecting a number of photo-
graphs at once. Failure to properly protect yourself may result
in the copying of your original work without recourse. Remember
that yourlyork must be an independent creative effort in order to
obtain a lepyright.

SAMPLE MODEL RELEASES

In consideration of my engagement as model, upon the terms
hereinafter stated, I hereby give X, his legal representative
and assigns, those for whom X, is acting, and those acting with
his authority or permission, the absolute right and permission
to copyright and/or use, re-use and/or publish, and/or republish
photographic portraits or pictures of me or in which I may be in-
cluded, in whole or in part, composite or distorted in character
or form without restriction as to the change or alterations from
time to time, in conjunction with my own or a fictitious name, or
reproductions thereof in color or otherwise made through any media
at his studios or elsewhere for art, advertising, trade, or any
other purpose whatsoever.

I also consent to the use of any printed matter in conjunction
therewith.

I hereby waive any right that I may have to inspect and/or
approve the finished products or the advertising copy or printed
matter that may be used in connection therewith or the use to
which it may be applied.

I hereby release, discharge, and agree to save harmless X, his
legal representatives or assigns, and all persons acting under his
permission or whose authority for whom he is acting, from any liability
by virtue of any blurring, distortion, alterations, optical illusion,
or use in composite form, whether intentional or otherwise, that may
occur or be produced in the taking of said picture or in any subsequent
processing thereof, as well as any publication thereof even though it
may subject me to ridicule, scandal, reproach, scorn and indignity.
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I hereby warrant that I am of full age and have every right

to contract in my own name in the above regard. I state further

that I have reed the bove authorization, release and agreement,
prior to its execution, and that I am fully familiar with the

content thereof.

Date
Name
Witness
Address

I hereby affirm that I am the parent (guardian) of (name) and
for value received and without further consideration I hereby irre-
vocably consent that each of the photographs which have been taken
of him (her) by (name of photographer) and/or his (her) assigns
may be used for advertising, trade, Illnstration, or publication

in any manner.

(Name of parent or guardian)

(Date)

There is action you can take if your film or photographs are
damaged through the acts of others. For example, the photographer
who relies on an independent lab may bring suit when his film has
been processed improperly unless that laboratory can clearly es-
tablish that the photographer understood that their liability was
limited only to the cost of replacing the film rather than the market

value fo the photographic images lost. The photographer in an effort

to win his case, must be able to establish that the film was originally

good by showing photographs from film having the same batch number.
To prove the market value of lost images, he must have records of

priok sales of similar pictures or a customer contract. Along these

same lines you should fully insure your work at its market value

whenever you are mailing or shipping it.

Hopefully through this review, you now have a better understand-

ing of your rights and obligations as a photographer. It is a good

practice to retain legal counsel to advise you of existing laws per-
tinent to the j isdiction that you are operating in.
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Ethical Conduct

MILITARY. As a military photographer your conduct is et by
military regulations and codes of conduct. These range from Uniform
Regulations to Customs and Courtenies. The miliu,ry photographer is
not generally thought of as that overbearing individual who pushes
people aside to get a photograph. You will cover most assignments
alone having no competition in getting the best shot. lt is, there-
fore, customary to be polite and unobstrustve. This is not to say
that when it becomes necessary to direct the action of the subject,
the military photographer should shy away from his job. There are
times when you must take charge of a situation but do it in a
courteous manner.

CIVILIAN. A civilian photojournalist's conduct on the job is
not that different from the military. People appreciate others who
are polite and considerate of others feelings. By using little
tact you can get yourself into almost any situation without em-
ploying bullying tactics such as stabbing people in the back with
your telephoto lens or stepping on toes to get to news breaking
event. There will be times when valor becomes the better part of
discretion. When you must get situated to get the shot you want
it becomes necessary to push through a crowd. lie cautious when

employing this tactic unless you happen to be 6'5" and weigh 240
pounds.

Whether or not to shoot a particular situation is at your
discretion. If you feel you must make record of an event no matter
how gruesome or revolting it may be, by all means shoot it. The
decision whether to publish it can be made later. If it's important
enough for the general public to be informed of, then the publisher
is obligated to print it. An example would be a picture of a drowning
victim. The picture in itself may not be in the public interest but
if the accompanying story points out that the victim drowned because
of inadequate safety practices at the public place where the drowning
occurred, then the public is jolted to take action which could save
lives in the future.

MILITARY RULES AND LOCAL POLICIES

The Air Force has regulations governing all aspects of photography.
Refer to them as needed. Some situations may be peculiar to the local
area in which you are assigned. Contact the office of the Staff Judge
Advocate for interpretations and answers to questions concerning the
legality of your photographic undertakings. Remember to check it out
before proceeding. Being your own lawyer is not in your best in-
terests. Let the legal professionals decide for you.
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QUESTIONS

I. What Is the major distinction between Itbel and slander?

2. Who owns the negatives and photographs that you take of
official functions?

3. What is the purpose of a model release?

4. How can you prevent someone from copying your creative work?

SUGGESTED READING

"Photojournalism" by Rothstein, Pages 205 thru 215.

Exercise

Read the following situations. Determine which rules, if any, of
legal and ethical conduct were violated.

An NCO was photographed in uniform at the NCO Club. He was sktting
4t the bar drinking. He was not obviously drunk, however, the bass
paper used the photograph in an article on drug and alcohol abuse.

Which rules, if any, of legal and ethical conduct were violated?

You plan to enter a local photo contest with a picture story
depicting human emotions. Some time ago you covered a fire in the
housing area. Among your pictures published in the base paper was
a shot of father grieving over his injured son.

lf you include this shot in your picture story, have you violated
any rules of legal or ethical conduct? If so, which ones?
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PRE-EVALUATION PICTURE STORY

OBJECTIVE

Plan and produce a picture story consisting of five to seven

photographs that tell a story. Expose, process, and proof a minimum

of two rolls of B & W film. Select the best five to seven shots and

make two prints each, any size up to 8 X 10 in (20 X 25cm). Turn in

the proofs and prints for class critique and Instructor Evaluation.
Prints must be technically correct and editorially acceptable.

INTRODUCTION

Photojournalism is relatively new in the military. Our first

objective is to determine your present photojournalistic abilities.
In the Air Force, two-thirds of our photography Is "record photography"

and the other third is photojournalism. Record photography is the ac-

curate, overall recording of events, whereas photojournalism is the

recording of the minute details of events. This point is emphasized

throughout the course.

Approach of the Photojournalist

You may be objective or subjective in your approach to your subject.
When you are objective, you record the subject as faithfully as possible.
You present the subject for the viewers own interpretation.

When you use the subjective approach, you angage your own feel-

ings into your work. You approach your subject from the standpoint

of your reactions to it. You want the viewer to feel as you felt

when you photographed the subject. In this approach the viewer sees

what th c. photographer perceived when making the photograph.

To photograph the abstract, you must use the subjective approach.
The abstract involves feelings, thoughts, and emotions rather than

tact.

A photographer that captur s an abstract idea or emotion conveys
to the viewer something with which he can identify. It stimulates

the imagination and causes the viewer to react emotionally.

You must understand what ahslract elements cause people to react
and then you must sec those elemonts in a subject and react to them

S3



yourself when creating a photograph.

You must see beauty and ugliness, feel love or hate, wonder at
the great and small, and sense and appreciate your own emotions.

To communicate the abstract in a photograph, you must develop

and use your own sensitivity. The more you use it, the better your

photographs will become. They will become a successful relfection

of your experiences and emotional nature. The more you use your
emotions in creating your photographs, the more your viewers will

become involved with them.

Composition Review

Since the personnel selected to attend this course have had
varying degrees of experience in photography and/or journalism,
we feel it is appropriate to conduct a review of the basics of

composition.

Good composition does not just happen, it has to be created.

Poor composition on the negative can sometimes be corrected during

printing, but you should remember that composition is primarily
your responsibility, since you are the person behind the camera.

There are many possible reasons for an unsuccessful photograph.
The biggest cause for failure however, it poor composition.

Cameras don't take pictures, people do. You, the photojournalist

must observe and analyze the situation and then react according to the

way you feel about it. Although to observe is to see, much more is

expected of you. You must think about what you are observing. When

you first look at a situation, try to sum up its overall message or

meaning. The only way to be sure that you can successfully complete
your photo assignments is to develop your ability to observe.

How can you train yourself to be observant? By practicing.

When you go on an assignment, first look at the entire scene.
Observe the subject and everything around it. Then evaluate
each element within the scene and determine its relationahip to

the subject. Ask yourself these questions: "Does the background

detract from the stature of the subject? Would it improve the

photograph if extraneous objects are eliminated?" Be alert and

mentally select the best camera position and angle that includes
only those elements that enhance your subject. Be alert to every-

thing. Anticipate the action and react quickly to get the shot

that you want. Being in the right place at the right time does
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not always happn by chance. more often than not, it is the result
of your visual awareness and nhillty to observe and react.

But there is more to picture taking than merely preparing for
a shot. The real test of your artistic ability occurs when the
exposure is made. Nave you arranged line, form and mass within
the photograph to produce a pleasing effect? Each photographer
can be identified, to some extnt, by his style in much the same
way that an artist is identifid by his work. The work of many
photographers excites the viewer because beauty of form and line
are portrayed. They have developed their ability to observe beauty
in a scene and to express this beauty in a photograph. You can also
develop this same ability through experience and perhaps you will
develop your own style.

There will be times when you will want to enhance or even
create, a mood, aensation, or motion for your viewers. For

example, suppose you perceive the beauty of line and form, and
the mood of a mist-shrouded harbor. You must use your skill
and knowledge to capture on film, the placid serenity of the
Itnes'of the tall masts above the fog enshrouded boats. In

another instance, you might photograph the sharply chiseled
features in a character portrait, so that the finished product
has a cold, stone-like, sculptured appearance. This is your
interpretation of what you perceived. You can enhance your work
further by making solarized or bas-relief prints.

NOTE: To make a solarized negative, expOse a partially
developed negative or positive to light: The degree
of solarization depends upon several variables; initial
exposure, exposure after part- il development, and the
intensity of the light used . the second exposure.
You can solarize the negative and/or the print depending
on the effect desired.

Make a bas-relief print by superimposing a positive and
negative image, emulsion-to-emulsion and slightly out of register.

Your success in communicating ideas with pictures depends upon
your knowledge ot chi elvments in a photographic scene and your ability
to control them and use them to your best advantage. Most of these
are given in the following paragraphs.

Kxercise 1

Answer the questions In thi:. exercise, then check your answers
t the top of the next page. f, your responses are incorrect, study
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the material again.

1. To photograph th t. abstract. you must usv th

approach.

2. The main reason a photograph fails is

3. How can you train yourself to be observant?

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS AT THE TOP OF THF NEXT PAGE
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. Subjective

2. poor composition

practice

LIGHTING CONTROL. For scenes where lighting can be controlled,
choose low key lighting when you want to emphasize an ominous sit-
uation or sinister mood. Use high key lighting when you want to
create an unreal quality. Use crosslighting to emphasize depth,
perspective, or subject texture.

LEADING LINES. Leading draw the viewer's attention
immediately to the subject. To he effective, they must lead into,
not out of the picture. Almost anything can be used for a leading
line such as a road, a shore line, or a fence. Photograph from the
appropriate angle so that leading lines lead into the picture.

BAdKGROUND. The background of a scene is the last element you
see when taking a photograph and it is the first thing you notice
when you make a print. Before you snap the shutter, take a good
look at the background. It may add to the composition or if cluttered,
it can be very distracting. For example, a telephone pole "growing"
out of your subject's head is definitely distracting. Make sure that
yo..1 have good separation between your subject and the background. If

the subject and background are nvarly equal in tone and contrast,
they will appear to blend together, making it difficult for your
viewers to pick out the subject. Remember, a good background is one
that doee not conflict with thv subject. If the background is clut-
tered or does not relat co the ::ubject. then make it indefinable by
pla.:ing it out of focus. Retain those background elements that re-
late to the subject such as a shot of a famous chemist before a sub-
Jued hackground containing an array of laboratory equipment, This

Is aaracteristie of the subject and it adds to the composition.

FOREGROUND. Like thy backKrIlurid. if the foreground does not
contribute to th.: photugraph. thon eliminate it. A foreground
Ahould lead toward. relate to. or frame the subject. It must
in sow- way emphasIz the subjc..t or the purpose of the photograph.
The foreground can be an vffective part of composition. but you
must carefully evaluate It for . ffeetiveness.
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CAMERA POSITION AND ANGLE. Select n position that enhances the

subject and purpose of the photograph. An unusual angle may achieve

the greatest viewer interest. You might select a camera position and
angle which includes a large area, or for more impact you could, de-
pending on the situation, move in for a close-up shot. Your judge-

ment is always on trial. For instance, how would you handle an

accident scene involving a child, a tricycle, and an automobile?
You could use a camera angle and position that shows the scene
framed through the crumpled tricycle with the tricycle out of focus

and the scene sharply in focus. For another shot of the scene, you

might show the dented fender of the automobile in the foreground
with the legs and feet of a policeman on the other side, in the

background. For the center of interest in a picture story, you
could photograph the grief-stricken mother on her knees, bending

over a covered stretcher. Only a well-selected camera position

and angle can produce a one-shot story.

SUBJECT IMAGE SIZE. The subject image size provides the

"punch" in the picture. This does nto mean that the subject should
always be the greatest mass in the photograph, nor should it be the

smallest mass. This depends upon the added impact that is needed

tc make the picture a winner. Here again, final judgement is up to

you.

TONE AND BALANCE. Tonal separation of a subject from its sur-
rcundings tends to isolate, identify, and emphasize the subject.
If 7onal sepsration is not good, reproduction is difficult, You

ELso bk: sensitive to the effect of balance in composition. With-

ou -. it the pnotograph seems insecure. You can often improve balance

la a photograph by the use of leading lines. When you evaluate a

scene 17cr balance, you should ask yourself; "Does the ptcture look

right? Should somezhing be added tc the scene? Should something

be removed?"

IMPACT. Tha impact of a photograph is measured In terms of its

effecc upon the sensibilities of the viewer. It can produce a given

emticn, feeling, or mood. All photojournalists should try to produce

photographs that contain maximum impact; excite the reader; promote
the greatest reader response; and tell the story without providing

additional information. When this occurs, communication is complete.
The pictorial composition should excite the viewer without resorting

to sensationalism or insulting his intelligence.

PURPOSE. One of the most important things a photojournalist should
remember is to never take a photograph without a purpose. If you are

reporting on a house fire, you should only take those pictures which
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graphically portray th incidol. You might photograph the fireman

and apparatus in action. By pottraying grief or fear. you might try
to induce readers to sympathize with ihe poople who have lost their

home. The incident should b .ortrayed with all the intensity and
sensitivity that you can put 1:ou each shot..

Although ch.: nin points 6. havo just mentioned are perhaps
most important, you should also be aware of the following:

Form. It should be simply and bold.

Pattern. Ryrhm and ropetii ion can add interest to a display.

Spontaneity. This is truly one of the keys to successful
photography.

Contrast. You can add substance to your photograph and make
it dramatic through the interplay of light and shadow.

Simplicity. Promotes vt9iu..I impact.

Textu:e. Adds life to th photograph.

Depth. Can b created by w:ing crosslighting. or by includirs .

an object in tile foreground to frame the picture and lead the reader's
eye to the subject.

Detail. Detail adds reali.m and character.

Motion. Although action mAy be stopped in a photograph, apparent
m:)tion adds life ro the picturo

There are many times when %ou are une.)le to maneuver into the
bent pos.tion to get a particuiAr shot. You may have to short
ovr t.l.r heads of people or yoo may not by clos:. enough to get
a iroper image size. Semi of these problems can be overcome
(luring printing. The extrnt ol .orrettion is usually limited to
oliminating undesirable object:. in th background or foreground
or ro controlling image size.

lr 18 common practice ro ri,:litcn op on a subject. That Is, to

rxolude everything but thr elem nts nreded to convey the message of
the photograph. Somerimys ton.,1 sparation can be improved by
dodging during printing. alse. Intelligent cropping can often
rescue a shot that In otio.rwic. doomd. Ithough printing techniques
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may be used to improve composition, rhey should never he, used as

a crutch. You should make every possible attempt to compose in

the camera. The next time you go on an assignment, remember the

following tips for good picture taking:

1. Have some goal in mind before you go out to shoot

2. Think first and shoot fast.

Plan ahead, be at the right place at the right time.

4. Isolate for impact, see it simple and see it big.

5. Take it from above, below, near and fare

6. Don't let foreground interest become the main interest,

7. There is more than one picture in every scene.

8. Don't let your subject "mug" the camera.

9. Place the center of interest off center.

10. Frame for impact.

The Picture Story

A picture story is, as the name indicates, a story expressed

in pictures. All picture stories are essentially the same, although

each may vary slightly in form, style, or content. All have a b..-

ginning, a peak of interest, and an ending. In many ways a picture

story is comparable to P written essay, or a full length feature.

The major d:fference is that the picture story communicates wi:h

pictures instead of words.

The picture story lends itself ta many styles. It cam be a

brief sequence of shots or an extensive picture essay. It can be

carefully arranged and posed to achieve a desired effect, or it

can be recorded naturally and informally. Because of its vereaf-

tility, you are afforded considerable freedom of expression.

A picture story can be used to present information, ideas,

emotion, or action in a way that allows the viewer to choose

his own pace. Whether the series of events depicted took place

over a long period of zime or occurred simultaneously, the viewer
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is able to study the series of photographs at him leisure. Nothing
Is more effective than a photograph in recreating an event, The
viewer's attraction to a picture display seems to be a natural
human response. Why are peopl, attracted to T4 and mOtion pictures?
Perhaps it is because the viewtt has a sense of participation in the
events taking place on the screen. In many cases the action is so
realistic that the viewer becomes emotionally involved.

The same can be true of the pictorial narrative. There seems
to be a strong attraction that ,auses the reader to mentally parti-
pate and identify himself with the presentation. The popularity of
pictorial magazines proves this theory. Today, the more progressive
newspapers are using an adaptd form of the pictorial narrative. In
all areas of modern photojournalism, the picture story plays an in-
creasingly Important role.

Although the picture story is a relatively new means of com-
munication, it can be the most .ffective. It can be used to present
a detailed account of a newsworthy event, or it can take the form of
a feature story depicting a noted personality or an aspect of con-
temporary life.

Today, newspap....rs and magazines use picture stories in three
different ways: first, is to use a combination of captions and
cutlines along with the related pictures to tell a story. With
this technique, th,. 2ictures tell the story, while the captions
aaA cutlines meriy elaborate upon the presentation. The second
way uses a Aeries of pictures telling a story, introduced by a single
neadline type of caption. Finally, tne third wey uses pictures that
are subordinate to the narration, throughout the text of the written
story.

Planning a Picture Scor/

Now that you know what a picture story is, let's discuss how
it is created and developed by ;lic photojournalist and the publisher.
Ph,. process of creating the picture story begins with an Idea. The
idea ihciudes a specific story i plc that will appeal to the viewing
audience. Unlike a spot news iiom, th picture story is designed to
;:onvey a message that will appe.11 to the experiences and interests of
the majority of people. You must take care to lcep the main idea with-
in well definec limits. Here is an example of limiting tne idea: To
mke an in-depth photographic narrative on a university it would re-
quire extensive planning and a c,nsiderable amount f time to execute.
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Such a massive task may not be suitable for treatment as a picture

story. . To correct this, you could single out a specific course with-

in the university to help reduce the complexity of the task and place

it within workable limits. If you do not limit your idea, you endanger

the effectiveness of the end product.

RESEARCH. Now that you have an idea for a picture story and have

set it within certain limits, the next step in planning is to re-

c.-arch the subject. Talk to the people involved. Learn what to

on the scene so that you can plan your shots. By identifying

key reader interests, you may reveal the type of lead-in shots you

should take. Research is essential to good planning.

THE SHOOTING SCRIPT. To maintain continuity in your picture

stories you should always prepare a shooting script. A shooting

script provides added assurance of your success on the job. it

serves you in much the same way that a planned route through a

busy metropolis serves the unfamiliar traveler. A script is a

life saver in a maze of action and confusion during the assignment.

The content of a shooting script should specify camera angles,

lighting, and subject arrangement. It may contain detailed instruc-

tions for staging an event, or it may contain only general informarion

for an uncontrolled event. In either case the shooting script should

only be considered as a guide, subject to change as is dictated by

the act;..al situacion at the shooting scene.

When on assignment, you can "wager your lenscap" that an unplanned

incident will occur. Be alert and aware of everything happening around

you on the actual assignment. An unplanned incident could result in

your best shot. To catch an unplanned shot and then continue on with

the script, is a mark of the professional photoiournalist.

While shooting the assignment, you should keep one important

thought uppermost in your mind. That is the need for continuity

of the theme or idea. The script you write helps to correlate the

picture with the narrative, but it is up to you to malie sure that

you do not stray from the central theme. Continuity holds the story

together and makes it easy for the viewer to understand. It could

be referred to as logical progression because it causes the viewer's

thoughts to progress naturally from one photograph to another in the

picture story.

Through the use of good planning. the elements of composition

will be fused together in such a way that understanding and com-

munication are effortless Eo- th- viewer. Some of the principles
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of continuity are:

1. Repeated identity. (The same subject appears in every photo-

graph).

2. Chronological development. (Proper time sequence) .

3. Evolution. (The story is developed with respect to time

and space such as a "how to do it yourself" story).

You also maintain continuity by using one theme throughout the

picture story. For example, a :-;tory about a poverty striken area

should emphasize poverty in evety picture. Although old buildings

and starvation are prominent thtoughout the picture story, the
people doing the suffering are the main theme.

There are other things to consider when planning the assignment.

How many shots should you take? The complexity of the assignment

has some bearing on this factor. Remember this - you can always
take too few shots but you can never take too many. Film is re-

latively cheap so don't let its expense be a factor on how many shots

you take. The publication space for your story may be limited to six
photographs, but if you take thirty-six shots you have a wide se-
lection to choose from, making your chances for a quality picture

story a lot better.

Remember, if you want to be a successful photojournalist, you
must rroduce photographs that are published. If your pictures, or

piL7arl stories remain unpublished, it may be for the following

reasons:

1. The image size was either too small or too large.

2. You did not use a good camera position.

3. The Jubject arrangement was inappropriate.

-:.. The background was distr icting.

The foregtound was disti icting.

6. Tone and balaace were. tio..uitable for publication.

/. The photograph lacked im,act.

8. The photograph fai )4-d t o conuriun i rate .

tiW C3AZR231 .2 MI-II-1
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9. The event or idea was of too little significance.

Another aspecthof photojournalism is taking notes while on

the assignment. You can do your own note taking or if you have

an assistant, have him take them. Write down the where, when,

why, what, who, and how of the story. This will provide you

with the information from which to write your captions, cutlinem,
and story material. The information must be accurate, so don't

trust your memory. Events have a habit of unfolding rapidly
and activity becomes so hectic that it is very easy to forget

the details.

Layout

Once you have shot your picture and the negatives you selected

have been printed, the next step is to lay out your story into a

pictorial display. First, select the key or lead picture which

is also known as the "eye" catcher. This photograph should
immediately catch the viewer's interest and lead him to look

at the rest of the display. It must have great impact and

should express the central theme of the story. In most cases

this is the most powerful and dramatic picture in the story.
Place it in the most prominent position and generally speaking

it sh2uld be larger chan any of the other photographs. Arrange

the remainder of the photographs so that they elaborate or expand

upon the idea established by the key picture. When all the prints

are arranged correctly, the finished product will !.ave a harmonious

appearance.

The picture story is an effective form oZ graphic narration.

It can be presented as a picture series, a picture essay, or a

picture feature. It can be used to depict just about any aspect

of life. The picture story begins with an idea and after much

thought and planning, it is recorded on film and finally organized

into a photographic display. You, the photojournalist, are the key

to the success of your picture stories. You alone, have the freedom

to praise, analyze, or condemn the subject of your picture story.

You can make a picture story say without words, what you feel. When

your message is clear and effectively conveyed to your viewers, your

mission as a photojournalist is a success.

The following list of Do's and Don'ts for photojournalists will

be helpful to you in completing this and other assignments within

the course:
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DO

1. Study the basic principles
of malteup--unity, balance, con-

trast, emphasisin journalism
books, textbooks, and special-
ized books on headlines, makeup,

and typography.

2. Simplify headlines so that
type combinations are legible,
attractive and harmonious.

3. Use headlines In caps and
lower case, avoiding all cap
headlines for Important points
and small headlines for small
points.

4. Plan the makeup of each pap
carefully avoiding continued or
"jump" stories and headlines.

S. Count headlines carefully
so that the lines are about
the saw length or vary not
more than one and one-half unios
from line to line.

6. Vary the makeup from page to
page--not to play with patterns--
hut to express the best iudgement
of content.

7. Ose only phc!ographs that aro
tecnnically good--clear, sharp.
accurate.

8. Use only photographs perti-
nent to the story that you ar
:elltng un that layout--avoid
attention-grabber Just for the

sake of display.

9. Plan your shots so they hay
a place in your story.

Er

DON'T

1. Use an attention-grabbing head-
line that is ornate, illegible, or

too big for the space; usually it

should be small enough to be shifted

as the makeup dictates.

2. Tolerate smudgy printing.

3. Print tombstone headlines, label
headlines, or copy blocks without
headlines.

4. Express personal opinions in
copy.

S. Continue a copy block to the

right of the headline at a point
higher than the headline.

6. Use "say nothing" headlines which
fill space, but do not assist in tell-

ing the story.

7. Express personal opinions in
headlines.

8. Allow prepositions to dangle at

the end of any line in the headline.

9. Use photogeaphs just to fill

space.
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10. Stress action pictures
which tell the story effectively.

31. Insist that copy In, re-
written if necessary, to con-
f'r.1: tc the standards of good
writing.

Exercise 2

10. Assume that everyone who
participates in an activity must

be in a picture.

II. Shoot random shots to fill
space.

Answer the questions in this exercise, then check your answers
at the top of the next page. If your responses are incorrect, read
the material again.

1. The most neglected area of a photographic scene is the

-

2. If you have a subject in a red shirt stand in front of a
green sticub, what, if any, proble's night you run into?

3. A good shooting script helps you maintain

in your picture story.

CHECK YOUR ANS 4RS AT Fur TOP OF THE NE(T PAGE.
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Exercise 2 Answers

I. background

2. tone will be a problem herause red and green will record

almost the same shade of grey .nt black-and-white film. Filters

could help.

3. continuity.

ML.SION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

35mm camera set
Electroniz. flash
Nikor tanks and reels
Projection printir
Contact printer
Paper, printing
Film, bulk

i3CEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student (optional)
As needed
1/student
1/4 students
As needed
As needed

Develnp a story idea >fun would like ta tell photographically.

:t might be ohe rits have previmmly done for your base paper. Do what

rlanning you would normally do and go about your shooting as you would

back at your bas-. We will heip you in any way we can; finding a loca-

tioa or area that is unfamiliar to you due to not having been to Lowry

before.

a. Determine a frame fur tne idea. Contain the idea within work-

able II7.1ts.

h. Analyze rhe reader uud,,nrc. Make your idea interesting :o

your reader.

2. Research Ow story ideo considering the following:

8. Background and ftsis.;e.

h. The story are.t. M. Individuals involved.

e. The expecred And. I- -;sibly. the unexpected.
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3. Plan and prepare for:

a. Key shots, lead pictures and impact'.

b. Camera position and compositional elements.

c. Continuity and logical progression.

d. Lighting.

e. More than adequate coverage.

f. A iominant theme throughout.

4. Planning the layout.

a. Select key or lead picture.

b. Select other photos that elaborate and expand upon the

theme.

c. Size taotos for layout impact.

d. Arrange in pleasing balanced order and mount.

Answer :he questions in this exercise and take it to your

instructor ior evaluation. He will give you further instructions

at that time.

1. What in your opinion, is the reason for a pre-evaluation

picture story?

2. Explain why good planning is essential to a good picture

story.

3. The photo that should Net the pace for your picture

story is the
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4. Should you vhange your shooting script while you're shooting
it picture story? If yes, explain why.

S. Why should you vary the makeup of the pae s of your picture
story?

6. Explain why your story needs a lead picture.

Instruccor eval
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Sciences Branch
Lowry AFB, Colorado

MAN ON THE STREET

OBJECTIVE

0

PT C3AZR21152 001-11-2
March 1978

Produce a minimum of five photographs each, of eight people
selected at random. All photographs will be taken with a normal
lens, and should cover no larger than a head and shoulder area.
Process and proof film. Proof sheet will be turned in for cri-
tique, Print one print up to g X 10 in (20 X 25cm) size of the
best photographs of each subiert. Prints must meet Standards of
Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

As a photojournalist, you will frequently have to work with
people whom you have never met hefore. Since one of your duties
is to photograph people, you must have an understanding of your
subjects and be able to relate to them. You have certain re-
sponsibilities to your subject. You are taking up their time
so you should not waste it. Know what you want before you
approach your subject and have the technical ability to get
your shots in the minimum of time.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following section entitled "Man on the Street."
A7.swer the interim exercises and check your answers. When you
have completed this text, answer the questions on page 4 and
take it to your instructor for evaluation. Your Instructor will
give you further instructions at that time.

INFORMATION

Now that you have completed the pre-evaluation picture story
you should have an idea of what your abilities are as related to
what we are looking for in the photojournalism course. You may
very well have advanced abilit\ and find the rest of the course
not too challenging. Don't belome too relaxed, however, because
you may find yourself falling l'eland.

Relating With People

As a photojournalist, you will be coming into contact with
total strangers everyday. You'll have to seek out Your suhleets
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in some very unusual places to interview and photograph them.
The approach you use may make the difference between completing
the assignment and not getting anything useable. You must be

courteous and respectful to all your subjects to get their

cooperation. You MU3t know what you want before'you start your
assignment to give your subject confidence in you. There's nothing

worse than going into the General's office to photograph an award
ceremony and have him say "Well, what do you want?" and you stand

there dumbfounded not having any idea what's going on. You'll lose

any chance of getting a story if you can't relate with your subject.

If possible, find out all you can about your subject ahead of time
so you'll be prepared.

Responsibilities to Your Subject

This brings us to your responsibilities as a photojournalist.
The first one is covered in the preceding paragraphe. You must

develop a rapport, or mutual respect if you will, with your subject
In the case of a total stranger, some of your responsibilities are
to inform your subject of who you are, and what you're doing; put
your s.bject at ease and gain his confidence by talking to him/her.

Once you ave done this your subject will begin to open up and you'll

be able to capture his/her personality provided youilave the technical
ability to operace the equipment. In recent years publicity about

Watwzgate, the Ronald E. Galells vs Jackie Onassis case and the
i'rivacy act have caused people to become leery of photographers.

People have a natural security barrier. Americans especially

don't like to stand right in someone's face to carry on a con-
versatf.on, so we stand back at a comfortable distance. As photo-

journalists, must learn to work in close and deal with this

problem.

Answer the questions in this exercise, then check your Answers

at the top of the next page. If your responses are not correct,

study the material again.

Exercise

T or F. Everyone finds it easy to meet total strangers

and photograph them.

and

2. You can gain a stranger's confidence by
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Exercise I Answers

F

2. talking to them and knowing what you want.

Capturing Expressions and Mannerisms

What separates one person's personality from another? There's

probably a hundred answers to that question but the most obvious

one is their expressions and mannerisms, or gestures. As you're

talking to someone you'll become very aware of their expressions

and mannerisms to the extent that later on you'll remember them

through their expressions and mannerisms. As a photojournalist,

you should learn to watch for xpressions and mannerisms that a

person uses out of habit. These are part of his personality.

These are the photographs of people you recognize simply because

the photograr,her was s.ble to caoture that one expression, walk,

or gesture that identified that person. As you approach the man

on the street assignment, consider carefully all the points dis-

cussed here. Practice the different techniques you use to approach

your subject. Keep in mind the fact that your subject has the same

1;:ob1ems you have meeting strangers. Litele things, like the way

you ask y,ur sulOect if you may photograph them mean a Iot. Suppose

you ssy "Ma; I tske your picture?" This sounds like you're going

to take som.thing from the person. Try saying, "May I photograph

you?" This sounds more like you're going to do something for them.

You must develop your own approach, the one that works best for you.

With practice you'll master the technique of vorking with strangers.

Answer the questions in this exercise, then check your answers

at the top of the next page. If your responses are not correct,

st..ety the material again.

1xer.:1se 2

I. You jua-, me: s person. What: characteristic of personality

are you most likely to notice first?

2. If you don't have any occes:; dealir4, with total strangers,

what Is r..ast P_Itely your problem?

SW C3AZ112",152 OC1-II-2
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. Expressions and mannerisms.

2. Your approach.

Complete the exercise below and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. Your instructor will give you further instruc-
tions at that time.

1,, Explain why it is necessary for a photojournalist to be able
to work with total strangers.

2. What would you expect to gain from the Man on the Street
exercise?

3. Are you an extrovert or 3n introvert?

4. Explain the method you would use to approach a stranger
with the purpose of photographing him. DO NCT use the example
giver in the text.

Instructor Evaluation

;47 C3AZR23152 001-11-2
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Sciences Branch
PT G3AZR23152 001-11-3

Lowry AFB, Colorado
March 1978

N1(HT PO0T0t:RAPOY

OBJECTIVE

Photograph people and their activities at vighi - oxi:Aing

light. Process film and proof. Turn in proot -ht.. t. r (ritiquo.

Print one print up to 8 X 10 !20 X 25cm) size . Ito two

photographs. Prints must meet the Standards of Instructor Ivaluarion.

INTRODUCTION

Many of the activities that people engage i- d.. Hot di ays alote

during the hours of daylight. There are many peopi. who, 0 ne(-

essity, work during night hourr,, also many entertaInmeht tonctions

occur after dark. If you do not photograph nigh, a tIvItiv,, vwt

are limiting youcself as a photojournalist. By motArn, fast

films, both color and black and white, fast lensc,, speeial

techniques, such as rating your film at a higher V% ano laish pr,%-

cessing, ycu can achieve good photographic resolt ntght miing

existing light.

INFORMATION

NIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES

Metering

If you have (.ever photographed night scenes, yoi ' ,

challenging form of photography. If the idea of pr,(:, in phoro-

sraphs during the hours of darkness, when the main ct .1,o of

phottgraphy lighr - is lacking bothers you, don't I-1 It

photography is not difficult. You just have to remtv.,,I tow

points about metering and composing your pictures, Oen !, rn porial

processing techniques, and go ont and "do it in the

Understand of course, chat yon still need a cem al

light to exi.ose your film and that light levels aee io mos;

night scenes. This is why yoo must be careful when 1

:.cene to make certain you meter the right area. If o

spot meter, use It the same as roo would for any orht:

Meter the spot or area in which you want to maintain I

you use an averaging or center aeighred meter. remem1,1 1.

mete: can be "foo'ed" by large wright areas in the
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As a general rule, you should take a closeup reading whenever
possible. You will be pretty safe using that exposure. Of course,
there's nothing wrong with bracketing your exposures, just to be
on the safe side.

There is another method of determining your exposure for night
photography even without using a meter. You can use some tried
and true exposures that have been successful over the years. The
following is a table of suggested exposures for use with different
types of films and various night lighting situations.

Suggested Exposures for Kodak Films

Subject
ASA 64
Ekta-X

ASA 125
Hi-Speed
Ektachrome
Plus-X

ASA 400
Tri-X
EH (+ 1 f/stop)

Home interiors
at night*
areas with
bright light .

areas with
average light

1/15 @ f/2

1/4 @ f/2-f/2.8

1/30 @ f/2

1/8 @ f/2-f/2.8

1/30 @ f/2.8 f/4

1/30 @ f/2

Brightly lighted
street scenes 1/30 @ f/2 1/30 @ fi2.8 1/60 @ f/2.8-f/4

Neon signs and
zther lighted
signs 1/30 @ f/4 1/60 @ f/4 1/125 @ f/4-f/5.6

Store windows 1/30 @ f/2.8 1/30 @ f/4 1/60 @ f/4-f/5.6

Floodlighted
bldg., fountains,
monuments 4 sec @ f/5.6 1 sec @ f/4 1/15 @ f/2

Skyline - distant
view of lighted
bldg at night 4 sec @ f/2.8 1 sec @ f/2 1 sec @ f/2.8-f/4

Fairs
Amusement Parks 1/15 C f/2 1/30 @ f/2 1/30 @ f/2.8-f/4

SW 63A7R23152 001-11-3
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ASA 64
'1111jecc Ekta-X

ASA 125
Hi-Speed
Ektachrome
Plus-X

ASA 400
Tri -X

DI (4. 1 f/step)
Burning Bldg,
campfire, bonfire 1/30 @ f/2.8 1/30 @ 1/4 1/60 @ 1/4-1/5.6

Night football,
basketball,
racetracks* 1/30 @ f/2.8 1/60 @ f/2.8 1/125 @ f/2.8-f/4

'Circuses -
floodlighted
acts* 1/30

spotlighted acts
(carbon arc) 1/60

@

@

f/2.8

1/2.8

1/60

1/60

@ f/2.8

@ f/4

1/125

1/125

@

@

f/2.8-f/4

f/4-f/5.6

Stage shows*- 1/30 @ 1/2 1/30 @ f/2.8 1/60 @ f/2.8-f/4

Subjects marked with the * will produce much better results with
tungsten balanced (3200K) colc: film. The other subjects will re-
produce usatle results with either type, the basic determinant being
personal taste in color balance.

Exercise 1

Ansver the questions in this exercise, then check your answers
at the top of the next page. lf your responses are not correct,
study the material again.

1. When metering a night scene with a spot meter, wilat area of the
scene shpuld you meter?

2. A safe way to assure good exposures when shooting night scenes
le co

From the table of suggested exposures on page 2, what would
your exposure be for a brigh:lv lighted street scene if you rated
rri-X film at 1600 ASA and y..0 u,ed the f/stop recommended in the
tab1e?

c3AZ11211')2 001-11-3



Exercise 1 Answers

1. The area in which you want to maintain detail.

2. Bracket your exposures.

3. 1 Sec @ 112.8 - 114
250

Pushing Film

EXPOSURE AND DENSITY. When you must photograph and lighting
conditions are not adequate for a good exposure and you don't want
to ruin the mood of the scene by using flash, you can "push" yi.ur
film ASA to s higher exposure index. This sAmply meane that you
will underexpose your film by one or two f/stops and ovardevelop
by a predetermined amount to colpensate for the underexpcsure.

The silver halides in the emulsion of your film 4111 still
receive enough light for exposure, but the amount of exposure
will be less :han recommended by the manufacclrer. Uaderexposure
results in a loss of detail in the deepest shadow areas and all
other &ragas will nave leas density, but will be prints'fae.

CONTRAST. Ii you don't overdevelop the underexposed film,
your final negative %all not only be "thin," but it will also
have less contrast. Silver halides develop in proportion to the
amount of exposure they receive. Overdevelopment results !A higher
coLtrast because the highlight areas develop marc than the shadow
areas, result;ng In greater &meaty in the highlight b:eas and
making the negative more contrasty than when developed normally.

GRAININESS. How does overdevelopment affect grain? Well, it.
causes an increase in the appareat grain, '3ut by following strict
processing procedures, grain can be minimized.

First, all processing temperatures must be the same. This
includes the rinse, wash, and hetting agent steps. A variation
of 1/20F (C) could cause more grain and less pleasing results.

SW C3AZI123152 001-11-3
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You know how critical the temps are in color processing, Any
variation outside the manufacturer's recommendations cause color

shifts and a whole host of other problems. In black-and-white
negative work you're going to take a 15mm negative and enlarge
ft to perhaps a 16 X 20 inch print which is a 16 X enlargement.
A black-and-white image Is made up of silver grains whereas a
color Image is made up of dyes, not grain. Therefore,'processing
temperatures are just as important in black-and-white processing

aS they are in color.

Agitation is another very important part of processing film
whether it be black-and-white or color, normal or push processing.

Agitation must be gentle. Use the recommended agitation cycle
but use very gentle motions when you agitate. In a Nikor tank for
example, even when you have put the tank down in the sink the chemistry
Is still moving around the film. Overagitation and varying tempera-
tures are the chief causes of grainy negatives.

One final thing to remember, look at a print that has deep
shadows and bright highlights. See any grain in the shadow areas?

ilow about the highlights? Grain is less apparent in the shadows.
The shadow area of the print is almost all developed silver. This
area is heavily exposed, usually black. The silver halides are very

dense in this area and are hard to Jistinguish. The highlight areas
dca't have this dense amount of silver and the individual halides

stand out as grain.

We're not ust talking about the bright specular highlights

1.ut all the light middletones as well.

When you photograph it night or in a dimly lit scene, most of
your scete is shadow area makin% grain less apparent. brightly
lit or daytime scenes have a high degree of rwiddletone and high-
light areas where grain stands ,lat. This should tell you that
you should only push your rim when necessary, not just to achieve
a higher ASA. The lighting eniolitions you use will determine to a
r-,_IttA extent how grainy your pl.oto is.

Exertise 2

Answ:r the gne,itions in thi-. exercise, then check your answerb

on the next page. li your responses are not correct,study the
material again.
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1. Push processing actually means ynu are
exposing and developing your film.

2. When you push your film to a higher ASA, you will lose
detail in what areas?

3. What must you do to compensate for underexposure if you are
to have a printable negative?

4. What are the two most tmportant controls we have when
processing B & W as well as color Mull?

5. Explain why you should only push your film when necessary.

SW clA41(231',2 (nt-it-)
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. Under and over

2. Shadow

3. Overdevelop

4. Temperature and agitation rate

5. If you push your film while shooting a well lit scene, i.e.,
daylight, the increased grain will be very apparent because of
the concentration of highlight and middletone areas. Poorly lit
scenes have dark areas that tend to hide grain.

Methods of Push Processing

There are probably as many different methods cf push processing
film as there are developers to push process. You would have to
use trial and error to find your favorite method but that could
get expensive and time consuming. The following methods are either
recommended by manufacturers or have been tested here, in this course,
and found to work quite well. The first method is pushing Tri-X to
800 ASA and developing in D-76 by extending development time 50X.
This method yields good results and can be done in most labs that
don't have special developers such as Acufine. If you are not
familiar with Acufine, we have found it to be an excellent developer
yielding negatives with very fine grain and an even grain pattern.
Cood quality 16 X 20 inch prints from 35mm negatives can be made if
you follow the strict rules of temperature and agitation we outlined
earlier. The method of processing 4e have developed for Acufine
has no resemblance to the manufacturer's recommendations, however,
we .r.ave found we get consistantly good results. For instance, we
process at 80° for 5 1/2 minutes for Tri-X rated at ASA 1600. The
higher tem?erature allows shorter processing time which is important
In newspaper work. If you can't maintain 80F in your lab, make some
tests to determine a time-temperature combination that yields the
same results, i.e., 75° for 8 1/2 - 9 min. The key to achieving
fine grain is the agitation cycle we use. We gently agitate every
2 1/2 minutes. Of course the temperatures of all aolutions is kept
exactly the same.

Another method of processing film fGr journalistic work is to
ese Kodak HC 110 developer. Thi9 is at excellent method because
the developer is a concentrate that you mix as mu:r. as you need
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when you need it. You always have fresh developer. You can use
various dilutions as indicated on the bottle and achieve various
results. NC-110 does, however, yield larger grain and more con-
trast. The grain I. sharp and if your image is in focus the picture
can be very pleasing even with the larger grain. The process is
very fast and saves a lot of prvelous time. it's well worth becoming
familiar with HC-110 for newspaper type photography.

Table 1 lists various time/temperature combinations for different
developers. They all work well when used as recommended, but you
may want to modify them for your own needs.

Night People

Photographing the "night life" of a base or city can involve
some very unusual and interesting photographic projects. There are
a great many people, who, by the nature of their occupations, work
during the hours of darkness. On an Air Force base, some of these
people are security police, aircraft maintenance people, civil
engineering maintenance, and cooks. Outside of the military area,
most areas of entertainment, sports, and many service and maintenance
types of work Aire done at night. Your potential for taking excellent
night photographs is great if you utilize proper night photography
techniques.

Composition

Composing your night photography is no more difficult than
composing any other photo. Keep the basic rules of composition
in mind. Liao, remember to use compositio to show the mood you
Want.

A large dark area can be offset by a smaller light area. Com-
pose so that you lead the viewer's attention to your point of in-
terest. Don't shoot a dark picture to convey nighttime. Show,
through composition, that your picture is of a night person.

Making a silhouette may portray the mood you are after. A
security guard silhouetted by oncoming vehicle headlights is one
example.

A person who ia obviously all alone in an orderly room staring
at the clock et 0200 hours would show night activity or lack of it.

DIRECTIONS

Complete the following exercise and take it to your instructor

SW 63AZR23152 001-11-3
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for evaluation. You will be given further instructions at this

time.

1. T or F. Night photography requires equipment and techniques
that are unrelated to other types of photography.

2. If you are not sure of the exposure you should use at night,
what technique can be used to increase your chances of a
usable exposure?

3. Two factors that will greatly affect the graininess.of your
negatives are and .

4. Grain is very apparent in the areas of the print.

5. Kodak HC-110 developer is used far newspaper photography
because

Have your instructor check yoor answers. If your responses are

correct, proceed with the next lnit of instruction.

Instructor

SW G3AZR23152 001-11-3
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MISSION

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Basis of Issue

35mm camera set 1/student

Projection printer 1/student

Contact printer 1/4 students

Nikor tank and reels As needed

Bulk film As needed

Printing paper As needed

PROCEDURES

For tonight's exercise, photograph people at their activities

outdoors at night, using available light. Emphasize the people

involved, and clearly show that it is a night activity. Process

and proof your film, and turn in proof sheet for class critique.

Print two prints each, up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size of the

hest two photographs and turn in for Instructor Evaluation.

SW G3AZR23152 001-11-3
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Sciences Branch PT C3AZ1123152 001-11-4
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

STATIC PERSON

OBJECTIVE

Using basic rules of composition, expose 72 different shots of a
b., ;rary person. Process film and proof. Select and number 40
different views and turn in for critique. Print one print up to
8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) of the best four shots. Prints must meet
Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

A photographer on a base may be requested by the information
office to photograph a person at his desk for use in the base paper
along with an article about that person. The photographer takes two
straight-on shots and submits one of them for publication. A photo-
journalist's approach to the same type of assignment is different.
The photojournalist looks over the office area and takes some time
to get acquainted with the subject. This brief amount of time is
definitely not wasted because three things have been accomplished:
(1) the surroundings for the photographs have been determined, (2)
through observation and conversation, something has been learned
about the subject, and (3) the subject has been put at ease. As

tte photojournalist begins taking photographs, the surroundings
become more apparent. The mannerisms of the subject are visible
and the rules of good composition come ir.to play. All of theae
elements are incorporated into the final photographs. The photo-
journalist may take from five to twenty shots, varying tht camera
angle, distance, and area cf selective focus. The rules of effective
composition will be utilized.

After film processing, proofs are made and one or two shots with
the most impact are selected by the photojournalist for final print-
ing. Which photographer do you think has the best photograph?

DIRECTIONS

Study the following text. Answer the interim exercises and com-
plete the quiz at the end. When you have completed the text, see
your instructor for evaluation and further instructions.

INFORMATION

Seeing Like a Camera

You have completed the first two assignments In this block. The
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"Man on the Street" assignment was designed to get You close to
people and see how well you handled the subject and yourself. The
"Night Photograph" was to help you learn to shoot under poor or
difficult lighting conditions and to push process your film. You
may not have had any trouble with either of them or possibly you
had to do them over. In any case the experience was worthwhile.
It's good practice.

The next two assignments will introduce you to the personality
profile type of assignment. As a photojournalist, one of your most
Important type of assignments is to show the personality of a sub-
ject.

It's not an easy task! It would seem that while shooting
pictures of a person during a day of their life, their personality
would become apparent. Not so, it takes a lot more than just taking
pictures to show the inner self of your subject-that little something
that is unique to your subject's personality. You may ask yourself,
"How do I do this great thing"? In the following paragraphs we'll
cover a few of the pointers that will help you begin to "see" the
personalities of your subjects.

You must first learn to "see" as a camera sees. You have un-
doubtedly heard the expression, "A camera never lies." Well that's
not exactly true. It just doesn't always portray the whole truth.
Your camera will record everything on film that it sees. But you
must make your camera see things that aren't really apparent to the
normal viewer. To do this, you must be able to see those things
that aren't apparent to the normal viewer.

One has to start seeing to observe. Look at seemingly ordinary
things from every angle. Not just at eye-level. Stoop down or climb
on top of something for a different view point. Walk around your sub-
ject, look through things at your subject, move back and move in close.
See all the variations. Now look through your camera. See how it
sees. Stand on a chair, kneel down, move in and back, all around.
Now change lenses. Co through the same routine again.

You should do this until you can see and understand how a camera
sees. After awhile you'll be able to walk into a room and at a glance,
see all the variations possible. You'll find yourself looking for and
seeing photographs you never believed possible. Your imagination will
run wilo.

Now, picture yourself doing a personality study of a bricklayer.
Think of all the different angles and effects you could achieve by

SW 63A21t23152 001-11-4
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using different lenses. Use backlighting. Shoot from below, from
above, down the line of bricks just laid, from behind, The possi-
bilities are endless.

"Seeing" won't happen overnight. You can't change the way you've
been seeing all your life just like that. It takes time and practice,
practice, practice. Learn to see like a camera. Try to previsualite
your photographs.

-cise 1

Answer these questions and check your responses at the Lop of
the next page. If any of your answers are incorrect, read the
material again.

1. T or F. A camera never lies.

2. T or F. You can learn co see like a camera by closing
one eye?

3. List 20 different angles for shots you could take of a

secretary at a typewriter.

SW G3AZR23J52 MI-It-4
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Exerciae 1 Anewers

1. 7

2. 7

3. If you thought of 20 angles, that was easy. If you dtdn't,

keep thinking.

Impact in Photographic Compositioh

If someone told you a very funny joke chat caused you to laugh
for 20 minutes, that joke had impact. If it didn't, you wouldn't

have laughed o hard for so long. Now, ii someone showed you a
photograph that mad you cry for 20 minutvs, it too, had impact.
That's what impact is all about. It captures the attention and

causes the viewer to have an instant emotional reaction. This

reaction can be positive or negative. Impact can cause elation,

anger, or sadness. It may cause the viewer to remember a personal
experience imilar to that depicted in the photograph. Impact

causes communication.

Composition in Photography

To make your photographs communicate, and that's what you're

here to learn, they must have impact! How do you achieve impact?

Start with using the basic rules of composition. Use leading lines,

framing, selective focus; watch backgrounds and change camera angles.
Photograph your subject from angles that the average person never

sees. Ttis will add interest to your photographs. Most of us never

see an award presentation from the recipient's point of view. It

may riot work but it's worth a try. Shoot closeuns.

The only restriction to good photography is your imagination.
Shoot a lot of film. Captain Steven Kleid, Chef of information
Division, 71st Flying Training Wing, Vance APB, OK, said it this

way, "Use your film. If God hadn't intended you to shoot 20 ex-
posures, he wouldn't have put them on the roll." The more shots
you take of a subject the betzer your chances are for a good shot.
We don't imply that you should shoot indiscriminately, but, plan
your shots and shoot from different positions each time. This

gives you a better chance to get that one really good shot ana
it gives you and your editor a selection of photographs to choose
from. By shooting all around your subject you have both right-
looking and left-looking shots. This helps the editor in selecting
shots to fit into a layout. There's nothing more frustrating to

SW G3AZR23152 001-11-4
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an editor than to find out that all of your pictures are left-

looking shots. This leaves a choice of three things; (1) have
all pictures facing off the page, (2) flop (print backward) a
picture or two if possible, or (3) have the assignment reshot,

none of which is acceptable. Remember, you're working for the

editor. Help him do his Job. It'll make you look good.

Exercise 2

' -plete the following exercise. If your responses are

incorrect, restudy the material.

1. Define impact.

2. How can you achieve impact in your photographs?
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Exercise 2 Answer.

1. Impact captures the attention and causes sn instant
emotional reaction in thy viewer. This reaction can
be positive or negative.

2. Use imagination and basic Rules of Composition. Shoot
from unueual angles.

Complete the following exercise and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. He will give you further instructions at this
time.

Exercise

1. List three examples of subjects that would be suitable
for the "Static Person" shooting assignment.

2. In your opinion, what Is the purpose of photographing
static person using 72 exposures?

3. What do you think you will gain from the assignmont?

Instructor

DIRECTICNS

Obtain Slide-Tape 11-4, Static Person from your insttattot
and view it on Carsmate in the Lisrning Center. ThiN will givo
you more mission information. The following mission data gtves
you permanent record of requtremenzs.
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MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Rosin of issue
35mm camera set l/ntudent

Electronic flash l/ntudent
Nikor tanks and reels As needed
Projection printer I/student
Contact printer 1/student
Printing paper As needed
Bulk film As needed

PROCEDURES

Select a subject who will be In a stationary position for an
extended period fo tine. An example of this could be a person
working at a desk, sitting in the library, reading under a tree,
etc. Observe this person and the surroundings, then take 72 dif-
ferent photographs employing basic compositional techniques, various
camera angles, lenses, and long, medium, and closeup shots. Try to

capture sone of that person's uniqueness on film. Expend all your

film on the same subject. This will force you to concentrate more
on dealing creatively with that subject to produce different photo-

t- graphs. Work around your subject and try to put him at ease.

Process and proof your film. Select and number 40 different

shots on your proofsheet. The instructor will critique your proof

sheet. Print two prints of the best four shots. Your prints must

meet the Standards of Instructo: Evaluation.

SW C3AZR23152 001-11-1
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Sciences Branch PT G3AZR23152 001-11-5
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1918

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

ORJECTIVE

Produce photographs of 4 person to show details of character.
Expose, process, and proof a minimum of two rolls of 11 4 W film
and turn in proofs for critique. Select the best four shots and
make one print of each any else Hp to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm).
Photos must meet Standard:, of Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

As you go about your day-to-day activities you see things
around you In a very superficial way. In other words, you see
only the obvious. In this exercise, you will get very close to
a person and photograph the minute details that you see. After
completing this exercise you should begin to see things you have
never seen before. As in the ptevious exercise, this is something
you can do periodically to htIp become even more observant.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following text. When you have completed the text,
answer the question& at the end and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. He will give you further instructions.

INFORMATION

Personality

What is personality? It's a quality or tate of being personal
or being a person and not a thing or abstraction; personal existence
or identit). It constitutes distinction cf person; distinctive per-
sonal eharacter; individuality. In other words, being ourselves.

The thing that all people have in ccmmon is that they are all
different if they weren't, we'd live in a heck of a world. Just
Imagine if everyone else had exactly the same personality as you.
You couldn't live with yourself. If they all had your good points,
it would be great. But what about your bad poicits? Would you wish
them on anyone?

What are your good points? Thiak about it for a minute - you
do have some. Hopefully they outweigh your bad ones. If you can't



pick out ,Iur good points, how do yoo expect to see other people's

good or bad ones?

"Seeing" is not to be taken lightly. We tend to ace everything

superficially. We don't usually see deeply into our subject's per-

sonality. Usually we decide right away whether we like a persoo cr

not. Have you ever asked yourself what it is about this person you

like or dislike? If you could analyze your feelings and answer
this question, then you may begin to "see" into people's person-
alities.

Capturing is person's "real self" on film la not an easy task.
Oh, we can take pictures of them laughing or crying, smiling or
frowning, but do we really shou their personality?

Whole vg Part

Often it may be necessary to look at some of the small details

of a person's character. We don't always have to see the entire

subject to get an idea of what a subject is. For instance, a

picture of a horse's head will give most people an idea what the

rest of the animal looks like through association. The weathered

Estee of a streetcorner newspaper vendor or the elegant hands of a

piano player may tell us something about the person's personality.
Could you take a picture of lob Hope, not show his face, and com-
aunicate to a viewer that this is lob Hope? There must be something

other fhan his famous nose that would communicate who he is.

With ling Crosby it might have been his pipe, with Jimmy Durrante

it could be his hat, and so on. lou must learn to observe the de-

tails of a subject.

What do we mean by "details"? Actually, we're using the term

two ways in this exercise. First ue are saying that you should

pay attention to the details of your.subjeet. Webster says, "ex-

tended treatment of or attention to particular items." Let's explain

this. Your subject has certain things that he dnes. Maybe he holds

his pipe a certain way or wears his cap a certain way - he may have
the habit of sitting on the corner of his desk when conversing with

a client. These are the items we should pay attention to and give

extended treatment to. Wht because they are the "details" of this

person's personality.

The second treatment of "details" as we use it in this exercise

can best be explained by going back to the Webster. Webster says.

SW G3AZR23152 001-11-5
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"a part of a whole: as (a) a small and subordinate part, (b) a part
considered or requiring to be considered separately from the whole
and (c) the small elements of a photographic image corresponding to
those of the subject." Well, what does all chat mean to us?

As we photogra0 our subject:: we should pay attention to such
things as the lines at the corners of our subject's eyes or mouth,
their hands, the look in their eye or wisp of hair hanging down
their forehead. In other words, we should also photograph all the
lieelt details of our subject's personality chat tend to be dis-
tinctively theirs.

Characteristics and Mannerisms

Usually the details that we watch for In a person's personality
are the characteristics and mannerisms that make that person unique.
Characteristics are the physical things you see about a person: The
swollen arthritic knuckles of an old person, the coarse hands of a
construction worker. Mannerisms are the gestures a person makes or
the way he holds his pipe, sips hls tea, or wears his hat. These are
the distinctive qualities chat make each person different. These are
the qualities you as a photojournalist must learn to observe.

Answer the following questions and take them to your instructor
for evaluation. He will give you further instructions at this time.

Exercise

1. Describe in your own words what your personality is like.

2. List four characteristics and mannerisms that make up
your personality.

3. What point, feature, or characteristic is there about
you that someone could photograph and communicate your
personality?

SW G3AV12315:: 001-11-5
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4. In your own words, explain just what you think you sire
suppose to get out of this lvmson.

5. Now do the techniques of Attention to Detail figure into
photographing a character study of a person?

Instructor Evaluation

MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of Issue

35mm camera set 1/student

Electronic flash 1/student

Projection printer 1/student

Contact printer 1/4 students

Nikor tanks and reels As needed

Printing paper As needed

Bulk film As needed

PROCEDURES

Select a subject you would like to photograph. Study the subject

and try to determine the features that best illustrate your subject and
photograph them. You should study your subject while photographing him

and show the details of character. Start to photograph your subject with

a full-length view and gradually move in closer to photograph the details

of character. They might be lines around the eyes or mouth, weathered

hands, or an entire face. Stay with your original subject and expend

all your film. This will force you to look more closely at your sub-
ject and see new aspects you may otherwise miss. Don't forget, always

try to put your subject at ease. Remember, you are trying to communicate

your subject's personality to someone who does not know your subject.

SW G3AZ1123152 001-11-5
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111 Lawry AFB, Colorado March 1978

DAY IN THE LIFE/PORTRAIT PERSONALITY

OBJECTIVE

Photograph a day in the life of a person. Process and proof
for critique. Select the best five shors and make one print each,
any size up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm). Photos must meet the
Standards of the Instructor Evaluation.

Use supplemental light to make a portrait of a person in his
work environment. Turn in proofs and one good portrait for critique.
Prints must meet Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of this block you produced a picture story
using the knowledge you brought with you. Then you dealt with the
"Man on the Street" to see if you could handle people on a one-to-
one basis. Then "Night Photography" took you into the world of push
processing which you may or may not have done before. Then we started
working with people to develop a technique to deal with the personality.
"Static Person" was a compositional exercise to learn to work with a
person and their environment. "Attention to Detail" taught you to
"see" the details of a person's personality through the person's
characteristics and mannerisms. Each of these assignments were
building blocks that, when used together, could produce a Personality
Study of a subject.

Photographing the personality is the heart and soul of a photo-
journalist's work. From the techniques used to capture the personality,
the photojournalist can accomplish almost any assignment involving
people. All of these techniques will help you to cover assignments
where people are involved in events.

Your next assignment is in two parts. In the ftrst part, you
will blend the techniques learned in the previous assignments to
produce a personality study of a subject. It should be an indepth
study that uses all the techniques of static person and attention to
detail.

The second part of this exercise involves a new type of photography.
it has been described as "people pictures," however, portraits at work
is a better description. The old "behind the desk" shot of the boss
or commander can be replaced by a more interesting portrait of the
boss sitting on the corner of thv desk in a three quarter pose. In

t 1
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the following information section we suggest sone ways to improve
the posed shot.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following text and answer the exercise questions. There
are some assignments from the text book "Visual Impact in Print" to
study and exercise questions on that material. When you have com-
pleted the text, see your instructor for further instructions.

INFORMATION

PERSONALITY STUDY

Photographs of people interest other people. People are intrigued
by what makes others tick. A simple snapshot is not enough to express
this tick or the "self" of a person--the photo must have a personality
"punch."

The Real Self

Personality is hard to define and equally difficult to capture on
film. A person's real self may be as obvious as a flashing billboard,
or as secretive as the breath of life. Consequently, it is not an
easy task when you attempt to capture personality.

In-Depth Reporting

Since photojournalism is in-depth reporting using photographs and
words, you should strive tb honestly convey the subject's true charac-
ter. Your challenge is to relate the real person below the surface
which is more than just the subject's physical appearance.

It is virtually impossible to capture a subject's total personality
in a single photograph. A series of photographs, considered together,
can more faithfully convey the subject's personality, which i8 comr
prised of a variety of traits and characteristics. Therefore, when

attempting to document the character in one photograph, you must
concentrate on the most dominant aspect of thi subject's personality.

Know Your Subject

Most photographers contend that getting to know the subject is a
stringent requirement in order to truly convey the personality. Others
feel a candid observation can faithfully reveal the aspects the photo-
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grapher wishes to obtain.

Ideally, research and close observation of the subject gives, you
better direction on how to document the subject. Even after extensive
research, you way discover while taking the pictures, that an unknown
personality trait emerges. If it IR significant or dominant, you must
be alert to recognize this and versatile enough to capture it.

The rest of this reading assitnment will involve reading a sec-
tion of the text from Visual Impact': in Print. The text deals with
a day in the life of Jim Seymour, a company executive, and how the
photagrapher handled the story.

Study pages 77 - 93 of Visual Impact in Print. When you have
completed the text answer the questions in the following exercise
and check your answers on the following page.

Exercise

1. What did the photographer do to insure he would be able to
cover the entire day of the subject?

5 2. What characteristic or mannerism did the photographer notice
about his subject?

3. How many pictures did the photographer take? How many
selected? How many used?

4. What shot was used as the lead picture in the first spread?

5. How did the editors get two picture/spreads out of the
Jim Seymour story?

SW Gltalt231',2 001-11-6
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. Asked for entry into all situations that made good pictures
and gave final clearance to everything before publication.

2. The jotting, fingering, chewing and tapping of the pencil.

3. 614, 32, 17

4. Eating lunch.

5. Noticed that Jim's day was split into two parts. One where
he reserved his mornings for paperwork and phone calls; the
other for visitors.

The second part of your assignment is to produce s "Portrait at
Work." This photograph must be one that visually communicates the
occupation of the subject. It can be taken from the day In the life
assignment or shot on another subject.

Read pages 121 - 129 of Visual Impact in Print and answer the
questions in the following exercise. Check your answers at the top

of the next page. If you did not answer correctly, reread the
material.

Exercise 2

1. The photojournalist portrait is a/an
appraisal of the subject.

2. The psychological key

3. What about eyeglasses

to portraiture is

in journalistic portraiture?
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. Honest

2. Rapport

3. If subject wears glasses he must have them on in the picture.
You must use your skill to illiminate any reflections.

Mere's point ito7th mentioning before you start your "Day in the
Life" assignment. Yqu may have researched your idea thoroughly and
selected an interesting subject such as a police detective. You have
hopes of spending night photographing three homicides, five burglaries,
and two interrogations and instead your subject ends up on stakeout
all night drinking coffee from a thermos. Where are all the great
pictures? Caught in this situation, a smart and thorough photojournal-
ist would "play" the story as it happens. Show that detective's life
is full of boring nights on stakeout, sometimes only to be relieved in
the morning with nothing having happened. It could be depressing but
knowing this sort of thing happens, be prepared to change your initial
story idea to show what detective's life is really like. It's not
all glamour. Shots of your subject looking at his watch, an ashtray
full of cigarette butts, thermos giving up its last drop of coffee
and lonely street with an unmarked car sitting under a street light
could tell the story of boredom.

Remember, your imagination is your greatest asset. Keep it fine-
tuned and it will pull you out of an otherwise bad situation.

Supplemental Lighting Techniques

Existing light is the light already on the scene, whether natural
or artificial. It's been said that "Available Light" is any light
you may have available, i.e., reflector, strobe, flash powder, etc.

The key to using supplemental light is that it must look natural.
If you overlight or burn up your subject or cast shadows on the wall,
you are not using the equipment correctly.

Use of multiple strobes or bounce lighting should give good
results. Multiple strobes should be set up so that one strobe is
a main light the others are fill. If done correctly, the main light

SW G3AZR23152 001-11-6



would give the appearance of light coming through a window or from
a lamp. The fill light, of course, reduces the lighting ration by
filling in the hadows cast by the main light. The same technique

you must use in a studio. Bounce flash van be from a single light

source or from multiple sources. A white piece of mount board or
any reflective surface can be used. Again, the technique should
resemble natural light.

1,--rember, you should use supplemental light whenever there is

not enough existing light to yield a good exposure. Any good photo-
grapher should master the techniques of using supplemental light.

Remember, if you are using color film the supplemental light
you use must match the color balance of your film.

Complete the following exercise and check your answers on the

next page. If your responses are incorrect, read the material again.

Exercise 3

1. Available light is

2. Any use of supplemental light should look

3. List 3 methods of providing supplemental light to a scene.

4. When should you use supplemental light?

SW C3AZR23152 001-I1-6
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Exercise 3 Answers

1. Whatever you have available.

2. Natural.

3. Multiple, flash, bounce flash, reflector fill

4. When there it not enough light to expose your film or to

reduce lighting ratio.

Answer the questions in the following exercise. When you have

completed it, take it to your instructor for further instructions.

Exercise

1. For a personality study to communicate, explain what you must
do as a photographer.

2. Explain why it is necessary to take so many pictures of a
day in the life when only a few pictures are used.

3. List three examples of photographs you might take that would
be improved by using the Portrait at Work.

4. Explain why you should have an understanding of the use of

supplemental light.

SW G3A2R23152 001-11-6
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5. What is the main consideration when using supplemental light?

MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Instructor

Basis of Issue

35m camera set I/student

Electronic flash As needed

Contact printer 1/4 students

Projection printer 1/student

Nikor tanks and reels As needed

Bulk film As needed

Printing paper As needed

PROCEDURES

For the first part of this mission you will need a subject with

whom you spend all day. When you have such a person lined up, ex-

plain what you intend to do. It is important your subject knows

this time requirement because you don't want to lose your subject
half way through your assignment.

It is equally important that you know what you want ahead of
time because this will help to pot both you and your subject at ease.
Explaining your intentions will give the subject more confidence in

you.

Use all the techniques you haw leained in the previous lessons,
such as; long, medium and closeup shots: framing and leading lines.
Watch for mood shots and be alert to notice special characteristics.

Process and proof your film.

Select the best five shots and make one print of each, any size

up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 2.5cm). Your final photos must meet the

SW GlAZR231`.2 001-11-6
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Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

For the second part of this mission you must produce a portrait,
using supplemental lighting, at vork. This should be a portrait in
your subject's work environment. The photo must reflect your sub-
ject's occupation. Use the guidelines you studied in Visual Impact
in Print.

Apply your previous training to make a good portrait. Remember
composition, leading lines, selective focus and familiar surroundings.

Process and proof your film for critique. Select your best shot
and print one good portrait to meet the Standards of Instructor
Evaluation.

SW G3AZR231'0 001-11-6
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COMMUN I CAT NG W TI PEOPLE.

OBJECTIVE

Produce one human interest color slide that communicates a mood,
feeling, or emotion to the viewer. Slide muat meet Standards of
Intoructor F.Valuation.

Produce one color slide that commanicates a life controlling
factor. Slide must meet Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

Commniteation takes place u'len thlogtils, Ideas. and emotions
are trannterred from one pernon to a-ether. We commonicate non-
verhaliv with gestures, posture, and facial expesslons. When wt.

the tone and quality of our veire affect commonlia(lon. A
pCntoloormalint communicates visnal1,1 throngh words and photographs.
The better yon understand and Internal with people, the better you
will he able to communicate with them.

."
gtudv the lollowing section nn communicatioo (pp 7-18). Answer

ibp ibIPriM ixerci.ics and check vow answers. When '%en tee! von
aie ready. dlitowr the 10-anestion tent on page 14 and tIlie it to
vow lust:1100r for evaluation. Your instructor will give you
Incthet ite-sttOctiotra at that time.

INFORMATION

tomountratIon

411018 ..! .4f tiCli

gni.;ardliq... al whether yolk .etp il ii pilot oglaph. s: 11:Na

1" "'"111.11" a a ii I I a m v sere 1 ea . inapa/ a or a ph44 04traoher it a
1.,4 ta !dal. 011 tao 110 0111..11 101% 01 C I C .-1SA aglow UI v.141 Inh a t o COM-

11"0 a 4^. al a %poi I what yoo 0041 hear, on ink: Yarn r camera aod
14.4 Y het, Interpret and ret at e it to v4mr reader to en-

. t V:a 0.11. C a 1# a 'Thea Vas 11111 phial n Iota roa %on musk NI ly
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VERBAL. Verbal communication is the communicative process of
speaking to relay Information and listening for feedback or return
information. Through this process, you can extract from your sub-
jects the necessary information to put together your stories and
captions. You also direct your subjects and elicit information
that helps you determine an angle for your story. The part of the
verbal process that is least used is listening. Frequently we talk
roo much and listen too little. As a photojournalist, you need in-
formation from your subjects. Let them tell you. Your chance to
communicate will come when your photos and story are published.

WRITTEN. Written symbols are put down on paper. If the com-
municative process works, they are perceived and understood by
your reader. The better the information is written, the more it
will hold the reader's interest and communicate. Written informa-
tion supplements the information communicated by your photographs.
The combination of written material and photographs should tell the
whole story.

SYMBOLIC. Symbols offer a direct and dramatic form of com-
munication. They must relate directly to the subject and not
cause viewer confusion. The cultural background of your viewers
will control their reactions to certain symbols. For example,
viewer reaction to the Star of David would be totally different
in Cairo than in Jeruselem. In Christian areas, the cross is a
readily identifiable symbol, and the meaning it conveys is always
constant. If properly used, symbols are a very effective means of
communication.

SIGNALS. Signals are a universal means of communication. The

red traffic light means stop. The whistle stops sports action. The

siren and flashing lights of a lire engine signal clear the way lor
an emergency. Signals play a constant role in our life.

VISUAL. We see things with our eyes and react to them. Photo-
graphy is a form of visual communication. In th nxt section, wc
will explorp it in detail.

Complpto this exercise and chpck your answor,. at Ihe top of thc
npxt page. If your responses are incorrect. reread the material.

Exercise

i. List four forms of communication.

A.
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B.

C.

D.

2. Match each vxamplv 1 1w.ta (At: rorrovt form or commontiation.

A. Verbal communication

B. Written communication

C.. Symbolic communication

D. Signal communication

E. Visual communication

I. A traffic light

The .:.. Flag

A photograph

4. A leccilit

5. A featort. ar'icle

3. Define communication in your own words,

phulojournali:N .:ommuntcates

rho :..irgo!.t. ptoi.i...m that nrsno.: rAmmortic:..iot.

1 3 (?
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. Verbal, written, symbolic, signals. visual

2. 1. CI 2. C 3. E 4. A i. B

3. Communication is transfer of thoughts. ideas. aod emotions
from one person to anothr.

4. Visually

5. Too much talking and not enongh listening.

Photographic Communication

This is the photojournalist's media and as such, rates detailed

study.

What makes a good photograph? This is a ditlicult question

to answer. When viewing photographs, there are many different

reactions depending on the personal taste, values, and experieuees

of th viewer. However, effective photographs, like other types

of visual art, have two things in common: they commonicate and tiny

represent the personal viewpoint of the photographer.

Photorraphy is communication, A good pirture: (I) tells a

story, (2) states an opinion, (1) shows a relationship or, (4)

expresses an emotion. Whatever meaning your photograph intends

to communicate depends entirely on yoo. The meaning ol your
photograph can be communicated by osIng techniqnes that are simple
or compl x. ohvioos, or subtle, easily understood by a large andienee

or elear to only A smail group of interested viwrs.

As with other visual arts, the true meaning ol any photoglaph

may not he n that r he pot into words. For examplo, it may he

-an insight into a person's characz.er, a feeling of omolion, moment

of homor, an unexpected expression. {Int./eve, irmomhot one very

important tart: nnless tho meaning is rommunicai,d, to, plifoop.saph

Es e.-:111 wit7.,00l point or reason !or existeoce.

An important ingredient or a good photograph is the personal

-.iewpoint ot the photographer. A ramera in the hnnd-: ol a photo-

jooroafist an .xtention ol his eyos, mind and emotions. lie most

loarn to make his eamera not only revord what hi see.:. hut also ex-

his reartions to what he
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A good photograph must mako a direct, clear statement about its
anbject and it must do so In an original way. To do this, you must
first. of all bo quite sure what yon want your picture to say. Next,
solect only the elements neessary to express this meaning. Every
thing vise should bo ellminatod. Evorything In your photograph
should contribute to your idea rhis can be summed up in one word:
Simpllty. Make your photographs an clear as possible by showing no
more than necessary. Unnecessary elements can misitad your viewer.

Whenever you have complete contiol over any photographic
situation, you must plan, select, and arrange evorythinr, in your
picture for the most direct communication. A good idea is to pencil-
sketch your picture, trying different arrangements el your picture
elements, until you set. the host one possiblo. Howover, if you
have little control, as in a candid picture, then you mnst make
an instantaneous judgement as to when yonr picture elements are
iii thy hest, most expressive positions for your photograph. The
more planning you do In controllod situations, the better back
ground you will have for making quirk decisions in uncontrolled
situations.

Although you should plan too pit toro carolullv. always remomber
14. h olun i 1 111 W th I I t I . Look out tor the fresh, tht
..pootaiwoo!:. iho unexpectod. Voly often a rovoallng look or a

y lum.au gosi tiro will maidenly :Appear in your viewl inder. If

,11 apt iirt tot., ,.ignitleant instant, It can mato, a mor original,
sparkling pic:ort. The "grab" shot can be as croativo and ex-
ptossivo I yonr porsonal viewpoint as Is the planned shot because
I....A good grab ::boi% cum. lrom oxporitneo.

coors, , phol ogr which r .'ri"pit Ic oho! og. oh.
vitwpoint .an ohscort , ,r poorly
that t ht y to I:oumnin h t and no one but h. ph. Lo-

gi Aphr undt.rsinn& thviti. On th other hand, a oh. that
4:: a !. my) c way , on I V hc I 4.11. t V : : OW lik

.vis. I I v:1111(.111 OinlihItt 11), on I I 01 int prot I tu; P I more I v

old no1 . wort. 01 .111 . I 1 1 ;A.. hot h h p. r!.0n.1 I Vino n
.;1,1 .11111ioist trit )1' . 1 oy.aph . I f eet hi,

a I 1.111 . 11111)1.1 .1 I. I /..1 11:41( ,I0t
"." :. *.,11.1I ,1%wp ni 1.1 .1 It at ;,I j)%nl

I IItrs ro ovho i q. ii I h. 00AI kr."'
I ,111! k.I 11. . U 1I hi 01. I I I h i t.r, I- w:II improvo
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world. You see things in your own way. So he yourself. Your
success as a photolournalist, hoth in the aesthetie and professional
sense depends on your ability to see uniquely and lo capture that
seeing on film.

Complete this exercise and check your answers at the top of the
next page. 11 your responses are incorrect, reread the material
again.

Exercise 2

I. List three of the tour functions of a good photograph.

A.

8.

C.

2. The person totally responsible for photograph!. communication
is the

1. The key technlque in photographic communication is

4. For a photo to be fully efiective. it mw.t both

A.

B.

''W t. ' nrii III I
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Exercise 7 Anmwerm

1. tells a story, conveys 411 idea, shows 8 relationship, expresses
an emotion.

2. photographer

3. aimplity!

4. elearly communicate and eontnin photographer's personal
viewpoint.

Common Ground

For a photographer to rommunicate with a reader, a common core
01 experience must be established. The old cliche of how to describe
a sunset to d blind man Is apt here. If your viewer cannot relate in
any way to what you are presenting, there Is no communication. Yon
must establish n common bond ol experience and 4ulid from there. The
easiest area of common grounds is people. The range of human ex-
perienee is universal. Happiness looks the same no matter what
the language or culture. The emotional reactions of people are much
the same no matter where you are. The great truism of photojournalism
Is thnt people are interested In people. Photographs of a new item
0: equipment are dolumentary photogrnphs; not photolournalism. The
photojoui na ist would examine t hat equipment through t he people who
000rate it. this approach draws the viewer in and gives him something
to identify ...tth. It you keep this approach in mina and ut ilize it
in your work, you are well on year way to commonicat ing as a photo-
journalist .

When yin are. reqvarch i ng ii :ilium lug a story, you are also
communirating with people. In this ease. it is the people who
will I. A,oni How wet! you interrelati and communicate
with your ..uhjects play!. Iargi tole in deteimining the types of
photot, you get. We will eAplove thin area in depth in the next
S.ertion.

An. uot I h. Ipt.".t I n.: tilt xea ci so and ek your answers
h. I op I t at pat... I I your answ.q, an I neot t yet ret

za.1 sr+2 WI III

8
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1. If you report a story through the people Involved, you tire
establishing with your reader.

2. What should be the prime sobjert matter l photoioornalism'

1 1 3
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Exercise 3 Answers

1. common ground

7. people

Relating With Your Subject

Tu get the kind of photos that you need to tell your story, you
need the full eooperation of your subject. To gt cooperation,
deal with your subject with sensitivity and respect. Remember,
your subject is a person, with all the complex needs and desires
that make him uniquely himself. When in doubt, remember the Golden
Rule: Treat other persons as you would like to be treated. No one
liken to be treated as an object- or a piece of furniture. The best
results come from a hooting session where the subject is included
as working partner. Use your subject's knowledge of his area.
You might find some dynamite shots that would have been missed other-
wise. Frequently, by asking questions and drawing on your subject's
knowledge in his area of expertise, you will make a willing co-worker
out 01 A passive subject.

But remember, you must always retain control of the shooting
60itision. You are the director, the subject the actor. You decide
what to shoot, what angle to shoot from, and what the subject should
be doing. To establish both a good working relationship and maintain
cnntrol requires taet, sensitivity, and a clear sense of purpose. You
olil fInd in alost cases that It you appear confident and knowledgeable,
Pm will be deferred to in yonr own area oi expertise. Don't he afraid
te admit ignulance and request advice and information in your subject's
niea. People told to be natural tegehers in an irea in which tbey art.
knowledgable. They likf, to explain and enlighten people. You can
n:ilize this tra.t to great advantage in your shooting. When yun show
respe..t for your sub)ect, you will get respect and cooperation in re-
tarn l'he tool!, ol the trade for dealing with people are just as r,:tch
a part o! v001 kit your lenses.

:t rel Ae 4

Annwer th. kollowing questions and ehork your re.!....)onses 31 th,
0: 114 nuLl p,Wv. tt your t.sponses are tncorreet, reread tht
et J.

1 (1 12) rh, ,m1h1,,t .hould always he dPierred to in sertinz,

0411-111-I

10
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up a shot.

2. (T or F) The photographer should always set op the shot
completely.

I. If you walk into a shop and immedlately statt telling people
"Sit there.", "Do this ", etc. What ts the probable reaction?

4. How should you approach the situation in question 37

5. Who should have control of a shooting situation?

f;t4 CIAZR211%9 HOI i:l.t

115
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Exercise 4 Answers

I. F

2. F

3. Probably a turn-olf and lack of active cooperation.

4. Elicit help and cooperation. Treat stiblects with respect
as people.

S. photographer

Communicating With Your Viewer

The prime purpose ol a photolournaiis: Is to communicate with
the viewer. If you pare away all hut the sole function. this is
uhat you have lei:. The skills to produce photographs that com-
muuicate are inherent to the successful photojournalist. These
skills can be developed and polished to a high degree, but the
basic ooe, imagination, has to be present. You can develop and
hook. your imagination with experience. You shoald also develop
ybur understanding l people. The better you can understand and
relate to people, the bettor you can produce photos that communi-
:ar.. the desired feeling.

impact

A pilot op faith 'ditto I kl have 'Away t . Impact I i :tat qua! it y t hat
tiett ant I y r. ,011101 ten o i react on I run: I he viewer Impar
w 1 I :: I ng ouI oue phut o I t m .1 group. It Maks pilot o ail ins! ant

ent I on-get i i . It Is tl.-ainal I, Impat t usual ly catwo s an mot i etia
react iou I rom i he e , rat hem I han a eons .tleretl , I hought i

I I., N..1 . v pbot ogt aph vou ,,thice i or poi) I I cat i on will have
, oat .lea Ithp.1( .,..htot liy Ii took tor ill ffe-ent ang/e.-:

. real mem I i. noir sob 1,, I 1 t roIflaluil i eat e i I 1 ect i t 1 bon t
b. ra it; t mu i v .1 al ' ei miii appi taolit",t. Most ol I to. I me t hey may
not wt .1( el I.., I I vet v but orea !lona I Iv t he) will and with tach
. t 'npu you at 4. I m'ariul ag.

A. phot ogi aph,t , i I i s vour responsth ill! . I o ommun i cat e.

ht v ounq ' kit le Ile I y I a)k lug at yout pilot ographs. I t

t I .' 1101 111-I

!
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up to you to produre 4 photo that coyotes a reaction in the viewer
and makes him want to share what yoo saw and art. reporting. People
today are very visoally oriented. Television and movies Wier sub-
consciously 'rained your viewer to expect strong virmals. You must
mot thin ixpeetation, or your photographs will not he *fwd. Otic

strong photograph wills impait will attract mid bold liader Interest
(n a publication much better than !In largest loadlioi. Your viewets
are looking tor photographs that cowmonleate. II yon communicate
clearly and strongly, you have snerepded.

Exercise 5

Answer the following questions and chick your anavera rot the
top of the next page. lf your responses are incotrect. reread the
material.

1. What is the basic requirement for a photojournalist?

2. Defint, impact.

; 41 -ttl I

Ply
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Exercise 5 Answers

I. Imagination.

2. the quality that instantly arouses an emotion of reaction
from the viewer.

DIRECTIONS

Complete the (xercise below at;41 atter completion. take it to
your instructor for evaluation.

I. Llut 4 forma of communication and an example oi each,

A

t:

1)

.. 04.1 Ine commonlent Ion.

A phu o iournal 1 31, ks.omiT331 I 4

4. l'he 4.4 1 11 :111 twill. 1 11 1111141 4110 .11111 i 1' ..ommou II sit !IA) 4s

111`1111 I 1 4` micro:A 4.11 II

, 114.1 I II. k 44111111,)% I. 444441111

pho' Iv° I I4plIIr ..hIm I 41 III 1 III III 1 11 1, 411 01 .4c I ion (1 or 1-')

Un.. 1 1 I 411 1 III. 1 1.1'1 re".pIs114`)



8. The best working relationship between the photographer and
subject is:

9. The prime purpose ol the photolootnalisi Is to

10. Define the term visually oriented.

DO NOT CO ON. TAKE MIS 1'0 YOUR INSTKUCTON FON EVALUATION AT lnin
POINT.

inIr rvot

it.; " I int I 1 ' 1 I

119
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DIRECTIONS

Study the following aection on Me controlling factors and
role play complete the interim exereimes and check your answer*.
When you are ready, compflete the 5-question evaluation teat
on pge 12,. Take it to your instructor for evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

To function successfully ii a photojournalist, you must have
more than a general knowledge ol photography. You must be the
master of your ttmls and techniques. In addition to technical
maatery of the toots of your profession, you must master the
art Oi human relation*. The old concept or Nat being polite
and courteous la no longer adequate for the photojournalist.
The telsOft is simple. To photograph the complexities of people
in everyday life, you must underatand what matIvate* then, what

shapes their attitudes, or more simply, what makes people tick.
The better you understand how and why people art and react the
way they do, the better you'll he able to comsuulcate,

Imrommpaloo

Life-uontrolling Faetors

T. guilt some understanding ot the reasons people act the way
do. Yoo oePd 10 he owore 01 some of the factor* that Motivate

people. F,)r the sake of .larity. we will consider each individual
.zs motivated by loor kile-tontrollin factors:

o niotogtial-GewAle Factors

o Cut t itt al ravt

101ngi cal -Et onomi Filet ors

ho tog I Oaf ray%

E.114 Ii 11.1 11. iii .1 111.,%. .1 ()(I1ulbX pas I. sir, uuf t Ii about.
. b.... On iv !uv u uIoi I i in osli II i tot or coo wi hup t o

b%fl 1110.1 I V. ,.. )1 111/1 thipos t I v I lo to.op WI^ fotot op,r.tph.
It. thinds. I t It.-.4. fn I i.t I` 1.1k eul id .114 on 1 v r vd
t.. - tot tIti- iuku sit clitt it v. I i.t 1001 sit 111 I Iat tor irotivIdo.II

ilkt.11*M1 .1 1 ,lei ii

I u. Is p..1 ill IP... .1 co1111, I I t. . 1111' 11 mg. at): it po .



This package includes such factors as:

race

sex
;tat ti .

142,

physical assets or liabilities
intelligence (partially)

For t 1w most part , ii,. ihove I stet! tact Or!. r yr MI Ica I 1 y

and biologtrally imprinted and ate unchangeable. The genetic
package ts complete at birth and totms the human matrix with
which we work. It imposes cettaln physical limitations onto all
our endeavors.

We cannot change the race we belong to, nor out stature or
size. Sex also Is fixed, although medical science (ries to alter
this.

Intelligence is very difticult to define since so many factors
enter into it. Despite the envIronmwrital factors, there still
appears to he some biological-genetic basis for Intelligence.

The area of physical assets ot liabilities can also be
tempered by environmental factors. People can Ilse above their
handicaps or tall short ol their physical capabilities depending
upon titeir outlooks and dertres. Nevertheless, theme assets or
liabtitths are biological-genetic in origin, and are part ot
overy6ne':4 physical being.

g oI of!, i ft A I -genet Ic lac: or.: art , Of the mph( pat ylnilt
e other In op le And u epresent 1 In' out el vinih le pernou. The..e

At 1 or n .1 prof oinid t1'1 ion !Mr 11%; y h I eat I I urt I 0 .1 in r-
,0"

Xt : I

Comp 1. thin xere ist and cheek your Antiwt n .ti t he ttp el
hI n.x t pay, . I I your r "Tvw. .ir I lic1.1 I pct . t eat. the mat et lat.

).1 4%1 .11

k A I he nnt!.I inn I taut 1.te, .

omp I. t anti otlett.tottn

ot11 rel It t: by tht i nal v idua I

je.-t ell toe.

I, I', out . II 1

I 15 L
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2. Litit. 4 factors that are Biological-Genetic.

A.

B.

C.

D.

3. Why do biological-genetic factors have such an important
effect on society's reaction to the individual?

t.', R t I . (1(11 .1 I ! . I
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Exercise 1 AnsWers

I. B

2. race. sex. staturt . phvr.rent as:ro.ts us

iotelligettee (parliallyl

3. They represent the outer persoo visible for :41( iety to
see and react to.

Cultural Factors

Each of us is the product uf a eolture. Man rannot live without
culture. By culture we mean th, total of all behavior or learned
traits which are shared by a group ol people. This definition in-
cludes; customs, manners, mores . valor:4, symbolism, symbolic be-
havior and communication. laws. lodgements: all the traits and
characteristics that separate man Irom the lower animals,

We ore oot born with culture, it is learned behavior. It is

our total environment through whieh we learn our behavior patterns.
W. are the ,arriers of culture and Ireqoently the victims OF culture,
Culture determines how w view people who are di:fen-M. Culture
tends to sie..utype groups of people. "Blacks are not am smart as
whites." "Al. Chicanos arc la7y." "A woman can't handle this job."

Thy'''. Jr. -.II tYpical examples of rultnral stereotyplog. This tendency
ti Atereotype people is perhaps one ol 1.he most dangerous traits 01
..:11:re. A I I pvelis :Iry v rothir I (II v dna tt r and all

vlew their culture as :atperior, thns setting in motion the
oroblems ot enl:ural conllict. Another area related to this problim
th termed. ".ettural shock.** This arises when an Individual is thltigt
into a different eniture. with its ialletent dillerenees in language,
customs, and valnes. Most people feel quite onrumlortAhlr in that
sit ia on . A. examp I, ul co it oral :thurk wun 1,1 be a 11::AF Ai rman mrti

( ott over,.. ass i gnment . Ci. it ura I silts, k ari when he 4 i scove r::

that le. is placed in a total!v diflerent envir,os--ot. liety 1w rhinp:
i : I Immt . FrogivII I I Iv r i i at . I rum I he unkruswo

It ku.sval Tit :s Is I h. It I my e .1::to I e , I 11. I I 11s j ;;I: I coy. x I .41 vile,

. and eInbs rhev previa.. a or funne and
I...charity I Is OW rra

loe truly -:ad part of both these foims ot ellItural parochialism
o thsy you in the way ol kouwinil and understandifiR proplm.

SW CIA4R...11%.! 101-1;1..1
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1

As a photojournalist, you must he able to overcome these problems
and open yourself to different enitural experiences. Because some
one IS different, it doesn't- man that they are better or worse,
only different. 11 you hold to your prejudices, you will severely
limit your ability to communicate.

Religion has been, in the past, ne of the mato ruitoral ties,
while at the sam time, it reinlorces suspicious of Other culcures.
lo manv areas, the religious issu scorns to be lessening somewhat,
while it is still living osed as a reason for hostility in many parts
01 the world.

Ethnie harkgtound is A part of kolture that ts always with us.
It you grew up and lived tu a chitan community, you will probably
always fel more at home In that envitanmenr than in any other.

Out cult ural background is adtt Ie. It colors our feelings
-tubroota tously , and we make 1 udg,men.. s on 01 hers w i t hoot being
Awdrt. of the teasons why. You must h.. aware 01 these problems
aud (wn youisell to nw expert..10es to he fully able to function
A:. a photajoutualtst.

P.; . r c I t !

..... Co:.1. tete t he I 01 low iii.,., ex. i ese Ind rherk your answers at the
1,..p 01 111. il.Xt Fay.c. II Volt! sponses are incorlerf, reread
ih, material.

I. Cultr, is

a. traits we werc horn with

I.. I. at : .d Itehavtoi

I I III IIV III MY I .1

: ill. . 11 :trA I ..I t o..1 ",.., t ny..

IL I i II. II : .: i .1 I .411..Ik

v.ilf *.I i

15,1
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4. Why are both cultural shock and cultural stereotyping a
problem to the photojournalist?

It

SW C. tAZ1i ' t1'): 001-11 I-I
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Exercise 2 Answers

1.

2. Grouping together all members ol one cultural group with
traits of n few that are not characteristic ot the group.

3. Being placed in contact with a totally different culture,

the person teels very comfortable because there is very little
that is familiar.

4. They get in the way of the Pi's understanding and ability to
report.

Sociological-Economic Factors

Each of us is a member of a group or of many groups. Each
person has an economic baekgronnd and quite often group member-
:011p is the direct result of economics. There arp two determinents
ol gronp membership.

I. Do w exhibit the traits and characteristics of the group?

2 Dorq ihe group ateept us AS members?

Hole:is both ol these conditions are met, we do not belong to the
gi ot.p.

Let's look at the term "group. " By this we do noi always mean
oub gioups the VFW, now, or the Chamber of Commerce, but rather
.;lich larger, more nebulow., groop.. soch as the "middle class" or any
oilier stratigraphic ranking ol ..tatos or position in our society.
II IS a truism that in our so, htv membership in a gronp is fre-
quently deteimined by oor economic position in society. People
1.nd io live in All Alea populated by others of approximately the
some etouomi, I, ye 1 , thir t r i end.: 11511,11 I y come I row I III same group.
I, l 11 I out at e ..ovuriu ii I A gi ext LIU by the

onoz1I. y,1ttp I I ...1% I Hi t I \roll become %upward lv Mob I b
Aild you !,t I I OM Ow I neon, i oup to a middle class income, youT
.t I I w wi I I 1...r.iduA I Iv ehauge t o ri I 10..t t ho,,e of thu
."1.106 I LI lout walds .111(1 II t wilt rhauro You I1.1v1. chanyed.

lw ntenflut ot .1 11VW r.10111), ittil IIIV, di. Ippttll allegiance

. 4 4 t : (10 I I I I I -1
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to the old one. Our economic position in life motivates our attitudes.
If you understand !his, you cau utilize !his knowledge as a photo-
journalist.

A related area, nut io he ovorlooked. on how a polo.on makom his
money. Soc i y et I iii acco 'nit; ei pt. i go et 1.1111 /ohs t ban

the monetary rewards would indicate.

A Suprme Court Juslico raan higher in pre,aige than the
president ol Ford Motor Compauy, but Ihe Immo, 0 r. wards ol being
the president ol Ford Motor Company Idi outweigh thwa of the Supteme
Court Justice. Satisfatlion can colm in many dilleront wavs to poople.
To some, social standing and plestige lo l qupreme importance, while
to others economic factors are the nitimat,t map..nre oi success. Most

people fall between the two poles and woit paitially satisfy both
criteria.

The military qualifies as a socio-economic group. The group
shares common values, attitudes, and ideas. People joining the
military come from wide:), differing cultnral and economic back-
grounds and must adjust to the differing values, attitudes, and
tdea.; ot the vw group. hew ..oetessfully von adlust to these

r- win detelmine how happy you will be in (Ill military.

..XvIkle 1

CoTiplLt ihe exercise nd 111.eic yout answer:. At the top of the
.o.zt page, It your responscs i 'wont eel , rem-. ad 1 he mat er i al .

J. Li S I thv two dotorminents of group membttship.

A.

R.

Itt ,1 I it I II.: Ii

C1A/R.''W 001-11i

r"..11)



3. A plumber ranks high in (prestige/economic reward). Why?

4. A college professor ranks high in (prestige/economic reward)
Why?

S. Why is the military a socio-economic group?

,w 1:1A;'1,.' II', . 001-III I

.1_:-S
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Exercise 3 Answers

I. A. Do you exhibit the traits and characterfstles of the
group?

B. Does the group accept yoo as a member?

2. A vertical ranking from the bottom of society to the top
dependent upon eertain conditions ex: Low Income - middle
income - rich

3. economic reward. lt Is a blne collar laboring lob.

4. prestige. It has relatively low pay, hut h!gh

5. The military shares common values. Attitudes and ideas and
meots the two determineats.

Psychological Factors

Th's a..va is the realm of the individual. Dow does he cope

u;th reality? What are his delense mechanisms? Does I. prolect

a's tears to others? What Is his self Image? Dow weII does he

...Oust?

No person ;An lace sheer reality all of the time. We all

compensate a,1.(1 adlnst from our own experience. Rationalization.

Nojection and withdrawal are only three ol thy hundreds of ways

we protect onrselyes from starl, tealitv.

hi psycholoocil area is truly individual. Dow you feel about

a rt,tio ituation and how you teact to it are goyetned by your

bockground 3nd cxperieni. hid VOW' iail heat Volt as

chird? WaS yaVr third grade teallier down on von? As a child,

oere you put own by other children? These are exlmohs of the
taousands ol ocenrrances that can and do alle; your reaction to
the w1,41d They are truly individual b-causs this combination
,t a I aAppened only to you.

'W Clit7R?"152
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Through trial and error each f ns evolves our own system
oi defense mechanisms againmt the outside world. The area of
past experience is crucial. If a mechanism works, we will use

it again and again.

Now comes the big quesihm, "What does this half. to do with

photoIonrnalism? When yon, the working photographer COMP into
contact with people, you come into contact with their defense
mechanisms. II you could predict all the facets of your subject's
personality, you could predict how your subject would react In
given $ ituation. Renwmillem, you have /our own personality "hang-ups,"

and you prolect them into a situation. From this situation, the
contact of two people, arise consequences and results.

In your ease, the result must he good photographs, and how
good theme photos are is the direct result of how well you handled
the situation.

Exercise I.

Complete Int.: o rcise and check your an9wers at the top of the
next page . your reaponses are Incorrect, reread are material.

1. Psytnolow(al Fioiors ale completely

f. dominant

H. del .nsiye

C. W0ap

ked 1 V 1 dila

2. The indikidna. compensations ok:i.ary to tact. re-alit% aro
called

16o

-Q

151
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Exercise 4 Answers

1.

2. defense mechanisms

Kole Play

In addition to defense mechanism, you shonld he aware of
another aspect of human behavior. Soeiologists and psychologists
term the various things we do in certain manations as "role play."
We all play many and varying roles in lite, many of them simul-
taneously. Look at your instructor. How would you protray
is he a stern, demanding perfectionist for whom no photo you pro-
duce is good enough, or is he a fairly ordinary gny trying to do
a quite difficult job: teaching photo%traphers to he photojournalista?
Which role Is more honest?

You play seqeral roles at once each with itq own lorm of
eehavior. For example, you are an MO, a phot ogi apher a st udent ,

a spouse, a parent. and perhaps a golfer. Each rot; demands a
different response to situationq and shows a different personality.
Which of theta. Is the real you? You are a combination ol all
these roles, and llo real mention. or Intellectual and emotional
maturity Is how well you are able to ihilt from one role to another
ls the sitnalion demands.

he problem i or ;lie phot olonrnal ist can he simply stated:
" 1. select Inn." The Colonel ts the base commander, pt lot. lath+

and toot hal I I an all rol 1 ed toget hot . Wh I h ro e do toot :Weeol oat e?

It all depends on the situation. Aro you phmogtaphing the Colonel
as the base .ommander, a command pilot, or walebzug a ti m. loolhall

game? In each, the role is slightly diftelenl, and Ilie type ni photo
that is reqoired tillers. A photo ni the Inionel eating a hotdog .14
a toothall ghe in civilian lot he me/ nt may ool ho appropriate with

ar about the repoosiht I it iett n1 the ha... commander.

our choke ot the correct role lo portlay and vont skill in
ting it will make a dynamit photograph. ::lotiv yourself

ind v c aeonaintances and learn to observe and .ocognize rote
' 4xample,. It is a skill Illat will h. .1. vim As A photoloornalisi

C tA7 " t, I i

ZS 1
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Exercise 5

Complete this exercise nd check your answerR at the tor of the
next page. If your rsponses are incorrect, reread the material.

ROie play in oloolvahle hehavioi (r or f)

2. The photographer should wleet the correct role to portray.
(r or F)

I. A pernon m onls play 011. I. al a I Inv.. (r or r)

w I IA 0111 111.1

152
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Exercise S Answers

I. T

. T

F

DIRECTIONS

Complete the exercise below and take II to vonr inolructor for

evaluation. Your Instructor will give voo further instruction,. at

that time.

I. Web the ilfe controlling factor with the npproprier efilamPle.

Each factor may he used more than once.

A. itiological-Cenetle I art or I. teligton

R. Cultural Fatforn /, povortv

C, .Oprin Fecnomic ,ar I it r I phvalcal titre

D. Pgyeholi Rica! Fat s 4.

h.

ethenic background

withdrawal

A handicap

2. tio two determinentq lot groop membership.

A.'

;. itro , Ii ti. ..I,mrztt *4 iii isl il 6.1 °nitwit I it . wi it I he' I 1`.1 ot

lob

(.1A7R ti'' "": :II 1

1'33
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NMI IN:

A. conom t r reward only

PI . In es t i ge on 1 y

.. I . plomber

rh, Al re r

C. tie i t her 1.

V. bot h 4.

.1.

h.

7.

4. I,nv I Ito I tug I 1 ,$) I Ist I 018 ore e Imp I el el y

it. Del Inv re II p 1

I 11!.1 I ilt I t. r

N.

9.

'sr

Judge

On i tor

lawyer

c mpg ruct ton worker

co I lege professor

dishwasher

PlICt ()journal int (USAF)

Ift, Secret ary

.1 i ..i/ tI:. ON I II I .... I:: I lip t! , I 1 IYA .1 1, AND ,,,K Ay' I) ,,Nitk t.cliK

, 't A, ";.' ' I I .

1 Sit
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DIRECTIONS

Take the Portfolio slide/Tape of Don McCullum and ST-I11-1,
Communicating with People to the Learning Center and ...tudy it on

the Caramate. Draw your film Ifom your instructor and proceed

with Mission 1 and 2.

Mission 1

Equipment and Supplies

35mm camera kit
Electronic flash
Nikor tank and reels
Light table
8X Magnifier
Slide cutter
Slide mounter
Slide protector
Color revfrsal illm
Slide mounts

NOCEDURES

Basis of Issue

I/student

I/student

As needed
I/class
1/student

I/class

1/class
I/class
1 ft/student
As needed

Select the subitct matter that best communicates your chosen

mooa, feeling. or emotion. Shoot you! photographs,

Rettirn to the lab arca and plocess yout colot rever..v1 film.
t.dit and sel-st the one slide that vol. ieel be!,1 .;atIslles Ou

-atssicn renviremeits.

t h i, s 1 ;sic in to your hunt rue t or I or ev.i limat issii

lud Supplies

) c ;1 U. S

reols

Raqi:. of Issue

Intent

I /st udent

A. necs11.11
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Light table
8X Magnifier
Slide cutter
Slide mounter
Slide projector
Color reversal film
Slide mounts

PRCCEDURES

1/class
1/student

1/class
1/class

1/class

1 rl/student
As needed

Select a subject that best communicates a life-controlling
factor as defined in the text and slide/tape. Shoot your photo-
graphs on color reversal film.

Return to the lab area and process your film.

Edit and select the one slide that best satisfies the re-
quirements.

Turn in the slide to your instructor for evaluation and critique.

SW C3AZR23152 001-111-i
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Sciences Branch PT G3AZR23152 001-111.2
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

CO?DiUNI c.Kr I vE PHOVX:RAPHY

OBJECTIVE

Produce one coior sli'de that Illustrates and communicates
the abstract word assigned to you by the instructor. Submit the
slide for critique and evaluation. The slide must meet Standards
of Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

This Is the third assignment within this block of instruction
on communicating. Your assignment will bc to visually communicate
an abstract word through photography. Visual communication is the
essence of photojou;nalism, How well you can visually communicate
your ideas determines your success in the field.

DIRECTIONS

Check out the Portable slide/tape of William Albert Allard
and view it on the Caramate In the Learning Center. After viewing
the pertfuliu, study the following text material and complete the
exercise on page 6. After completing this exercise. take it to
)our instructor for evaluation before continuing.

INFORMATION

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

This assignmnt will test your ahility :o vimoally communicate
a desired teeling or concept to a viewing audience. You will br
gi./en an abstract wnrd or phrase such as l)ve. strength, lonliness,
nar on the movn. err. 'tour ahsignment will be to produce one color

th.ic vi:FaA;ly. wi.h no caption. cemmonirates this concept to
1 ,..,ewtr.

This assignmnt will tax both your Imagination and your photo-
graphic skills. This is purely imaginative. purposeful photography.

chotcP ci subject matter is totally up to you. It is your
eet,;ion co sei;-ct the subject that Pftectively communicates the

assigled to yu. Two pht)tograph:rs may 6-loose tctally

J. c: 7
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different subject matter and still effectively communicate the
same concept. Th evaluation rif your photo is simple. Does it
effectively communicate the concept?

H. arc some guidelines that will help you to produce a photo
that effectively communicates.

Purposeful Photography

Plan your ideas ahead of time. Analyze and resarch the word
given to you. and list two or three alternative ways to communicate.
Don't eliminate the possibility ot showing your word figuratively.
Atter planning, seek out your subject and set up the desired shot.
This approach will work better than just wandering around looking
for something to fir the word.

Simplicity

The best communiration usually takes place when the photo is
:.imple and uncluttered. Inelude In your photograph what you need

communleate the abstract word. Don't make your shot too "busy"
or cluttered. Plan for a simple. clear photograph.

These guidelines will help you produce a photograph that
ctlectively communicates with your viewer.

Abstract concepts call he communicated many different ways.
tot example. the word love. What is love? That is a question that

confounded philosophers since time began. How do you eftectively
, nd visually communicate the concept of love?

First. kt':. look at .ome examples of love. hre is love
1.,tween it mAn and A woman. a mother and child. a father and
A child and A pet. An adult and a pet. Done ettectively. a photo
t ,a..h of the abov would cOmmonicate love. It is up to you to
. hose how you want to pottrav tt. he linal le:sr is whether it

commnui.ates the desired concept.

.uKCIttuS

CeMi. I t Is. I +I hisw.s. r. Xr tse And lake it to your instructo:
tot ya ot Instructor will give you herther tnstrorttons
.s t 1. t i th .

t: II C:' OtI I I I
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Exercise

1. The lent of visual communication is:

2. The best visual communication usually takes place when the

photograph is kept

3. The choice of subject matter tor this photograph is up to:

4. Given the abstract word, strength, describe how you could

visually communicate it.

Instructor

DO NOT CONTINUE UNTIL YOUR INSVROCTOR HAS EVAIIIATED AND APPROVED

".111R WORK.

SW r3AZRY1152 0/11.1/1...2



DIRECTIONS

Obtain Slide/Tape III-2, Visual Communication, from your
instructor and view it on a Caramate in the Learning Center.
This will list your mission requirements. The following mission
data gives you a permanent record of requirements.

MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

35mm camera kit
Electronic flash
Exposure meter
Light table
Nikor tanks and reels
8X Magnifier
Slide cutter
Slide mounter
Slide projector
Color reversal film
Slide mounts

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/studenr

1/class
As needed
1/student
1/class

1/class
1/class
rl/student

As needed

Your instructor will assign you an ahsrract word to visually
communicate, and give you one roll of color reversal film. Research
and plan a photograph that effectively communicates the assigned
..oneept. After you have photographed your assignment, return to
the lab and process your film. Select the one slide rhat most
effectively tommunicates, mount it and turn it in to your
instructor for evaluation. Slide must meet Standard of Instructor
Evaluation.

SW ( W.R21152 001-ill-'
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Sciences Branch PT C3AZI123152 001-111-3
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

COMUNICATIVE WRITING

OBJECTIVES

Using feature style of writing, write a 250-500 word feature
article and select and caption a feature photograph based on the
fact sheet and photos provided by your instructor. The feature
article and captioned photograph must meet Standards of Instructor
Evaluation.

Using feature style of writing, research and write a 250-500
word article about an interesting occupation. This article must
be factual. Submit article with one captioned photograph that
supports the article. Both must meet Standards of Instructor
Evaluation.

Using feature style of writing, research and write a per-
sonality profile article of 2S0-500 words. The article must be
newsworthy and accurate. Submit article with one supporting
captioned photograph. Both article and photo must meet Standards
ot Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

Writing a news story is like learning to usr a camera. It

is awkward at first, but with practice, von becom more comfortablt
with Chi: methanies of the news .:tory, just as you gain greater pre-
hiciency with a camera through continued practice.

This section of the course will give you some of the basics
of nvws writing, and some assignments to practice these skills.
An instructor will critique yonr work and help you to improve.
%our ahiii.v to iesearch and writc Iedlurc artii les will broaden

scope as a photoioutndlisl.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following material and complete the exercises
dt!,out 'he tcyt. iThen you I,cl you arc ready, complete
tIna1 rei.4'. on paw- 18 ond takv it iw.itructor
evAlo 0;., .11 lust ruct wI I I Rivc yi.11 Inr1 he: instruc-

if

r
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News Writing Styles

There are several different styles of news writing. A basic
familiarity with these styles will lead you Into the techniques
of news writing.

Inverted Pyramid Style: This is the most common style of
writing for straight news stories. It is characterized by packing
the most important facts of the story into the lead paragraph, (the
summary lead), then moves into more detailed information in dimin-
ishing order of importance.

There are two major advantages to this style of writing. First,
a reader can quickly grasp the main points of the story without
reading the entire copy. In today's fast-paced world, this is of
great import. Second, this style of writing makes it very easy for
the editor to cut the article to fit available space. A story written
in this style can simply be cut from the bottom to fit available space.
It does not have to be rewritten. Study the following Associated Press
article which appeared in the Denver Post. Note the first paragraph
(the summary lead), note also the decreasing order of importance of
facts in the section of the article used here.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A presidential commission Monday urged overhaul
of the hotly debated military retirement-pay system, offering a "de-
sign for the future" that it said eventually would save $10 billion
a year.

"The system now costs too much money," said chairman Charles
A. Zwick, referring particularly to the system of allowing retire-
ment after 20 years of service. Instead, the commission urges that
the 20 years be increased to 30.

The commission acknowledged !hat its predicted $10 billion a
year savings wouldn't be reaped until nearly the year 2000 because
ail present uniformed men and women with at least four years of ser-
vice would retain the right to retire after 20 years.

Wst Junior of today's .roop.: and all those enlisting after
plan :lecomes effective would come under the new 30-year plan.

In fact, total pentagon spending on military compensation would
ic,r the next 12 to 15 yenin before starting to drop because. other

P1 C'tAZR:IW 001 ITI-1
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parts of the commission's proposal call for a variety of improved
benefits for many of the 2.1 million men and women on active duty.

the panel said this would persuade more trained and skilled
personnel to remain In unilorm longer.

Zwick, a former federal budget director and now a Miami hanker,
handed the 207-page report to President Carter, who created the nine-
member commission last year with orders to develop a "long term solu-
tion to military compensation."

Carter is expected to use the document am the basis for proposing
legislation to revamp the military pension system for the first time
in about 30 years. Zwick told reporter:, he hopes such a bill can
reach Congress this summer

Notice through the style of writing, the reader can grasp the
main point of the article from the first paragraph. The rest of
the article gives more information in decreasing order of importance.
If you are interested enough in the article, you can read all or any
part, and still get a good knowledge of the information. This type
of article is easily edited to fit available space too. The editor
simply cuts up from the bottom of the copy as far as needed to fit
the space. The article requires no rewriting.

The second major style of newswriting is sportswritinl. Sports

news writing usually follows the inverted pyramid style, again for
the same advantages mentioned earlier. There are a few special
characteristics to sports writing, however.

Flamboyant language is commonly used. It is rare that a team
"defeats" another. Usually they "edge", "smash", "demolish," or
"kill" the other team. A player is rarely "good." More often he
in "a superstar," "phenomenal", or "sensational."

The other common characteristics of sports writing is the use
of statistics. In the course of reading a sports story, you will
find out: how manv points each person scored, hew much time each
played, which team led at each period, etc.

These two characteristics are almost always found in a sports
arti.:1e. !hey set if off as an individual style of writing.

1r r AZIt: 001-ill -"I
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Feature Writing ia the third most common style of news writing.
It is also frequently categorized as "human interest." It is the
story "that must be told." News stories and sports stories tell
themselves. They are descriptive articles of an event that has
happened, and the article is put together to narrate the event to
a reader. The feature article is put together by the creative writer
who selects the angle he wishes to present the story from, and is
capable of telling the story in such a way as to arouse the reader
reaction he desires. Feature stories stir emotions, stimulate,
divert and entertain. They appeal to the interest all people have -
other people. It is difficult to imagine writing a feature article
about a new typewriter, for example. However, a feature article
about a person's occupation, an unusual hobby, a personal experience,
or a personality sketch can all be readily imagined as an article.

People are very difficult to beat as subject matter for a
feature. Before starting, you have a receptive audience for your
work. The information you require is readily available, and the
world is full of potential subject matter.

The feature article is generally written as a narrative form.
It usually doesn't follow the inverted pyramid style of writing.
A certain amount of space is usually allocated for the feature, so
it doesn't have to be edited down to fit. There are three parts
of a feature article: (1) the Lead, (2) the Body, and (3) the
Ending. The ability to write all three of these parts of the article
and to effectively combine them into a cohesive, effective article
is a good part of effective writing.

Feature Writing

Coming up w,ith an Idea for a leature article is not too difficult.
The hard part comes when you try to narrow it down to a workable in-
teresting size. An article about overpopulation has very little appeal
except for an encyclopedia Scaling down the Idea to a singlk
such as New York, looks better, but it's still too large a subject.
Now about an article about a single person living in New York, and
how overpopulation affects him personally? Thi-; gives your reader
an individual, a person to identify with. That generally is easier
ant: more interesting than :1 large topical theme.

A. a henerul rule, the smaller th theme of the article the

PT G 1AZR2 11 001-1 1 1- 3
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easier it is for your reader to identify with. Once you have decided
on the theme, such as one person's problems with overpopulation, stay
with it.

The scope of your article i. clm:ely related to the theme. Scope
I. the amount of information you are going to cover. Frequently, the
two go together, and once you have eatablished one, the other falls In
line automatically. What do you want to tell your reader about your
subject?

If you tire writing an article about a person with an unusual
occupation, do you want to tell the render about your subject's
family, past life, what television shows he likes? If you try to
write a complete biography of your subject, can you hold your reader's
interest, or should you include only those facts necessary to go with
the theme of your article?

The key word in working up your idea is: Narrow. Trim your
idea down to a workable limit, then stay within that limit. A
narrow idea covered in depth generally works better than a large
idea skimmed tightly.

The three parts of a feature article need to he considered when
you are preparing to write. A good understanding of the function of
all three parts will help you to use them well.

The Lead - The opening sentence or paragraph of a feature article
serves two functions. First, I. grabs the reader's attention. It

makes him want to read further and find out more. Second, it es-
tablishes the flow of the article. You are telling the reader where
ou are going to take him. If you write a good lead for your artitle,
the rest of the article seems to flow from your typewriter automatically.

"John Smith has to sit down and put on his makeup everyday before
going to work. When the makeup is completed. John Smith has dis-
appeared and Cratie, the clown goes to work."

T:lat ltad attracts your .It'ention and also tells you what the article
.s about. Stop for a minute, and think. You can almost fill in the
r.t.t of the article, can't you?

A stron load will draw in your reader and make him want to find
t nor. :1)0:.t your subject. Quite frequently, the lead Is the hntdest

GlA7.R7 tl.)2 MI- I t
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part of the article to write.

The Body - This is the main part of your article. This is
where you tell your readers the infolmation you want to pass to
them. This information should he arranged and presented in an
orderly, clearly understood format. Think back to your theme
and scope. What are you going to tell your reader? Stay with
those facts and present them 1n a logical arrangement.

The Ending - The third part of a feature article. This is where
you wrap up the story and end it for your reader. A summary of the
key points of the article is one way to do it. Another way to end
the article la to relate the end to the lead so that the article cones
full circle. For example, "As the makeup disappeared, Cratie the
Clown faded away, and John Smith returned." This type of end leads
your reader back to the beginning of the article and out. The ending
should leave your reader satisfied that he completed the information
covered.

The successful completion of these three phases of a feature
article should give you an article that grabs your reader and holds
his interest. There are some tools and techniques to use that will
help you to hold that interest within the three parts of your article.

Writing Tools and Techniques

One of the techniques of feature writing that helps to involve
your reader with the article is the use of direct quotes from the
subject. This technique allows the subject to talk directly to the
reader rather than through a third party - the author. The use of
this technique can be overdone, but used discreetly it is very
effective.

The writer can narrate at length about the subject of an
article, but a few direct quotes add depth and personality to the
subject that it is almost impossible to obtain through the third
person writing.

The selective use of anecdotes - specific stories to illustrate
a general statement - allow the subject to be personally involved
with the story. and carry much more impact than the general state-
ment. For exampIk, which Is more interesting and effective!

"It student in the Photojournalism course sometimes has trouble
linding subjects for his Nature artich assignments."

(.)AZR2 n')? 001-1(T- I



or:

"Last week John Jones spent one entire day of hard work
and frustration trying to track dmni 3 suitable qubject
for his feature article aqsigmmtent. Every potential sub-
ject he located was eithei too busy or othervige unavailable
to cooperate. After a day of bad luck and frustration, he
finally found a student who had been a small omit mayor
before enlisting In the Air Force. After a day of frus-
tration, persistence and hard work paid oft. He had a
good subject for his article

The specific anecode says the same thing as the general statwmcnt,
but through personalization and being specific, it haft more Impact
and is more believable to the render.

These techniques, used selectively throughout your article,
will help make it more readable and interesting. Try them, you'll
find they add depth and life to your subject.

Complete the following interim exercise, theu check your
answers on the next page. If you have a problem with some of
the questions, restudy that section before continuing.

Exercise I

1. List two styles of news wilting.

1,

2 .

2. Describe the main eharaettristic el the inverted pyramid
bt%:1, -q writing.

5. Why .1r feature article,. "the story that must be told"?

I'T c 1A7.10 I ' 0+01 .1!
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4. What Is generally the beat subject natter for a feature
article?

5. List the three parts of a feature article.

1.

2.

3.

1.11VAI:11%1 001 111- 1
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. Inverted pyramid, sportswriting, and feature style.

2. Inverted pyramid style is characterized by a summary
lead containing all the important facrs of the story,
followed by the rest of the information in decreasing
order of importance.

3. In a straight news story, the facts are there. The
writer simply must tell Chem to the reader. In a
feature article, there may be many ways to tell the
story. It is up to the writer tc decide how to tell
the story.

4. People

5. Lead, body, and ending,

Research Techniques

Before you can write an article to enlighten your reader,
you must know a great deal about your subject. The knowledge
you gain through research gives you the background information
to be able to tell your reader what you want him to know.

There are two major sources for research: the written word
and people. Both sources can be very usable. Depending on the
type of information you are trying to obtain will determine which
source you need to.utilize.

The library contains a great deal of information on virtually
every subject. The information you can obtain there will generally
give you broad background on any given subject. It also will give
you statistical information to use. Unless a person is very prominent,
you probably will not find much information ln the library.

The second source of research is people. Through interviewing
peop!e, you gain specific personalized information for your article.

PT Gl/VV1152 001-111-3
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Interviewing your subject and other people gives you the quotes and
anecdotes to personalize your article. This technique also gives
you the specific information you nerd.

Generally, to write a faturv article, you will use a combina-
tion uf both types of research. The library research gives you the
overall and historical background you will need. Interviewing people
gives you the specific personalized information you will use. Blending
both types of research into your article will give you a good range for
your article from general to specific.

0

Suppose you are going to do an article about a Veterinarian.
Research in the library will give you general, historical, and
statistical background about the field of Veterinary Medicine.

Interviewing Veterinarians and other people in the field of animal
medicine will give you both the specific information and personalization
for your article.

The type ol rsearch and amount of each type you must do will
dpend upon the subject and type of artiele you are going to do.
You have to decide what. researrh yon must do to enable you to write
Your articl. Remember, it is hard to do too much research. The
more you know about your subject, the better you write about it.

1110 \--- Feature Photographs

*

Along with the teature articles you turn in fur evaluation
tor this asstgnment, you will have to include a captioned feature
photograph. The fature photograph is an important part of a teature
article. It is one of thy prime attractions for reader attention.
1111.. photograph is th first thing th, reader t,ees of your article.
It should attract his attention, and make him want to read your
articIP to satisfy his curiosity.

A feature photograph should have three' characteristics to be
tully effective. These characteristics are: Impact, effective
communication. and suitability to th. theme of th, article. All
three, 0I thc:w charact. r..:ties should he met to be completely
,ItectIve. Lot'!. look AI IlioN.. 4liAr..tortatIcs ono at A (Amt.

Impart I, 1i., quality in a photograph that instantly attracts
to.idef arteutiou and cnuses a reaction from the reader. Through
C, cut.re course up to this point we have discussed and stressed

11 I. IAZRZ ili7 001-I 1 I - i
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impact in photographs. Impact in a feature photograph is the same

quality already stressed.

Effective communication is the end result of photojournalism.
The sole purpose of your photographs should be to communicate to

your readers. A feature photograph is purposeful photography. The

purpose of feature photography is to interest your reader and to in-

form him of the theme of your article. If you are writing an article
about a Security Policeman, the photograph you use with the article
should communicate that to your reader.

The third characteristic: suitability to the theme of the
article, is important in the feature photograph. What is the

angle or theme of your article? If you are writing an article
about a person whose hobby is building a model railroad setup,
your photograph should show that. A photograph of the person
in his working environment or just a shot of him would not go
along with the theme of the article. A photograph showing both

your subject and the model train setup would satisfy the theme.

How you take the photograph would meet the characteristics of

impact and effective communication.

One of the main techniques in this type of photography is
in your head, not your camera. Think about the end result of
your photograph before you pick up your camera. A few moments

of thought will produce better photographs than all the camera

equipment made. The best piece of photographic equipment made

is the photographer's brain.

Caption Writing

The other part of the photograph that helps to communicate
information to your reader is the caption, No matter how good

a photograph is there are some items of information that cannot

be visually communicated. The caption should supplement the visual
information in the photograph so that the two together will com-
municate all the information to the reader.

A good caption will answer all the questions a reader will

have about the photograph. It will answer the five "w's" (who,

what, when, where, and why) and "how" if necessary. All these

facts can be included in a caption in one or two sentences, A

caption does not need to be overly verbose. The clearer and

,.horter the caption is, the better it generally is. For example,

rT rtA/Vtl S2 001-111-1



take a caption from a Denver Nuggt basketball game photograph:

Denver, Colo., Apr. B--DRIVE FOR TWO--Denver Nugget Bobby

Jones (24) drives past Portland Trail Blazer Bill Walton
(32) for two points during first period action In tonight's
game In MeNichols Arena In Denver. (AP LASERPHOTO)
(bb72045bh) 1978.

Check if this caption answers the five "w's."

Who - Denver Nugget Bobby Jones and Portland Trail Blazer
Bill Walton.

What - Nugget-Trail Blazer game

When - April 8, 1978

Where - McNichols Arena, Denver, CO.

Why - The why is not needed in this caption.

How - The how in not needed.

If you pitture the visoal image plus the above caption, you
will see that all th information to satisfy all your questions
is present.

The two kys to offertive raptiou writing ar compiteness and
.1.eoracy. If your caption can answer che five "w's" effectively,
tompieteness is met. If all the information in your caption ts

..orrect, you hav mt the requirement of accuracy. You must he
-,peciaIly careful with acruracy. If you get a name wrong or
Ni,spelled, you wilt be in trouble. at least with the person
whose :tame you misspelled. Don't take anything for granted.
II your subject's name is Smith. make sure IL is S-m-i-t-h, aod
not S-m-y-t-h-e. You, as the photographer, are responsible to
obtain all rhe *aptton information. if the information is not
ohtalned, the photo;:raph is oheiess. Take A I,W moments and get
:he inInrmatton, And get :t hnth cortertiy and compl.tely.

1 b., 14-1,0 sph h. apt ton are t wu part :. of t he whole .
eit I.. r i :to! ..-mp I e t And al t or.it t . t t I conuntin i COL I

it I:. your res.ponsibiIitv lo your reader all the
e- -ralAtion he tiquires for the image to rommunieare.
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Complete Exercise 2 and check your answers at the top of the
next page.

Exercise 2

1. What are the two major sourcw: for research?

0

2. The information obtained from a library will he:

3. List the three characteristics of an effective feature
photograph.

4. The two keys to effective caption writing are
and .

pi nAarfl'12 onl-m-1
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. The written word and people.

2. uf a broad background, statistical and historical

3. Impact; effective communication'; and suitability to
the article theme.

4. accuracy and completeness

Newsworthy Subject Matter

For an article to be published, it must be newsworthy. The
term: newsworthy, simply means that the article is of p.eneral
interest to a large number of readers.

In terms of a feature article, what subject matter is
newsworthy? W already made the statement that people are
Interested in people, and that people generally make the best
subject matter for features. This is a very broad statement,
and we must narrow it down. What is it about people that is
interesting?

if you do a biographical feature article about your friend
who is married, has two kids, works in an ordinary job, etc.:
who is going to be overly interested? People who are friends
And acquaintances of your subject will probably be interested,
hut how many other readers will he? You need a "hook" or "angle"
to hang your article on. Does yoor subject have an unusual hobby?
Is there something about his occupation that is of interest? Is
there something in his background that attracts your reader?

You must lind something about yoor suili jel hnt will interest
your reader and you must present it io A form that will make your
teAder want to read the article. If you meet the standard of
newsworthines, and presnt yoor niformation in an luter,sring manner,
you should have produced an article that will inteiest and inform
y..ut tender. After all, this is the sole function of your writing.

P CIA7.1(?1,1'.* (u)t-i 1-
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Descriptive Writing

There are many different ways to tell your reader the information
you want to pass on to him. The way you choose to tell a story can
be the difference between a suucessful, interesting article, and a
dull, uninteresting one. You, as the writer, hnvc to develop your
own style of writing. A style of feature writing that. is right for
re may well not be correct for you. We do not try to teach writing
in this course. We give you a few basics and turn you loose to try
your hand at it. The work >ion produce will be critiqued by an in-
structor to try to help you improve your own style of writing.

There are three characteristics of feature writing that all
good feature articles have in common, and your style should in-
corporate these. They are: clarity, force, and flavor.

Clarity is simply the quality of being easily understood.
The purpose of a feature article is to pass information on to
your reader. If your reader cannot understand that information,
clarity is lacking. Put your article in a logical sequence. Make

sure your sentences are clear and say what you want them to say.
Try to keep your sentences short and covering one idea. If you
use acronyms (TAC, SAC, etc.) make sure that your reader under-
stands their meaning, The same holds true for technical terms
or slang. Think like your reader; does he know all about what
you are trying to tell him?

Force is the way you tll your reader something. You should
grab him and pull him into your article. Make your reader a
participant not a spectator. Your reader should become emotionally
involved with the article. The more you Involve your reader with
your article, the better it is.

Flavor is your own style of writing. it is the way you use

quotes, colloquialisms, or sentences. The flavor used in an
article will depend both on the writer and on the projected
audience. An article written for a group of motorcycle riders
will differ in flavor from an article written for a group of
college professors. Your background and teelings will also
control the flavor of your article. Experiment wirh writing

styles unti you are comfortable with what you have written.
If you are happy with the style you have used, chances are
%Jour reader will be also.

Pr riAn23152 no1-111-1



DIRECTIONS

Complete the following exercise and take it ro your instructor
for evaluation. He will answer any further questions at that time
and give you your assignment.

1. Describe two advantages of thy inverted pyramid style
of writing.

2. List and describe the three parts of a feature article.

3. Define theme of a feature article,

4. What is one of the best subject choices for a feature
article? Why?

5. What do quotes do for your feature artIcle?

b. Why us an anecdote in voor Article?



7. You are going to do an article about a Security Policeman.
Describe the type of research you would do to prepare for
the article.

8. List and define the three characteristics of a feature
photograph.

9. What information should the caption give the reader?

10. Define: newsworthy subject matter.

11. List and define three characteristics of feature writing
style.

Instructor

PT GlAZR211S2 001-111-)
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MISSION 1

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of Issue

35mm SLR camera set 1/student

Electronic flash 1/student

Nikor tank and reels 1/student

Projection printer 1/student

Light table 1/class

8X Magnifier 1/student

Dust-off 1/student

Typewriter 4/class

PROCEDURES

From the fact sheet and photo packet your instructor will give
you, write a 250-500 word feature article. Select the best feature
photograph and caption it.

The article should be typed double-spaced on bond paper, and
the photo caption should be typed on a separate piece of bond paper.

Turn in the article and captioned photograph to an instructor
for critique and evaluation.

MISSICN 2

PROCEDURES

Research and write a 250-500 word feature article about an
Interesting occupation. Select your subject and research your
information. Write the article fn feature style and type it
double-spaced on bond paper. Produce a captioned feature photo-
graph to go with your article. The photograph should be printed
to a 10" long size with a typed.caption attached.

-

When you have completed your article and photograph, turn
them in to'an instructor for critique and evaluation.

(.1,17101152 001-1 I-3
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MISSION 3

PROCEDURES

Research pnd write a 250-500 word personality profile feature
article. The article should be accompanied by a captioned feature
photograph printed to a 10" long dimension. Type the article
double-spaced and turn in to an instructor for critique and
evaluation.

PT G3AZR23152 001-111-3
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INTERVIEW AND PERSONALITY FEATURE

Interview and candidly photograph a person in his work environment.
Sukmit a minimum of 10 questions and answers that are of a general
nature concerning his job and a minimum of three photographs that
show the subject's mannerisms and moods during the interview. Inter-
view and photos must meet Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous exercise you photographed a person in his work
environment trying to captute that certain something that communicated
the subject's personality. Ry capturing the moods and mannerisms of
the subject, you conveyed a feeling to your readers of what your sub-
ject was really like.

To add to this feeling, you can have your subject actually
speaking to your reader by way of an interview. Your subject's
thoughts and opinions can be presented to your reader in the form
of questions and anawers that you have prearranged through your
research of the subject. By combining the interview with photo-
graphs o your subject, you can communicate with your reader in a
very personal manner.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following text
and check your answers. Whe
the 5 queation test on page
evaluation. Your instructor
that time.

INFORMATION

material. Answer the intcrim exercises
you have completed this text, answer
and take it to your instructor for
ill give you further instructions at

RESEARCHING THE SUBJECT

The first step towards informing others i o inform yourself.
If you are not familiar with your subject, you cannot adequately
inform your reader. Informing yourself as you are interviewing
your subject, Is too late. You will not get a good in-depth inter-
view without some familiarity with the background, occupation, family,

192
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and accomplishments of your subject. Where do you begin your re-search of your subject? Depending upon the prominence of your
subject, you may find pertinent information in the library. The
library has the "Guide to Periodical Literature," an encyclopedia,
and subject card index to ald you In your research. The Information
Office has back issues of their newspapers and also carries canned
biographies of prominent officers on base. Another source of re-search information are the acquaintances and associates of your sub-ict. They can give you background information, and add one factorthat the biographical information can't -- personalization. Peoplewho know your subject can enlighten you on personal quirks, anecdotes,
and experiences that add life and personality to your subject. If
your interview subject is not well-known or prominent person the
library probably won't have the personal aspects but, they should
have information concerning your subject's occupation. Any back-
ground information you uncover helps you to prepare for the inter-view.

pLANNING AN INTERVIEW

To conduct a successful interview, you must plan ahead. From
your research about your subject you should be able to compile 20-
25 prearranged questions. These prearranged questions are your script
or guideline for the interview. The response to one question can lead .

you into interesting but unplanned areas, but the prearranged questions
give you something to come back to when that line runs dry. Prearrangedquestions should reflect the theme or purpose of the interview. With
your questions prepared beforehand, you can concentrate on interviewing
the subject and not have to think of what your next question should be.

Another integral part of planning is to make an appointment withyour subject. Don't expect to walk into a prominent person's office,
announce your purpose, and be given time for an interview immediately.
Make the appointment as far in advance as possible. ry to talk dir-
ctly to the subject. This will allow you to explain the purpose of
rhe interview and receive full cooperation. Insure that all the nec-
essary enoipment for the interview is operable nod rady. This in-cludes your camera. film. tape recorder, tape. paper :Ind pencil, and
your pr:ler-alined quesrioos. At the interview. it is too late to find
'tot you Iorgot something or something dcwsn't ww:k,

F.xereise 1

I. What is the purpose of researching your subject?

:14 I. lAZRZI r
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2. Acquaintances of your subject can add
your research.

3. Why use prearranged questions?

TURN TO THE NEXT PACE AND CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

4 SW CIAZR21M 001-IV-I
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Exericse 1 Answers

1. Research will inform you so that you can inform your audience.

It will give you questions to ask to fulfill the purpose of the
interview.

2. personalization

3. Prearranged questions give you a guide for the interview
and allow you to concentrate on the interview.

INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES

Here are some techniques that will help your interview go
smoothly and fulfill its purpose,

1. Be on time, If you are late you create a bad atmosphere
for the interview.

2. Have your prearranged questions ready.

3. Talk casually with your subject and lessen him up briefly
before you really get into the interview.

4. Ask qnestions thar require a qualified answer. A yes or no
answvr doesn't yield much insighr into your subject.

5. Listen to your subject's answers. Frequently one response
leads to anorher qnestion.

6. Wrap np thv interview when you have the necessary Information.
Don't drag your interview our beyond your time.

7. Give yourself an opportunity to call back for more information
on clarification if necessary. If von do this at the Interview,
your subject will gladly comply.

8. Thank your subject for his timt. and cooperation.

If possible, let your subject see the interview before publica-
tion. These are all Lechniques that should help your interview
v.o smoothly and gain the desired end result.

SW G2AZR21152 001-1v-I
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ACCURACY IN DEPICTlON

The key to an Interview Is accuracy. II you edit your subject's
responses, be very careful not ro change th meaning when editing.
If your subject makes a positive or negative statement, then qualifies
it, don't leave out qualification. This is known as taking quotes out

of context, and reduces the accuracy of the interview, Also it fre-

quently produces a very angry interview subject who feels misquoted.

You may rearrange the order of the interview to make it flow
better, but again, be careful not to change any meaning. Edit any

excess verbiage from the interview, hut, do it carefully. You know
what your subject was saying in its entirety, make sure your reader
also knows what the subject said.

Exercise 2

1. Why have prearranged questions?

2. Why give yourself an option for a callback for clarification
on more information?

3e Define: taking a quote out of context.

SW c3A7.1231S2 001-1V1
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4. Edit the following passage to final printing form.

Q. Do you feel the photojournalism course is of valut to
journalists?

A. Well, ---I ah believe that it Is extremely valuable,
but gh --- the relative value each student derives
depends on his, oh let's see, his interest and his,
how do you say, his past experience,

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE.

SW G3A7,1123152 001-IV-1
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Exc.ricse 2 Answers

1. Prearranged questions give you a guide to the interview
and allow you to concern yourself more with the subject and
his responses.

2. It opens the door to callback for more information you need
without making the subject feel as though you don't know
what you're doing.

3. Taking a quote out of context means using a statement without
its accompanying qualifications, changing the subject's meaning
by not using all of the statement.

4. Your copy should be close to:

Q. Do you feel the Photojournalism course is of value to
journalists?

A. I believe that it is extremely valuable, but the realtive
value each student derives depends on his interest and his
past experience.

PHOTOGRAPHING THE INTERVIEW

Good photographs of your subject taken candidly throughout the
interview can add tremendous reader interest when used with the
interview. Most people, while talking, use gestures and various
facial expressions. The capturing of these mannerisms, characteristic
of the subject, adds interest and personality to your subject. The
selection of photographs for use in an interview layout. 'Is important.
For instance, don't use a photo of your subject laughing at a point
in the interview where the content is very serious. Make sure the
photographs match the text.

SW G3AZR25152 001-IV-1
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INTERVIEW LAYOUT

There are two basic formats for an interview layout. The first
and probably the easiest and mof:t common, in the standard question
and answer column format. Start with a short Introductory paragraph
to introduce and identify your subject. This leads into the question
and answer format. The last question in the interview should be ap-
propriate for closure or summary. The photos are interspersed through
the interview.

The second form of interview layout utilizes a feature article
style along with a large amount of direct quotes from the subject.
This requires a bit more writing skill. This style converts the
interview into a more readable format and allows you to intersperse
background information about your subject in with the quotes. Either
format is acceptable for this interview. The choice is up to you.

DIRECTIONS

Complete the following exercise and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. He will give you further instructions at that time.

1. Why research your subject?

2. What do prearranged questions do for you?

,

3. Deiinc: accuracy in depiction.

4. Define: taking a quote out of context.

SW G3AZR23152 001-IV I
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5. List and describe two styles of interview layout.

After completing this exercise, take it to your instructor for
evaluation before proceeding further.

Instructor

DIRECTIONS

Take Slide/Tape IV-1, Interview Techniques to the Learning Center
and study it, This will give you further information and mission
requirements. The following mission data gives you a permanent
record of requirements. Sign up for lab space before you conduct
your interview.

MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Basis of issue

35mm camera set 1/student
Electronic flash 1/student As needed
Projection printer 1/student
Cassette recorder w/60 minute tape 1/2 student
Dummy sheet 1/student
Typewriter 5/class
Light table 1/e1ass
Nikor tanks and reels As needed
Bond paper As needed
Bulk film As needed
Printing paper As needed
Dust off . 1/student
8X Magnifier 1/student

SW G3A7.12211t0 001-1V-1
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PROCEDURES

For this exercise you should research your subject to determine
your questions for the interview. Conduct the interview and candidly
photograph your subject.

After completing your interview, return to the lab, process and
proof your film. You will need at least 5 shots for printing. Print
selected shots to one-column cut size.

Transcribe your interview from tape and type it into your selected
format.

Layout your interview text and photos on dummy layout sheets
provided and mount them with the waxer.

Turn in final layout for instructor evaluation.

SW G3AZR23152 001-1V-1
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Sciences Branch PT G3AZR23152 001-IV-2
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

GROUPS

OBJECTIVE

tcl5

Photograph a subject-oriented group, and an object-oriented
group. Select best photograph of each category and submit one
print each up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size for critique. Prints
must meet Standards of instructor Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

The photography of small groups is a large segment of photo-
journalism. How well you can photograph small groups will, in part,
measure your abilities in this field.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following section on group photography. Answer the
interim exercises and check your answers. When you have completed
this text., answer the 10 question test on page 10 and take it to
your instructor for evaluation. Your instructor will give you further
instructions at that time.

1NFORMATICV

GROUP PHOTOGRAPHY

A large segment of the photographs published ar group photographs.
There are still far too many "Grip and Grin" group photographs being
presented to the viewing audienle. Those obvionsly staged photos .

eharacterired by stiff poses, sweaty palms, and a glassy-eyed stare
into the camera lens, aro su rontrived and trite that they tnrn off
your viewer. People raised on a steady diet of television and movies
have become visually sophisticated, and will not be satisfied with
old-style :AM photos. A gronp shot must have action. The action
may be either implied or real, but it must be apparent to the viewer.
The group photograph must communicate a feeling of candid reality to
your viewer even if it is posed. Group photographs call be divided
into two type:., sublect-oriented and obiect-oriented groups.

lee( -Or i en t 141 Groups

All photographs should haei a center 01 intel..A which draws
your viewer's (ye te it. This ..hould be the most tmportant element
in your photoeraph with all otle r elements supportive and subordinate

29°
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to it. In the case of subject-oriented group, the point of interest
should be one person. All other elements in the group should lead your
viewer's eye to this person.

How do you accomplish this feat of communicative composition?
First you smut make the determination of which person will be your
prime subject. This will depend upon the particular situation. The
photo may be to accompany a story on a particular person. It could
be a person receiving an award, or one who is teaching others a skill.
The determination of the prime subject comes from renearch of the
situation and the end use for the photograph.

The second part of achieving a successful subject-oriented group
photograph is direction. The.photographer must take control of the
situation and direct the subject's actions. If you tell a group to
"Stand over there so I can take your picture," they will probably do
exactly that. The result will look like the soon-to-be victims of a
firing squad up against the wall. If you, the photographer assume
control in directing your subject's actions, you can arrange the group
to suit your needs.

In a subject-oriented group photograph, one person is the point of
interest or main subject. The viewer's eye can be drawn to this person
by several methods. First, if the other 2-4 people in the group are all
looking at the main subject, the viewer's eye will be automatically drawn
to the main subject. Second, the composition you use can draw viewer
attention to the main subject. If you frame your subject using the
other people in the group, or use them as leading lines to your sub-
ject, your viewer's eye will go to the intended point of interest.

With a bit of Imagination and the use of research and direction,
you should be able to produce group photographs that effectively com-
municate with your viewer.

Exercise 1

1. A group shot must have _ - _ .
2. Define Implied action.

i The main element of a subject-oriented group photograph should
be

SW MA21121152 001-1V-2
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4. Define subject-oriented group.

S. List the tut) steps to su&easfully photograph a subject-
oriented group.

A.

,--

SW GIA7.10t152
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. Action

2. Implied artion

3. One person

4. A group of people, one of whom is the obvious center of

interest. All other people in the group are supportive
and subordinate to this person,

5. A. Research - Pick yonr main subject

B. Direction - Direct your subjects to achieve the
photograph you want.

Object-Oriented Groups

The prime difference between subject-oriented group and an
object-oriented group is the point of interest. In the former, a

person should be the point of interest. In the latter, an object

or item of equipment becomes thv center of interest.

There are a great many oceassions when a new item of equipment

must be shown. A photograph of the equipment sitting by itself

tends to be rather bland and void. By incorporating the people
who operate, teach, and/or repair the equipment, you bring life

and scale to it. A photograph of a vomputer terminal alone does

not communicate well. How does it work? How large is it? These

are exmaples of questions your viewer might have when viewing the

photograph, A photograph of the same item of equipment with an
operator at the keyboard demonstrating its operation to twv other
people adds human interest, seale. and most importantly, Life to

your photograph.

A photograph of an Air Force instructor demonstrating the opera-
tion of 3 Nikon ramera to two or three students: communicates better
than a tabletop photograph of the Nikon by itself. Th same technique..

of research and direction apply to obiect-oriented group photographs.
Through research vou determine the item of equipmetti If. be the poin/

of interest. and ako how people operate. tearh. aud/or repair it.

SW G3AZICTIM (101-1V-Y
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prom research you choose how to set up your group of people in
relation to the equipment. Through direerion you arrange your
people and your equipment for an effective photograph.

The objevt-oriented group photograph also must hav real or
implied action. Give your subjects somerhing to do. Have one
prson operate the eqUipment while the othrs in rho group observe.
Make sure that all of your subjects know what they are supposed to
do. If these techniques are followed, you should have a pleasing
group shot.

Exercise 2

1. The prime difference between a subject-oriented group and
an object-oriented group is:

2. The two techniques to capture an e( fective ohject-oricnted
group photograph are:

A.

). Define object-oriented group.

SW G)AZit!)152 001-1V-".!
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. the point of interest

2. A. research

B. direction

3. A small group of people working at a piece of equipment which
through the composition becomes the point or interest.

Control of Situation by Photographer

Thit; is the one point that cannot he overstressed. The photo-

grapher must take charge or the ..ituation nd direct the action.
Photographing a small group requires direction and stage management
by the photographer to be effective. Without direction, it will be

pure luck if all elements of yout photograph fall into place. There

will always be someone who either looks hack at the photographer or
away from the main subject. People will not stand to give you good,

tighr composition without direction. Finally, as you direct and
arrange your subjeets, give them somthing to do. When people are
given something realistic And familiar to do, it helps take their
mind off you and the camera, resulting in more natural poses and

,xpressions.

Exer:-.ise 3

1. Why must the photographer direct the action?

Why should th photographer give 'he snhicet .ulmething to do?

tAZR:11%*
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Exerciso 3 Answers

I. The photographer must diroct Hit. notion to Insure that all
people in the group aro doing what they should to produce
an effective group photograph.

2. If a subject has something realistic and familiar to do,
it will help them relax and look natural.

.Composition

Space, in a publication, is an assol, or at least, potential
income. The editor invests his space in items of reader interest
and in paid advertising. Given a group assignment, you must be
concerned about space. A group size should include only the people
necessary to tell the story. Two poople aro more interesting than
one, but it does not tollow that twonty people in the group will
maho th picture twenty times more interesting. If a group of five
can he cot to throe and still tell the story, a one column cut can
be mado instoiid ot a two column cut.

The arrangement you direct most be tight with no dead space
betwoon sublicls. Insuro that all subjects are doing what they
should. Chock your background h)r distractions. If all elements
aro right, photograph It. If you van arrange vertical composition,
%ou will save spate. Space in a pnblication is valuable and your
photograph is compoting against ocher nows items and against ad
vortising. If your photo is both effective anJ tight, the editor
will appreciate It.

Arrange your group in such a way that the point of interest is
elo,tt and that all other elements add to and support the main point
ot Interest. Insure that your subjet.s know their pwationN and are
doiug and looking where they arc solvoscil to, Remember, it is your
icspoosihility to produce an etioctivo group shot, not your subject.,).

I so 4

I WIi.tt I .1. I I tint I t vtAtt Omit I Zr ano «mnpon i i on?
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2. (T or F) A group should be cut to the absolute minimum
size necessary to tell the story.

3. Wbose responsibility is it to produce an effective group

photograph?

10

..

SW G3A7A23152 0M-IV-2
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Exerclmc 4 Anmwers

1. Space

2. T

3. The photographer's

DIRECTIONS

Complete the exercise below and take it to your instructor for
evaluation. Your instructor will give you further instructions at
that time.

1. How many people are required to make up a small group?

2. Why is the technique of small group photography important
to you as a photojournalist?

3. Explain the difference between a subject-oriented and object:-
oriented group photograph.

4. Match the type of group With the following examples.

A. Sobieet-orienced group

B. Object-oriented group

1. a teacher explaining
photographic theory to
two students.

SW OAZR23152 001-1V-2
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2. A fireman demonstrating
how a firehose operates.

3. Three TV repairmen fixing
a TV.

4. A car salesman demonstra-
ting a new car to two
customers.

5. An award presentation

6. A small VIP tour

5. You have been given an assignment to photograph an Air
Force photo instructor and two students receiving training
om the procedures to operate an enlarger. Describe how you
would set up the shot. Draw diagram if necessary.

6. A group shot must have

7. The main point of interest in a subject-oriented group
photograph must be a

SW G3AZR23152 001-1V-2
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H. Why must thv photographers direct the action in a group
photograph?

9. List the two steps to successfully produce a group photograph.

A.

B.

10. Which category of group photographs would the situation in
question 5 tit into?

Altvi vompleting this exeictso, take it to your instructor for
eyoluatton before proceeding tuither.

Instructor

tlItt A I in
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MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Basis of Issue
35mm camera set 1/student
Electronic flash 1/student
Exposure meter 1/student
Projection printer 1/student
Light table 1/class
Contact printer 1/4 students
Nikor tanks and reels As needed
Printing paper As needed
Bulk film As needed
8X Magnifier 1/student
Dust-off 1/student

PROCEDURES

Select a small group subject to photograph. Plan and research
your assignment to include:

Story or purpose of photograph

..--- People involved

Minimum number of people to tell the story

Story action

Setting or background

Proceed to your assignment area and shoot your pictures. '::eisember

to control your subject and any other people who are involved.

Follow these procedures for shooting both the subject-oriented
and object-oriented group photographs.

Process and proof your film. Select the best shot of each cate-
gory and make one print up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size. Your
prints will be critiqued by the instructor and they must meet the
Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

SW G3AZR23152 001-IV-2
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Sciences Branch PT G3AZR23152 001-IV-3
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

PUBLICITY

OBJECTIVE

Produce a publicity photograph of people or activities. Turn
In for critique. Photographs must meet Standards of Instructor
Evaluation.

DIRECTIONS

Study this programmed text, complete the interim exercises and
check your answers. After completing this text, answer the exercise
on page 6 and take it to your instructor for evaluation. You will
be given further instructions at that time.

INTRODUCTION

Ideas for photographs and stories that publicize the Air Force
are limitless. You are surrounded by a fantastic wealth of material.
All you have to do is look around you and think. As a photojournalist,
you should learn to think of the Air Force as ideas - - ideas that
you can put into print for all to read.

INFORMATION

PUBLICITY PHOTOGRAPHY

Selling Ideas

The publicity photograph is designed to sell an ideL, product,
or service, or promote the popularity of a well-known person.
Publicity photographs in the Air Force are primarily a form of
free advertising used for public relations.

Publicity photographs fall in an area between advertising
illustration and photojournalism. The photographer makes a photo-
graph that tells the story by the client, in your case the Air Force,

Publicity photographs are sent to various media for use. The
photograph must be one of excellent quality and high interest that
conununicates the desired intent: a favorable image of the client.

2_14
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The Air Force uses a great deal of publicity photography, both
internally and externally. Airman, Driver, Air Force, and Aerospace
Safety are all internal magazines put oot by the Air Force to inform
and publicize aspects of the Air Force to its members. SAM! -
(Secretary of the Air Force, Office of Information) is the prime
external release channel for photographs and articles to the civilian
media. These items, usually general interest photographs or articles
with an Air Force "hook" are given to civilian magazines and newspapers.
The prime requirement in release is that in some way they reflect favor-
ably on the Air Force. A photo feature on the howl/ AFB Aero Club
might be used by Flying magazine. it would have a general interest
or appeal in how an Aero Club operates and its advantages. It would
have Air Force ties through its members, location, and operation. If
used, the magazine gets a free article. the Air Force gas free
favorable publicity, and the photojournalist gets recognition in having
his story published in a national magazine.

An Air Force member with an unusual hobby is a natural for publicity
release. The magazine gets a story and the Air Force gets some free
pnblic relations.

A primary advantage ot these publicity photos ts that they are
published frke of charge.

Compared lo the cost ol national advertising, this can save a
great deal of money. Interesting stories and photos with an Air
Floce tie ar also more readable and believable than advertisementv.

Ideas for publicity photos and stories surround yon.. It's up to
Von to look aronud and see them. Some common examples of publicity
ideas can include: a woman doing un unusual lob in the Air Force,
o..rson with au unusual hobby or baekgioniid, new ..quipment or pro-

,dures used at an Air Force base. or a past celebrity who ir now in
lw Air Forte,

Your skill comes into play when you take that idea and convert
ir into a finished photo or story that is interesting and marketable.

Exercise 1

1. Define a publicity photoglaph.

2! 5



2. (T or F) A woman doing a secretarial job would be a good
publicity idea.

3. Explain your answer to question 2.

SW Glika '1152 00I-IV-3
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. A publicity photograph is a genoral interest photograph that
reflects favorably Nome idea. product. service or organisation.

2. F

3. A woman doing secretarial work is a common well-known job.
There Is nothing of interest unless some special angle ran
be found. A woman working am a crew chiel on the flightline
would he a better idea.

Types of Photography Used

Good photojournallstic photographs fill the Peed for publicity
photos. As In all photolournallutic photos. It's very difficult to
!Ind subjects bettor Om people tor attracting render interest.
Telling the Air Force story through its people has the hest salability.
People can Identity with an Air Force pilot tm4re readily than they van
relate to photographs of a multi-million dollar airplane. People
p/rtures are tho., hest media for attracting render iniv14141.

Strong photographs with o great dent of impact will "grab" a
t,ader's attention and interpst them enough to otudy It Rather and
in so doing, they grasp the message.

:xureise 2

L. What subject matter is best for publirity photographs?

Why Jr, people ..orh good sobject matter?

ctAzviW
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Exercise 2 Answers

). People

2* The reader can identily with the subjeet and is more interested.

Cavernment Utilization

The Air Force utilizes good pnblicity photos and articles to
sell the advantages of the Air _orce, and to persuade people to
the Air Force point of view.

The cost factor hao 4 decided bearing on the uHe of Air Force
publicity features. The advertising used nattonally by the Air
Force has a tremendous price tag. II publieity phoom and features
can be published that fulfill nom. ut the same requitement& as paid
advertising. it saves money

Frequently an attirle or photo publicizing sOme favorable aupect
ot the Atr Force has more credibility than a paid advertisement.

Di RECT I MS

Complete the tollowing exereiAe and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. ne will give you furthpr instruitions at that time.

I. Define publicity photography.

?, What ks the function ot publicity photogiaphy?

Uhat is the two 0:00tte tor pehlivItv !.holoporaphs?

; tA. t I ').' - I t. t
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4. Why would a publicity story and/or photo have more
credibility than an advertisement?

5. Who is the release authority for external release publicity?

After completing this exercise, take it to your instructor
before proceeding further.

DIRECTIONS

Take Slide/Tape IV-3, Publicity Photography, to the Learning
Center and view it on the Caramate. This will give you further

information and mission requriements. The following mission data
gives you a permanent record of requirements.

MISSICN

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Basis of Issue

35mm camera set 1/student

Electronic flash 1/student
Projection printer 1/student

Contact printer 1/4 students

Laboratory facilities 1/class

Light table 1/class

Nikor tanks and reels As needed

Film As needed

Printing paper As needed
8X Magnifier 1/student

Dust-off 1/student

PROCEDURES

Select suitable people or activities tq be photogrophed. Make

publicity photos of your subjects. Select the best shot and make one

print up to 8 x 10 inch (20 x 25 cm). This print will be critiqued by

your instructor. Your finished prints must meet the Standards of

Instructor Evaluation.
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Sciences Branch
PT GlIAZR23152 001-11/-4Lowry APB, Colorado

March 1978

SPORTS AND ACTION

OBJECTIVE

Photograph a sporting event, and submit a minimum of three
prints, up to 8 X 10 inch (20 X 25cm) size, which show action.
emotion, and human interest. Prints will be evaluated in critique
and must meet Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

DIRECTIONS

Study this programmed text. Complete the interim exercises andcheck your answers. When you have completed this text, answer the
exercise on page 9 and take it to your instructor for evaluation.
You will be given further instructions at that ttme.

INTRODUCTION

Sports and action are synonymous. Most successful sports photo-
graphs portray action. Sports photography is a very lucrative area
because of the growing public Interest in sports and the great number
of sports activities available ro cover. Sports and action photography
is highly competitive, demanding physical stamina, expert timing, com-
plete mastery of your equipment, and last, but not least, a certain
amount of luck. Although you have little control over how the situa-
tion unravels, proper planning van still be accomplished. Thoughtful
preparation, through research and planning, will increase your chancesfor success. In otherwords - learn the sport!

INFORMATION

SPORTS ASSIGNMENT

Preparation for a Sports Events

Good planning Is the key to preparation.. If you have planned
your needs, equipment wise, you won'r find yourself covering the
event and wlIthing you had the 500mm lens you left at home. Youwill, during preparation, program fa, all the equipment and supplieswill require to effectively cover the event. The equipment re-.pit:,q1 is determined by your own expetience and by research. If yon
have never covered n foothaLl game, some rsearch at the library willtell you rhat a football field 14 1.20 yards long and In yards wide.

221)
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You cannot be on the field during the game, so most of the action
will occur from 10 yards to 40 yards away from you. This fact
should tell you that you will need a long lens to isolate the action.
Most football shots are taken with lenss In the 200mm to 500mm range.
The action takes place all over the fild, so a zoom lens will pro-
bably be valuable. The action is rapid, so a motor drive will help
you. Using two camera bodies, one with an 80-200mm zoom lens, and
one with a 400mm lens will help you capture close as well as distant
action.

Research also will determine the type of film and how you rate
it. Is it a day game or a night game? What type of film does the
mission require? Color or black-and-white? If at night, and color
is required, what is the Kelvin temperature of the field lights?
How bright is the stadium? Will you need to push your film of can
you rate it normally? All of these questions can be answered through
research.

If you are going to photograph a sport that you are not too
familiar with, read some books about the sport. This will give
you background information about the game itself and some Idea
of what will be happening. After basic research, study the
actual teams involved for the style of game they play. For ex-
ample, in the case of a football team, are they predominantly a

running team or a passing team? What plays do they like to use in
any given situation? If it's third and long yardage, do they like
to throw a flare pass to the back on the left side? Do they fre-
quently throw to the flanker on first down?

Knowing the strengths and weaknesses of a team and their
tendencies in a given situation will help you be in the right
!,lace at the right time to get that one outstanding shot.

The more you know about a sport and the teams involved, the
more you will improve your chances of getting strong sports action
photographs.

Exercise I.

1. How do you determine the equipment you will need to cover
a sports event?

r4,1 f: tA7.1i I 1 t.:' On 1 - I V- i
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2. How can research on the tendencies of a given team in a certain
situation help you?

3. Where can you learn more about any sport?

GO TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE AND CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

SW G3AZR211')Z 001-IV-4
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. Through experience and research.

2. It will help you know where to he in a given situation.

3. The library, television, experience. sports mags, other
people.

Planning for Sports Coverage

Following your research and planning for equipment. film, and
background information, you now must apply all of this information
to a plan of action for covering the event. Assuming equal technical
competence with camera equipment and equal amount of luck, the edge
you may have over other photographers at a sports event is the re-
search you have done and the knowledge you gained from it. If you
have a better idea of what type oi play a team will run and where
the action might go than another photographer, you can place your-
self in a more advantageous position to capture that action. Obviously,
no team will do what you expect all of the time. Deception and doing
the unexpected are a large part of sports strategy. However, A team
tends to stay with what it does well. If you are familiar with a
team's tendencies, you will be in the tight place more often than
the photographer who is unfamiliar with the team.

A part of planning your coverage Is determining the type of
shots you will require. An emotional shot of a player or coach
in the ecstasy of victory or the agony of defeat can often evoke
more viewer response than an action photograph. A spectator or
player reaction to a play can sometimes tell a 1.tory better than
just the shot of the play.

You should have a plan for coverage of a sports eVent before
you cover it. Are you trying to feature a certain player? Do you
want to concentrate on only one of the two team? Is there a certain
facet of the game you speciiically need, or want to feature? All of
these questions should be answered in your plan for coverage. This
plan gives you the overall guidelines. Much will happen that is not
planned for and if you are alert and ready. you can take advantage

the ,Aituation. A plan for coverage simply gives you the best

SW C3A7A211',7 001-)17-4
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chance,to be In the right place at the right time and to get the
shots you need end want.

Coverage of Sports Assignments

The actual photographic coverage of a sports event is where all
the research and planning you have done pays off. If you have the
necessary equipment and film, and you have researched the game and
the teams, you have maximized your chances to get good photographs.
Now it's all up to your skill and a certain amount of luck to pro-
duce those photographs.

Each sport has different shooting requirements, depending on
the game. There are, however, none constants for virtually all
sports:

(1) Use the fastest shutter speed that conditions will allow.

Sports action is fast and furious. In most cases you are
shooting with a long lens. Fast shutter speeds: 1/500,
1/1000, 1/2000, will stop most fast action, and will help
to eliminate camera movement. Blurred shots may look good
in an arty photo exhibit, but as a general rule they do
not move well in the news media. Sharpness is very is-
portant, and a fast shutter speed will help to maximize
it.

(2) Isolate on a single subject or point of action. A long
shot of 22 football players on the field is not nearly
as dramatic as one player being tackled. A long lens is
not merely a tool to bring distant objects close. In the
knowledgeable photojournalist's hands, it is a tool that
puts the viewer right into the action.

(3) Be alert for and capture the human interest and emotional
aspects of the sport. A photograph of the elation of a
player whose team just won the championship communicates
very well. The total despair of defeat, the agony of
injury, the frustration and anger of failure are all
emotional aspects of the gam thLt the average viewer
never is close enough to seo. but can identify with.

(4) Check your film counter duting breaks in the action

SW 63AZIV3152
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If you arc nearly at the end of your roll, replace it with
a new roll. The time you try to squeeze the last two
frames out of a roll will be the play that a pass Is
intercepted and run back for the winning score, and
there you are, staring helplessly because you're out
of film.

(5) Plan your position in anticipation of the decisive action.
If a baseball team has a man on third base, you should know
that any kind of a hit will bring him racing for home. The
play at home plate is more decisive than the hit the batter
made. In football, if the ball Is on the one yard line, use
your research to try to anticipate the play. What is that
team likely to do in this situation?

These rules for coverage are only general guidelines that you
should always be aware of to maximize your chances for success.
Experience will give you your own guidelines for success.

Exercise 2

3. Why do you need a plan for roverage of a sports event?

2. In what area will research and planning 1:5!lp you?

3. What do you gain by shooting at the fastest possible
shutter speed?

4. Why change your film at 32 frames on your mounter during
a brtak ih the artion rather than run ont all 36 frames?

clAZR:11%., 001 1V-4
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. A plan for coverage allows you to concentrate ou the areas
you need and want to cover.

2. Being in the right place and anticipating the action.

3. Maximum sharpness. It helps to eliminate both camera and
subject movement.

4. A fresh roll will help insure that you don't miss any action.

Capturing Emotion and Human Interest

The dramatic action photograph is only a part of sports photography.
Quite frankly, by tuld-basketball season, most of your viewers will
grow a bit tired ol the standard "Armpit Shot" of three or four basket-
ball players leaping to the basket tor a rebound. It's dramatic action,
but it is greatly overused. Something diff,.rent is now needed to
visually excite your viewer. The main action in any sports event is
on the field, but if you overlook the teams on the sideline, the
eoaehea, the cheerleaders (especially the cheerleaders), and the
apectators, yoa will miss the human interest and molton of the
game, A shot of the losing coach crying in total dejection, a
winning player holding his hands ap and crying: "We're ill!," the
agoni oi an Injury. and the reaction ol the spectators to the game,
Alt. all integral part:: of the game, and are areas thy viewer is osaally
aaable to see eXCept through the eye ot the pbotojoutnalist.

These are unplanned i n (dent s I hat t he phut o join na I ist most bu-
n lent for. Yon must be observant and i eady for t lwsy happen I ns.
Sow of the human I n t eres and emot i on phot ogt apbet s k an be ant icipat ed.
11 a game is almost ovyr and one team has such a lead that they have
the game won, watkh lor the emotions !tom both the winners and the
loser$, The best sveetatW teadi 1011 shots w!ll ,(Mm, after either
something good or something bad has happened. Spe,Lators at a lootball
gamy, tot example, will le::p up and cheer after their team score3 a
touchdowo, aud will boo and shoot after their team',. quarterback his
tikt,NA an 101 vl(k11,q1 pas,;. These shots aJd depth and emotion to spOliz!

hoot i okta I and homan tnt erest phol os p i VI. I i le to the players.

1 lAZ1t) ii ) 001-1V 1
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It shows then as real people, not just a "machine" in a uniform.

DIRECTIONS

Z I 8

Complete the following exercise and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. Your instructor will give you further instructions
at that time.

1. Why are human interest and emotional photos necessary to
complete sports coverage?

2. What is the most important ability a photojournalist can have
to effectively cover sports?

3. Why is research helpful to a sports photographer?

4. Why are long lenses a prime tool of the sports photographer?

5. Why is a plan for coverage of a sports event necessary?

After completing this exercise, take it to your instructor for
evaluation before proceeding further.

Instructor

SW MAZIO3152 001-IV-4
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DIRECTIONS

Take Slide/Tape IV-4, Sports Photography to the Learning Center
and study It on a Caramate. This will give you lurther information
and mission requirements. The lollowing mission data gives you a
permanent record of requirements.

MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Basis of Issue

35mm camera set I/student
Projection printer 1/student
Electronic flash (optional) 1/stodent
Exposure meter (optional) 1/student.
Contact printer 1/4 students
Laboratdry facilities 1/class
Light table I/Llass
Film As needed
Nikon tanks and reels As needed
Ptinting paper As needed
8X Magnifier 1/student
Dust-oft 1/student

PROCEDURES

Selecr a sports event of your ch.liro. Research barkground
information. Prepare a shooting script. to Include camera angles
and positions. lighting and probable centers of action.

During your assignment, watch for the highlights. Pay close
attention to participants noted for colorful chatacteristics. Shoot
action that will tio In with the final outcome of the event. Don't
forget to show action, emotion, and human interest. You must have
one action shot, olio spectator reaction shot, and one player or coach
emorion shot.

VrOcvss aud proof your tilm. Nt.:vol and priot at 1..ast three
pilots up to 8 X 10 Inch (20 X Pam) SI7m. Your print:, will be eval-
uated by iritinue and most meet Standaids ol lnstrucloi Evaluation.

1AZ1t.' I I 001 - I V-6
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Sciences Branch PT C3AZ123152 001 -11163
Lowry APB, Colorado /larch I'M

EDITORIAL

OBJECTIVE

Produce an editorial photograph. The photograph must clearly
show bias, and sake a statement. Prints must meet Standards of
Instruct* Evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

The editorial photograph is a atatement of opinion and directri
reflects the photographer's point of view. It is designed to motivate
people to act, change attitudes, or to influesce opinion. Tour photo-
graphs should motivate people in one or more of the above directions.

DIRECTIONS

Study this text. Answer the interim exercises and check your
answers. When you have completed this tent, IMAM' the test on page
6, and take it to your instructor for evaluation. Vou will be given
further instructions at that time.

INFORNATICN

EDITORIAL PHOTOJOURNALISM

An editorial is a statement of the point of view of a person or
publication. It is designed to present this point of view in such
a way as to persuade others to adopt the ease point of view. This
method of editorializing tends to be exttemely subjective. An edi-
torial states a belief or opinion and then presents upporting argu-
ments to try to persuade the reader.

An example of editorial photojournaliam could be fosture on
littering. Lowry APB haa a campground in the mountains and a problem
has developed with litter in the area. The purpose of the editorial
is to attempt to persuade campers to stop littering. What do you
concentrate on photographically to aupport your idea? You must
graphically show the effects of littering. A photograph of a "No
littering" sign with the ground around it covered with garbage is
one possibility. Probably a stronger image would be a photograph
of a beautiful mountain stream flowing over beer cans and garbage.
You would selectively photograph to present your viewpoint. An

299



editorial photograph must graphically support the point of view and
make a statement to be effective. In this area the photojournalist
is entirely subjective. The photo says what the photojournalist
wants it to as

Exercise 1

2.

do you editorialize photographically?

fine editorial.

. Editorial photography tends to he extremely

HO TO THE TOP 01 1HE NEXT PAGE AND CHECK YOUR ANSWERS.

CIAn011'
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Exercise 1 Answers

1. You subjectively photograph to show the point of view you
are communicating.

2. An editorial photograph in a statement of belief or opinion
supported by evidence. It is designed to change opinion,
to motivate people to act, or change attitudes.

3. subjective

Accuracy in Editorializing

The editorial is designed to persuade people, but In so doing,
you must still be accurate. Using the same example given earlier
In the text, littering at a campground, if you thought that would
bp a good idea for an editorial, you decide to take A trip to the
campground. Upon your arrival at the campground, you discover one

. beer eau lying around in an otherwise immaculate area. Would you
be accurate to take a photograph of that beer can and editorialize
about litter at the campground? You are not accurate if you edi-
torialize about a non-existent or inoignificant problem. Salve your

editorializing for a point of View tipal needs exposure. There are
enough problem* in our world that deserve comment, don't editorialize
oa non-existent /treas.

Be sure you have the toformation you need to be aceurate in
editorial work. Research your subject. An editorial based on false
,.lemises will not convince anyone having familiarity with your sub-
ject, and can boomerang on you when refuted by someone who did his
tesearch.

Libel In Editorializing

Lack of accuracy in published work can lead to libel charges. The
editorial area ot published media is also subject to libel. If You are
accurate with your editorial you should have no problems with libel.

EverLtse 2

I, What is it neeessary to do to insure accuraly in editorializiwy

LIAZ1:211 001-1V-5
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2. liket is the probehle outcome ef ea editorial based ea fader
promisee

4

GO TO TNE TOP OF TNE NEXT FM AND ENID( YOUR ANSWERS.

1
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. Research

2. Refutation by readers, a loss of credibility, and possible
libel action.

The Photojournalist's Point of View

In editorial photography, a subjective point of view is

communicated through a photograph As a photojournalist, it is

your responsibility to visually interpret either your point of
view or someone elses for the media audience. You may be given
an assignment to produce photographs to go with an editorial about
littering on base. Your photographs should show the litter in such
a way as to communicate the bad effects of littering. A photo of
lawn sprinklers watering th streets would graphically illustrate
an editorial about poor water conservation. A visual image is a
potent persuader. If yon provide good, graphic images that com-
municate the desired information or opinion, you can change attitudes
and opinions.

DIRECTIONS

Complete the following exercke and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. You will be given further instructions at that time.

1. You have been given an ns:,ignment to prWoce photographs
for an editorial stating how bad littering ha:. become on
base. Describe two possible ph6zegraphs that will illosirate
this point of view.

.'. Del ii ,. sob). et iv.. phot ogr.lphy.

:,t: 1: $A7.1t 2 11', ./. 00 1 - 1 V )
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3. List three USAF topics suitable for editorialising.

4. Define editorial.

5. What is the purpose of an editorial?

After completing this exercise, take it to your instructor
for evaluation before proceeding further.

Instructor

DIRECTIONS

Take Slide/Tape IV-5, Editorial Photography to the Learning
Center and view it on the Caramate. This will give you further
information and mission requirements. The following mission data
gives you a permanent list of requirements.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

35mm camera set
Electronic flash

MISSION

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

SW G3AZR23152 001-1V-5
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Projection princer 1/scudenc
Contact printer 1/4 studnts
Light cable 1/class
Nikor tanks and reels As needed
Bulk film As needed
Printing paper As needed
8X Magnifier 1/studenc
Dust-off 1/student

PROCEDURES

Select an area of genral intest that lends itself to editorial
comment. Your subject matter could be pedosrrian safety, vehicle
operations, fire hazards, structural dangers, traffic. control,
transportation, base services. The choir is almost limitless.

Shoot and print your photoe tu show hias or mak a staiement.
Submit one prior up ro 8 X 10 inr.livs (20 X 7scm) ur your selected
editorial message for critique and evaluation.

I 1111 I V
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Sciences Branch
Lowry AFB, Colorado

PICTURE STORIES

OBJECTIVE

PT G3AZR23152 001-IV-6
March 1978

Given the unassembled materials necessary to make a picture
story, perform editor duties by producing a complete picture story.
Finished picture story must meet the Standards of Instructor Evalua-
tion.

Plan and produce an organized sequence of photos, with text,
presenting an account of an interesting and significant event, per-
sonality, idea, or an aspect of contemporary life. The photos and
text must supplement each other. Instructor must approve content
prior to photographing the subject.

Using prints and text from previous exercise, assemble a com-
prehensive and complete picture story. Submit the picture story
mounted on two to three boards, one to five pictures per board.
Content must meet Standards of Instructor Evaluation.

DIRECTIONS

Study pages 69-75 in Visual Impact in Print, then complete the

following exercise. Check your answers on the next page, then proceed

with the lesson.

Exercise 1

1. Define picture story.

2. List the major characteristics of a picture essay.

3. What is a picture group?

2 3 G
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Exercise I Answers

1. A group of pictures that has visual continuity. it is narrative

and explores one area in depth.

2. A picture essay Is interpretive. It sets out to prove a point
or make a statement.

3. The picture group is an arrangement of miscellaneous pictures
on a single subject. It lacks the continuity of a picture
story and the point of view of an essay.

DIRECTIONS

Study pages 77-93 in Visual Impact in Print, then complete the
following exercise. Check your answers on the next page, then go
on to the next section.

Exercise 2

1. Why did the photographer shoot photographs of Seymour's pencil
movements?

2. Why vary distance, composition, and angle on the shots?

3. Did the photographer overshoot on thv Seymour pictur. sturv?
Explain your answers.

(JAZR? I Oo I - I V--h
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Exercise 2 Answers

1. It was a characteristic mannerism of the sublect. For a
personality profile picture story it gives nn option for
insight into personality.

2. This gives your editor a great deal of choice in photos and
layout.

3. For the size of the story layout, the amount of film expended
was probably right. Film is cheap, the more you shoot and
vary your shots, the more choice you have in editing and
layout.

DIRECTIONS

Study pages 94 - 103 in Visual Impact in Print, then complete the
following exercise. Check your answers on the next page, then go on
to the next section.

Exercise 3

1. Does a different layout vary the theme of a picture story?

2. How can a good knowledge of layout help the photographer
during shooting?

3. How can the photographer best help the layout editor?
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Exercise 3 Answers

1. Definitely, choir+. of layout van slake or brenk n pit-titre story.
40

2, Knowledge of layout helps you to constantly be alert for the
lead shot, sequence shots, shots that will fit in certain places.

3. The photographer can help in layout by shooting a wide variety
of shots, left-looking and right-looking, etc., to give the
layout editor wide choice of possibilities.

DIRECTIONS

Complete the following exercise and take it to your instructor
for evaluation. Do not proceed with the lesson until this exercise
has been evaluated by your instructor.

Exercise 4

1. How do you obtain the information necessary to produce a
picture story?

2. Why make a shooting script?

I. Why shoot a large number and variety of shots?

4. How do you find a suitable subject for a picture story?
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5. What is lead picture nnd Its purpose?

DO NOT GO ON UNTIL YOUR INSTRUCTOR HAS CHECKED YOUR RESPONSES.

Instructor

DIRECTIONS

Take Slide/Tape IV-6, Picture Story Planning and Layout, to
the Learning Center and study It on the Caramate. This will give
you further information and mission requirements. The following
mission data gives you a permanent record of requirements.

MISSION 1

MISSION

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

35mm camera set
Electronic flash
Nikor tanks and reels
Projection printer
Contact printer
Paper, printing
Film, bulk
Typewriter
Light table
Dust-off
8X Magnifier
Waxer

Basis of Issue

SW G3A2R23152 001-IV-6
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1/student
1/student (optional)
As needed
1/student
1/4 students
As needed
As needed
1/4 students
1/10 students
1/student
1/student
1/10 students
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PROCEDURES

Select a picture story idea keeping it within workable limits.
Analyse your reading audience to determine reader interest for your
idea. Conduct research to include background information, individuals
involved, time, date, etc. Plan your story based on your research and
prepare a shooting script which should include: key shots, camera
angles, compositional elements, and continuity. Design a proposed
layout and present the entire package to your instructor for approval.
(Be prepared to defend your plan.) Upon approval, shoot your picture
story. Process film and make proofs. Select proofs for final printing
and write the story and captions. Make final prints. Layout prints,
text, and captions into a picture story. Submit story for critique.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

15mm camera set
Electronic flash
Nikor tanks and reels
Projection printer
Contact printer
Paper, printing
Film, bulk
Typewriter
Light table
Dust-off
8X Magnifier
Waxer

PROCEDURES

MISSION 2

MISSION

Same as Mission 1

Basis of Issue
1/student

1/student (optional)
As needed
1/student
1/4 students

As needed
As needed
1/4 students

1/10 students
1/student
1/student

1/10 students

(;i4 clialt.'M? 001-1V-6
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Sciences Branch PT G3AZR23152 001 -IV -7
Lowry AFB, Colorado March 1978

PORTFOLIO

OBJECTIVE

Submit a portfolio selected from your course work for critique
by the instructor. The portfolio will consist of a minimum of five
mounted 11 X 14 (27 X 35cm) prints submitted in a minimum of three
Military Picture of the Year categories.

DIRECTIONS

Study the following text materiel, then complete the exorcist
at the end and take it to your instructor for evaluation befor7
proceeding further.

INTRODUCTION

For a photojournalist, a portfolio is a vital tool of the trade.
Your portfolio establishes your credibility. It says: "here is what
I have done. I can do the job."

INFORMATION

PORTFOLIO USES

Your portfolio is one of the most important pieces of work you
can produce. If you put time, work. and skill into producing and
maintaining your portfolio, it will serve you well over and over.

A portfolio is a prerequisite for consideration for the Air Force
photojournalist program. it is a necessary prerequisite for the
Military Photographers of the Year contest. A portfolio will help
establish credibility for you on a local level, so that you will be
able to do photojournalistic work rather than just menial jobs until
you "show me what you can do."

What should go into a portfolio? A portfolio should be geared to
the type of photographic work you are doing. The portfolio of a
commercial photographer, an audiovisual specialist, and a photo-
journalist ..muld be vastly difficult, because the type of photography
is different.

2 )
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A. a photojournalist, your portfolio should reflect this field.
News, sports, feature, and picture stories are among the areas that
should be represented. Your portfolio should be varied and show top
quality examples of different areas of phorojournalistic work. Tear
sheets of published work are also valuable to include in your portfolio.

The portfolio requires ruthless editing. If you have any doubt
about whether a shot should be included, it probably shouldn't be.
The photographs in your portfolio ssy "this is what I can do." If
it is mediocre, it says, "I do mediocre work."

The form of a portfolio is up to you. There are two choices
generally available. They are either prints or slides. Each format
has its advantages and disadvantages. Slides, through being shown in
a darkened room tend to draw more concentrated viewer attention, but,
they require a projector, screen, and a darkened room. The equip-
ment and space requirements are frequently a hassle. Mounted prints
are easier to transport and display than slides. Furthermore, most
contests require print portfolios.

This assignment is designed to give you the beginning of a
portfolio with work done in this course. To build on this, you
must continue to add to your portfolio through your shooting. Your
portfolio should not be static once you have assembled it. If you
look at it with critical eye, you will see shots that are not your
best. These should be continually upgraded either through your daily
assignments, or from self-assignments that you shoot strictly for
your portfolio.

A portfolio is your calling card as a photojournalist. Let it
reflect the best you can do.

DIRECTIONS

Complete the following exercise and take it to your instructor
for evaluation before continuing on.

Exercise I

1. What can a portfolio do for you?

SW G3A21123152 001-IV-7
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2. List three categories of photographs that should be in
photojournalioes portfolio.

A.

C.

3. Do you currently have portfolio? If not, why?

TAKE THIS TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR 'STORK CONTINUING.

Instructor

DIRECTIONS

Take Slide/Tape IV-7, Portfolio to the Learning Center and study
it. This will give you more assignment information, and Military
Picture of the Year categories. The following mission data gives
you a permanent record of requirements.

MISSION

TRAINING EQUIPMENT

Projection printer 1/student
Light table 1/10 students
Mount press 1/10 students
Tacking, iron 1/% students
Paper cutter 1/i students
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OX Magnifier 1/mtudent
Dust-off Ustudent
11 X 14 paper As needed
11 X 14 mount board As needed
11 X 14 mounting tissue As needed

PROCEDURES

Using negatives from previous course assignments, print and
mount a minimum of five prints in a minimum of three Milita7
Picture of the Year categories. These 11 X 14 (27 X 35cm) Mourifzed
prints will be turned in for portfolio evaluation to the instructor.
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